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To provide information regarding t R availability of Landsat imagery, the Image Processing Facility (IPF),
at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publisbies a World Standard Catalog on a monthly schedule. These
catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
As a supplement to these catalogs, the Landsat imagery of several spectral bands is available on 16m
microfilm.
Film products for imagery listed in this catalog are available at a nominal price from all three agencies
listed below. In addition, the 16mm microfilm can be purchased from the U.S. Department of the Interior(USDI) EROS Data Center and :National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (INOAA). Digital tapes can be
purchased only from the USIA EROS Data Center.
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2222 West - 2300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84125
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Additional Landsat data is acquired, processed, and archived at several other locations throughout the
world. The locations of these Data Banks are:
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Brazil
Instituto do Pesquisas Fspaciais
Av. dos Astronautas, 1758
Caixa Postal 515
12.200 - Sao Jose dos Cagos
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Attention: Dr. Nelson de Jesus Parada
Canada
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Plan and Budget Organization
Imperial Gavernment of Iran
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The coverage contained in the monthly Standard Catalog is divided into two parts. part l contains a com-
puter generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent
information about each image. Part 2 provides a computer listing of observations organized by latitude/
longitude.
A. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing,
Observation ID numbers are listed in sequential order from smallest number to largest. :associated with
each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with
a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
B. Latitude/Longitude Listing
This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them by
coordinates using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing
will be sorted first by latitude, and idthin latitude by longitude. The latitude/longitude listing is
arranged in the follotdng manner:
0-90 degrees North; 0-180 degrees Fast and 0.180 degrees West
followed by
0•-90 degrees South; 0-180 degrees Fast and 0-180 degr6en West
C 3M ,E OBSERVATION ID AND LATITUDE/LONGITUDE FORMAT
d► ^04041J70 (DQ
CATALOG
LANO3AT x	 MSS SE"M Q







I&	 RAIN P=MT QPICTM
(]
MICWFIL.1T 1HCRFLM
•D DATE yt SML EM AZIM	 COVER +4537	 w-, 4ser +►5437 ckm L.l4T R4114 -Low POLL. , FINOW
2--.•-.7030 03/09/78	 41 33 15715 A 28.40 133.71	 0	 EEEE	 NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N L12.69 K 2-90057 0001
41-,;-17033 03/09/70	 41 34 15715 0 29.16 132.80	 0	 EEEE	 NO CCCL LLLI. 37.35 N 113.17 N '2-90057 090221.• ,-:7035 03/09/79	 41 35 15715 D 29.91 131.88	 0	 EEEE	 NO CCCL LLF.L 35 .93 N 153.63 W 2-90057 000311•	 -:7042 03/09/76	 41 36 15715 D 30.64 130 . 95	 0	 EEY.E	 NO CCCL LIJZ 34.50 N 114.08 W 2-90057 000421
--	 17044 03/09/78
	 41 37 15715 D 31.35 130.00	 0	 EEEE	 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07'N 114.51 W 2-90057 0005t1.,,
-:7051 03/09/7u	 41 38 15715 D 32.05 129 . 04	 0	 ZEES	 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 114 . 94 W 2-90057 000621.
.1-16410 03/09/78	 59 20 15716 S 17.49 145.52	 90	 %EEG	 NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 130 .19 W 2-90057 00072111 1-la412 03/09/78
	 59 21 15716 S 18.38 144.53	 80	 IEEE	 NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 131.05 H 2-90057 0008
Rrgg0 im of Dam INMS







Latitude and Longitude at observation center
9. Stn elevation and azimath at observation center
Tess of seconds (5th character) 10. Image Quality: P x Poor, F - Fair, E n fl^ellent, M -ssing. AW
number in the Quality column Will X0PL	 ent a .8' code (see page 3Minutes of hour {3rd it 4th characters) for "J" codes).
L----,,Hour of Day
	 (1st 4 2nd characters) 11. HSS Data bade: "C" indicates that the spacecraft signal compression
node Was used to acquire bands 4, 5 and 6; "I1' indicates that 311
Day since lwmch (Znd,3rd , 4tn,5t1t char.) bands Were acquired in the linear made.
Satellite snsaber[lst character) 12. MS Image skein: 	 IV' indicates that all bands were acquired in low
gain mode; "H" indicates that bands 4 and 5 were acquired by the
spacecraft in the high gain made.
13. Path/Fow - World fr=e reference ^ystesa
14. Day/Nite Spcl:	 D .. daytime coverage
H . nighttime coverage (band 8 only)
S - twilight coverage (gust elevation is between
0 and 20 degrees.)
. 15'- Ce!/Q^llqualityL{ izdirateSthat.n cn1oGOnpa^ite ALCer'tS •f6F	 •.
that image.	 CCM quality indicates the. quality of the color c6iidilte
miter (P^-Paor, F-Fair, L-Excellent) .
FIGURE 1-1 PRWOLIT FORMAT
2
J-CODES
J-0 = iii = missing images on archival film product.
J-I = images on archival film fail criteria because of photographic problems such as processing
chemical spots or stains.
J-Z = electron beam recorder problem evident on archival, film product including:
more than 21 Line drops and/or greater than 25% of image area affected;
electron beam recorder image correcti on failure causing image breakup;
sync lock loss; banding; window pane; false start of scan code; and data shifts.
J-3 = spacecraft attitude parameter change rate exceeds normal. limits.
J-4 = a ,.zccnding node (night) band 4-7 images on archival film or tape products (i.e., no
discernable image data on bands 4-7); band 8 data available.
J-5 = archival film bears emulsion defects which are supplier related; e.g., paint chaps
from film spools, film blisters, emulsion tears due to lack of adhesion.
J-6 = partial image prodw:ed on film because of data problem; film is correctly annotated.
J-7 = idde band video tape damaged or unavailable; digital, and archival film product cannot be
regenerated.
J-8 = spacecraft data tape damaged; cannot regenerate digital product.
J-9 = one or more tracks on tivide band video tape aTe unrecoverable; rannot generate digital product.
2.1 GENERAL
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16mm racrofilm in ventory of imagery processed during the
rv&renced month which is oroani=ed for con venient use with the Standard Catalog. The following
infcn. tion applies only to Standard Catalogs produced after December of 1977. Refer to Document
NTiSUB/C/159-012 for catalogs pro ,Juced prior to January of 1978.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data can contain U.S. and non-U.S. segments.
Each set of microfilm images is in correspondence to a Standard 'Catalog, except for "J" coded images
which are not irdcrofilned,and can be used in conjunction with the catalog for selecting desired images.
A maximum of 1000 images -^aresenting one or more complete Archival rolls is contained on one, roll of
16mm X 100 feet of microfiian. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide a summary of the
data available, only,  Landsat 2 MSS Band 5 and Landsat 3 RBV (cameras 1 and 2) and '%TSS Bands 5 and 8
are reproduced.
2.2 I1 ITMETIVG THE CAT.s
 OG PRINTOUT
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits, followed by a four digit frame count
The first digit designates the satellite. Example: 3-90001/0002 is a Landsat 3 roll. The second
digit will alm ys be a 9 to designate combined U.S. and non-U.S. coverage. The remaining 5 digits
before the slash are used to sequentially number all microfilm rolls prepared within each satellite
group. Example: the first roll of microfilm generated for Landsat 3 is numbered 3-90001/0002. The
four digit number fallowing the roll number designates the frame location number of t e scene.
Example: The second frame into the roll, described above, reads 3-•90001/0002.
2.3 16mm MICROFILM ROIL FO MAT
The be inii.n •r 	 16mof each roll of 16 icrofilm contains 3 information frames followed by the imagery frames.g	 ^
The first frame states START OF REEL and contains the microfilm roll number. The second frame contains
information about where the roll of film was produced. The third frame is a 3x3 density array target
which is used as an internal quality control check. 	 *.
^-	
The imagery frames which follow are in the same sequence as .listed in the Standard Catalog Printout.
4	 y




Figure 2-1 Microfilm Roll Format
MICROFIU-1 1MkGE FORNW
Each microfilm image contains all of the original annotation information plus tuo rapid search aids and








Figure 2-2 Microfilm Ima¢e Format
5
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now
.5 USM SETCH AIDS
The U-er Search aids are the bar code indexing system, the document mark, and the `our digit number.
A. Bar Lode Indexing System
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual bar code lines to the right of
each frame. The visual bar code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances
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To utili:;e this s:"stem, :l user must generate a bar code indexing scale to attach to the face 
of his \'iel<e1'. The si:e and spac ing for the bar ~cale is dependent upon the mai!!lification 
of his viewer, Land,:lt ililisery i s microfi lmed a t a reduct i.on ratio of 5.75X. To detennine 
the overall l engt:1 of 3 :"H code inJexing scale required fJr the us",rs' micrcfi l n vie"'er, 
mul tip l y 9 . .)5mm (U bars and 13 spaces , each .35= in height) by the vie"er lens enlarge-
ment factor . ~w tiply , 35mm by the viewer lens enlargement factor t o determine the 
individual bar and space heights on the bar code indexing scale. 
The Document ~lark 
The LA.\TISAT microfilm images have also been annotated I<ith '1 document mark at the base of each 
frame. This type of encoding is designed for use on readers I<ith an electronic sensing and 
counting capability or an odometer. To use the dOClDllent mark encoding retrieval system, the 
film ,d ll have to be placed in a cartridge. IIhen the cartridge is placed in a reader I<hich 
contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is 
obtained from the Standard CatAlog (columns ~. 7 & l8-~licrofilm Roll and Frame) and either 
punched on the keyboard or reac via the odOl.lCter as the film advances. Using a reader con-
figured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advan.:es and the frames' document marks are 
counted by means of a photosensing light. loJhen the appropriate number has been counted, the 
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an oda1Ieter 
requires the user to monitor the odometer as the film ad\~ces and stop the advance of the film 
in the vicinity of the required frame. (See Figure 2-4.) 








BEGLN END BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN END
38 689 706 11 Dec 76 28 Dec 76 55 995 1012 13 Oct 77 30 Oct 77
39 707 724 29 Dec 76 15 Jars 77 56 1,013 1030 31 Oct 77 17 Nov 77
40 725 742 16 Jan 77 2 Feb 77 57 1031 1048 18 Nov 77 5 Dec 77
41 743 760 3 Feb 77 20 Feb 77 58 1049 1066 6 Dec 77 23 Dec 77
42 761 778 21 Feb 77 10 Liar 77 59 1067 1084 24 Dec 77 10 Jan 78
43 779 796 11 Mar 77 28 Mar 77 60 1085 1102 11 Jan 78 28 Jan 78
44 797 814 29 Mar 77 15 Apr 77 61 1103 1120 29 Jan 78 15 Feb 78
45 815 832 16 Apr 77 3 May 77 62 1121 1138 16 Feb 78 5 Mar 78
46 833 850 4 May 77 21 May 77 63 1139 1156 6 May 78 23 Mar 78
47 851 868 22 May 71 8 Jun 77 64 1157 1174 24 Mar 78 10 Apr 78
48 869 886 9 Jun 77 26 Jun 77 65 1175 1192 11 Apr 78 28 Apr 78
49 887 904 27 Jury 77 14 Jul 77 66 1193 1210 29 Apr 78 16 May 78
50 905 922 15 Jam 77 1 Aug 77 67 1211 1228 17 May 78 3 Jim 78
51 923 940 2 Aug 77 19 Aug 77 68 1229 1246 4 Jun 78 21 Jim 78
52 941 958 20 Aug 77 6 Sep 77 69 1,247 1264 22 Jun 78 9-Ju1 700
53 959 976 7 Sep 77 24 Sep 77 70 1265 1282 10 Jul 78 27 Jul 78N
54 977 994 25 Sep 77 12 Oct 77 71 1283 1300 28 Jul 78 ^ 14 Aug 78
8






I	 LAUNCH CALEB akTE
i
BEGIN alD I	 BEGIN END BEGIN I	 END BEGIN END
72 1301 1318 15 Aug 78 1 Sep 78 76 1373	 1390 26 Oct 78 12 Nov 78
73 1319 1336 ^	 2 Sep 78 19 Sep 78 1	 77 1391	 i 1408j
13 Nov 78 30 Nov 78
74 !	 1337 1354 20 Sep 78 7 Oct 78 ^	 78 1409	 1426 1 Dec 78 18 Dec 78
75 1355 1372' 8 Oct 78 25 Oct 78 ?9 1427	 1444 19 Dec 78 5 Jan 79
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GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
LANDSAT I'A AGE PROCESSING FAW.ITY
INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIA'
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26/79 LARDSAT 7	 FSS SENSOR PAGE 1
00:12 FROM	 01/01/79 To 01/31/79
OEISERVA71ON ENTRY PATH ROi, ORB 17 DAYINITF SUN SUN X CLO QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PIC7URE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE K /SPCL ELEV A7IM COVER 4567 QLTT 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2119604421 011211?9 163 22 16670 0 44.70 137.F2 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 H (178.92 E	 0 Q
2119604424 01121/79 163 23 16670 D 45.45 136.07 NA MMMI» NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N 078.17 E	 0 0
2119604430 01/21/79 163 24 16670 0 46.17 134.31 NA MPtMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 077.45 E	 0 0
2119604433 01/21/79 163 25 16670 D 46.87 132.53 NA MMMK NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 076.77 E	 0 O
2119604435 01/21/79 163 26 16676 0 47.53 130.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 076.12 E	 0 0
2119604442 01/21/79 163 27 16670 D 48.17 128.92 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 075.50 E	 O 0
2119604444 01/21/79 163 28 16670 D 48.78 127.00 4A MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 074.91 E	 0 Q..
2119604451 01/21/79 163 29 16670 D 49.35 125.18 4A MMKM NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 074.35 E	 0 1)
2119604453 01/27/19 163 30 16670 0 49.88 123.28 NA mmmm NO CCCL LOLL 43.04 N 073.80 E	 0 0
• 2119606244 01/21/79 181 20 16671 0 43.15 141.32 NA MMMM 1i0 CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 054.80 E	 0 0
2119606251 01/21/79 lb? 21 16671 D 43.95 139.57 NA MMMM ND CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 053.95 E	 0 0
2119606253 01/21/79 181 22 16671 D 44.73 137.81 NA aMhR ND CCCL LLLL 54.76 N 053.15 E	 0 0
2119803101 01/21/79 147 21 16697 D 44.46 139.4? 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 55.58 N 102-67 E	 290083 742
2119803103 01/21179 147 22 16697 0 45.24 137.62 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 101.86 E	 290083 743
2119803110 01/21/79 147 23 16697 D 45.99 135.83 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 101.11 E	 290083 744
2119803192 CJ1121/79 147 43 16657 D 53.14 096.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 091.00 E	 290063 745
2119803194 01/21/79 147 44 16697 0 53.02 094.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 090.62 E	 290083 746
2119803201 01/21/79 147 45 16697 0 52.85 092.08 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 090.25 E	 290083 747
2122320544 01/18/79 83 10 17056 D 40.36 161.25 8A MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 70.48 N 151.09 W	 0 0
2122321000 01/18/79 83 11 17056 D 41.34 158.50 49 MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 69.19 N 153.12 W	 0 0
2122321003 01/'18/79 83 12 17056 D 42.29 155.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 67.90 N 154.92 W	 0 0
" 2122321005 01/18179 83 13 17056 0 43.23 153.50 NA MAMM NO CCCL LLLL 66.58 N 156.56 W	 0 0
2122321012 01/18179 83 14 77056 D 44.15 151.17 RA MMMK NO CCCL LLLL 65.24 N 158.02 W	 0 0
2122321014 01/18/79 A3 15 17056 D 45.05 148.92 NA NMNM NO CCCL LLLL 63.89 N 159.35 W	 0 P
2122321021 01/18/19 83 16 17056 D 45.92 146.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 62.54 N 160.58 k	 0 0
2122321023 01/18/79 83 17 17056 D 46.76 144.,60 NA MMMM. NO CCCL LLLL 61.17 N 161„71 W	 0 0
2122321025 01118/79 83 16 17056 D 47.59 142.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 59.81 H 162.75 W	 0 O
2122321032 01/18/79 83 19 17056 D 48.39 140.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 163.72 W	 0 0
2122321034 01/18/79 P3 20 17056 D 49.15 138.30 NA MP1Mx NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 164.63 W.	 0 0
2.124419373 01/27/19 68 17 17348 D 48.27 142.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.13 N 140.13 w	 2900$4 39
2126414480 01/0317" 16 36 17624 0 55.19 100.30 HA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N 078.11 W	 0 0
21264144b2 01/03/7/ 16 37 17624 D 55.14 098.02 50 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 078.55 W	 290063 172
2126414485 01/03/79 16 38 17624 D 55.04 095.76 60 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N 078.97 W	 290083 173
2126414491 01/03/79 16 39 17624 D 54.89 093.54 60 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 N 079.38 W	 290083 174
2126414494 01103179 16 40 17624 D 54.68 091.34 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N 079.80 v	 290083 175
2126414500 01/03/79 16 41 17624 0 54.43 OR9.19 40 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N 080.20 W	 290085 176
AARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
t	 _	 STANDARD CATALOG
02/26179	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE	 2
	
00:14	 FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATh ROW ORBIT DAY /`/ITE SUN	 Silt.	 X CLD QUALITY CCM CCK	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE'	 MICROFIL M MIC FLK
I	 ID	 DATE	 #	 /SPCL	 ELEV A71M COVER 4567 	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAME
2126414502 01/03/79 16 42 1762 4 D 54.12 087.08 50 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 N	 080.59 W	 290083 177
2126414505 01/03/79 16 43 17624 D 53.77 085.02 HA 2222 N0 CCCL LLLL 24.45 N	 080.98 W	 0 0
2130613482 Dl/?7/79 4 53 13209 D 49.61 OF2.57 60 E666 NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 067.39 w	 290064 40
2130613404 01/27/79 4 54 182G g D 49.16 C80.90 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 067.73 W	 290084 41
2130615284 01/27/79 22 46 18210 D 51.50 095.33 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 N	 090.73 W	 290084 42
2130615290 01/27/79 22 47 18210 D 51.36 093.43 40 E9EE NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 N	 091,.10 W	 290054 43
2130701473 01/27/79 130 44 18216 D 51.60 099.44 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N	 113.08 E	 290084 44
2130701555 01/27/79 130 64 18216 D 42.98 067.28 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 S	 108.13 E	 290064 45
2130701561 01/27/79 130 65 18216 D 42.19 066.17 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 S	 107.80 E	 29DOZ14 46
2130703213 01/27/79 146 22 16217 D 41.87 139.27 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 100.50 E	 2900b4 47
2130703290 01127/79 148 40 18217 D 51.28 107.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 090.83 E	 290084 48
2130703293 01/27/79 148 41 18217 D 51.43 105.32 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 090.43 E	 290084 49
2130703295 01127/79 148 42 15217 D 51.53 103.37 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 N	 090.04 E	 290084 50
2130703302 01127179 148 43 18217 D 51.59 101.41 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 N	 089.65 E	 290084 51
2132315173 01/07/79 21 31 18647 D 44.15 130.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 082.93 W	 290083 1
2132315175 01/07/79 21 32 18447 J 44.84 129.27 0 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 W	 083.44 W	 290083 2
2132315182 01/07/79 21 33 18447 D 45.49 127.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 083.93 W	 290083 3
2132315184 01/07179 21 34 18447 D 46.11 126.13 10 ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 084.40 W	 290083 4
213231519/ 01/07/79 21 35 18447 D 46.70 124.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 K	 084.86 W	 290083 5
2132315193 61107/79 21 36 18447 D 47.25 122.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 085.30 W	 290083 6
2132315200 01/07/79 21 37 16447 D 47.78 121.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 085.73 W	 290083 7
2132315202 01/07/79 21 38 18447 D 48.26 119.53 10 EEEE NO CELL LLLL 31.61 N	 086.16 W	 290083 8
2132315205 01/07/79 21 39 18447 D 48.71 117.P1 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30..18 N	 086.58 W	 290083 9
2138307394 01107/79 188 83 19279 D 47.49 076.38 40 %EEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S	 017.91 E	 290083 10
2138312511 01/07/79 242 87 19282 D 44.87 071.89 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 38.75 S	 061.31 V	 290083 11
2138312513 01/07/79 242 88 19282 44.13 076.90 NA F22F NO CCCL HHLL +40.17 S	 061.82 W	 290083 12
2138314231 01107/79 9 60 19283 D 50.28 115.01 70 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 S	 076.90 W	 290083 13
2138314233 01/07/79 9 61 19283 D 50.66 113.30 90 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 077.25 W	 290083 14
2138314254 01107179 9 66 19283 D 51.89 104.42 50 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 S	 078.93 W	 290083 15
2138315581 01107/79 27 40 19284 D 35.89 141.08 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 N	 095.56 W	 290083 16
2138323073 01/07/79 99 79 19288 D 49.71 082.18 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S	 147.25 E	 290083 17
2138323100 D1107179 99 85 19288 D 46.34 074.21 80 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S	 144.68 E	 290083 18
2138400490 01/07/79 117 75 19289 D 51.20 098.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S	 122.94 E	 290023 19
2138400493 01/07179 117 76 19289 D 50.89 086.95 NA KKMK NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 S	 122.57 E	 0 O
2138402251 01/07/79 135 58 19290 D 49.33 118.54 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 N	 103.02 E	 290083 20
2138402254 01/07/79 135 59 19290 49.80 116.91 40 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 102.68 E	 290083 21
2138606005 01/07/79 173 52 19320 D 45.39 128.26 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 050.54 E	 2900b3 22
•2138606012 0107/79 173 53 19320 D 46.08 126.90 0 FEFE NO CCfL LLLL 10.08 N	 050.19 E	 290083 23
2138609270 01/07/79 209 51 19322 D ti4.66 1294,60 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 000.68 W	 2900&3 24
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIK
STANVARD CATALOG
02/26179	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE	 4
00.16	 FROM 01101/79 TO 01/31/79
iifiSERVATION	 ENTRY PATH RAW ORBIT DAY/lITE SUN SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE A /SPCL ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2139115020 01/14/79 17 42 19395 D 35.88 140.78 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 N	 1382.05 W	 290083 737
2139203002 01/21/79 143 31 19402 D 24.58 149.70 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 102.09 E	 290"3 659
2139206374 01/21/79 179 57 19404 D 47.69 123.14 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 N	 040.25 E	 296083 661}
2139206380 01/21/79 179 58 194G4 D 48.26 121.63 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 N	 039.91 E	 290083 661
2139208192 01/21/79 197 53 19405 D 45.04 128.77 13 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 015.77 E	 2400A3 662
2139208194 01/21/79 197 54 19405 D 45.74 127.43 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 015.43 E	 290083 663
2139208221 01/21/79 197 60 19405 D 49.29 118.56 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 00.013 S	 013.42 E	 29003 664
2139215045 01/21/79 IF 35 19409 D 28.67 146.79 RD EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 080.56 W	 290DE3 665
2139215052 01/21/79 18 36 19409 D 29.70 146.01 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 081.D.j W	 2900,!3 666
2139215054 01/21/79 18 37 19409 D 30.73 145.22 60 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 081.45 W	 290063 667
2139215061 01/21/79 18 38 19409 D 31.74 144.41 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 081.88 W	 290043 668
2139215063 01/21/79 18 39 19409 D 32.74 143.58 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 082.29 W	 2900;13 669
2139215670 01/21/79 IF 40 1 4 409 D 33.73 142.73 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 082.70 W	 290083 670
2139215072 01/21/79 18 41 19409 D 34.70 141.85 10 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 083.10 W	 2900E3 671
2139315083 01/18/79 19 30 19423 D 23.13 150.54 90 MEEE NO CCEL LLLL 43.00 N	 079.53 w	 2900E3 687
2139315090 01/18/79 19 31 19423 D 24.21 149.83 90 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 080.06 W	 290083 632
2139315092 01/18179 19 32 19423 D 25.28 149.11 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 417.17 N	 080.57 w	 290083 689
2139315095 01/98/79 19 33 19423 D 26.34 148.38 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 081.06 W	 29UDE3 00
2139315101 01/18/19 19 34 19423 D 27.39 147.64 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 081.54 W	 290083 691
2139315104 011/18/79 19 35 19423 D 28.43 146.89 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.9D N	 L82.00 W	 290063 692
2139315110 01/18/79 19 36 19423 D 29.46 146.13 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 082.45 W	 290083 693
2139315113 01/18/79 19 37 19423 D 30.48 145.35 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 082.89 W	 290083 694
2139315115 01/18/79 19 38 19423 D 31.50 144.55 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 083.32 W	 290083 693
2139315122 01/18/79 19 39 19423 D 32.50 143.72 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 083.73 W	 290083 696
2139315124 01/18/79 19 40 19423 0 33.50 142.87 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 084.13 W	 290083 697
2139400040 01/12/79 109 76 19428 D 51.50 091.28 30 EEFE NO CCCL. LLLL 23.02 S	 134.02 E	 240083 443
2139401395 01/12/79 127 58 19429 D 47.99 122.26 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 114.46 E	 290083 444
21394014111 01/12/79 127 59 19429 D 48.55 120.72 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 114.11 F	 13 0
2139404585 01/12/79 163 40 19431 D 33.36 142.96 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 069.32 E	 290083 445
2139404592 01/12/79 163 41 19431 D 34.34 142.10 0 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 068.92 E	 290083 446
2139404594 01/12/79 163 42 19431 D 35.30 141.21 0 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 N	 068.53 E	 290083 447
12139405001 01/12/79 163 43 39431 D 36.25 140.29 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 N	 068.14 E	 290083 448
1 2139406444 01/12/79 181 46 19432 D 38.,99 137.37 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 N	 041.20 E	 29DO83 449
2139406464 01/lZ/79 181 51 19432 D 43.19 1s1-78 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 039.42 E	 290083 451!
2139406471 01112/79 181 52 19432 D 43.96 130.5 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 039.08 E	 290083 451
2139420191 01/14/79 74 18 19440 5 09.56 159.75 10 OrFF NO CCCL LLLL 59.74 N	 149.75 W	 290083 73F
2139420194 01/14/79 74 19 19440 S 10.69 158.84 40 2EFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.37 N	 150.72 W	 290083 739
2139515203 01/28/79 21 31 19451 D 23.72 149.98 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 082.93 W	 290083 593
2139515210 01/28/79 21 32 19451 D 24.79 149.27 1DO EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 083.43 W	 290083 594
2139515212 01/28119 21 33 19451 D 25.86 148.55 100 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 083.92 W	 29001Q3 595
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT --ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG PAGE	 502/26/79	 LANOSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR
	09:16	 FROM 01/01/79 10 01/31/79





a	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG
MICROFIL M MIC FLM
ROLL	 FRAME
r
213951521: C1/2P/79 21 34 19451 0 26.92 147.82 90 EFPF ND CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 084.39 W	 29003 596
121397015t2 01127/79 130 44 19471 D 36.59 139.78 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N	 115.10 E	 290083 83
• 2139718543 01/14/79 59 21 19481 S 12.23 157.20 10 KEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.62 H	 130_97 W	 290083 629
2139718550 01/14/79 59 22 19481 S 13.34 156.43 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 54.23 N	 131.78 W	 290083 630
2139718552 01/14/79 59 23 19481 S 14.45 155.69 10 PF1E NO CCCL LLLL 52.84 N	 132.54 W	 290083 631
2139801571 01/27179 131 44 19485 D 36.39 139.92 30 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 23.02 N	 113.65 E	 290083 96
2139801573 01127/79 131 45 19485 D 37.32 138.97 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 R	 113.28 E	 2900E3 87
2139805225 01/27/79 167 42 19487 0 34.43 141.75 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N	 062.79 E	 2900P3 8$
2139805232 01/27/79 167 43 19487 0 35.40 140.86 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 N	 062.40 E	 290083 89
2139807093 01127179 1E5 50 19488+ 0 41.63 133.81 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 034.03 F	 290083 90
2139807095 01/27/79 185 51 19488 0 42.44 132.66 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 033.68 E	 290063 91
2139d08531 01/27/79 203 51 19489 D 42.43 132.67 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 007.85 E	 290083 92
2139808533 01/27/79 203 52 19489 D 43.22 131.50 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 007.51 F	 29001'3 93
2139812341 01/27/79 239 86 19491 D 47.70 077.95 HA !"mpt NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S	 056.61 W	 0 0
2139812344 01/27/79 239 87 19491 0 47.10 076.75 NA KMMF! NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S	 057.09 W	 0 b
2139814103 01/27/79 6 69 19492 D 51.65 105.43 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 5	 075.70 W	 290083 94
2139814105 01/27/79 6 70 19492 D 51.78 103.64 10 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 14.40 S	 076.04 W	 290083 95
2139815361 01/27/79 24 27 19493 S 18.61 152.89 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 085.01 W	 290023 191
2139815364 01/27/79 24 28 19493 S 19.76 152.20 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 1'i	 085.60 W	 290083 192
2139815370 01/27/79 24 29 19493 D 20.86 151.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 086.17 W	 290083 793
2139815373 01127/79 24 30 19493 D 21.95 150.84 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 086.73 W	 290083 194
213981 51-375 01127/79 24 31 19493 D 23.02 150.15 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 087.26 W	 290023 193
2139815382 01/27!79 24 32 19493 D 24.10 149.46 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 087.77 W	 290083 196
2139815384 01127/79 24 33 19493 0 25.16 148.77 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.76 H	 088.27 W	 29003 197
2139815391 01/27179 24 34 19493 D 26.22 148.06 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 088.75 W	 290083 198
2139815393 01/27/79 24 35 19493 D 27.27 147.34 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 089.20 W	 290083 199
2139815400 01/27179 24 36 19493 0 28.31 146.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.413 N	 089.64 W	 2900133 200
2139815402 01/27179 24 37 19493 D 29.34 145.86 RO EEEE k0 CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 090.07 W	 2900E3 201
2139815405 01/27/79 24 38 19493 D 30.36 145.09 40 FFEE No CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 090.50 W	 290083 202
2139815411 01/27/79 24 39 19493 D 31.37 144.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 090.90 w	 290083 203
2139815414 01127/79 ?4 40 19493 D 32.38 143.50 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 091.31 W	 290083 204
2139817191 01/21/79 42 26 19494 S 17.55 153.58 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 110.20 b+	 290083 748
2139822512 01/21/79 96 80 19497 D 50.53 086.59 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 151.10 E	 290083 672
2139822530 01/21/79 96 84 19497 0 48.82 080.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S	 149.39 E	 29 O 83 673
'2139902030 01/21/79 132 44 19499 D 36.17 140.06 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N	 112.21 E	 290083 674
2139902032 01/21179 132 45 19499 D 37.10 139.12 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 21.59 N	 111.84 F	 290083 675
2139903405 C1/06/79 15C 31 19500 D 22.90 150.19 0 scr. NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 092.03 E	 290083 24A} 2139907145 01/06/79 186 49 19502 D 40.61 135.09 0 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 15.83 N	 032.95 E	 290083 249
f 2139907151 01/06/79 186 50 19502 D 41.45 134.00 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 032.60 E	 290081 250
2139907154 01/06179 1F'6 51 19502 D 42.26 132.84 0 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 032.25 E	 290023 251
__ _.^
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OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH R]W ORBIT DAY / NITS SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CC14 CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC	 FL-4
10 DATE p / SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CHTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2139909003 01106 1 79 204 55 19503 D 45.26 127.91 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 005 . 04 E 290083 25Z
2139912394 01/06/79 240 85 19505 D 48.34 079.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 35.,89 S 057.56 W 290083 253
2139912400 01/L6 / 79 240 86 19505 D 47.78 078 . 26 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S 058.03 W 290083 Z54
2139912403 01/06179 240 87 19505 D 47.19 077.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S 058..50 W 290043 255
2139912405 01/06/79 24C 88 19505 D 46.57 075.89 60 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 40.15 S 059.00 W 290083 254
2140002055 01/21/79 133 37 19513 D 29.04 145.96 50 FFF E NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 113 . 58 E 290083 676
2140002061 01/21/79 133 38 19513 9 30.06 145.20 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 113 .15 E 290033 677
;21400154114 01128/79 26 29 19521 D 20.42 151.59 NA MM4MM NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 089.05 W 0 0
2140015450 01128179 26 30 19521 D 21.50 150.91 100 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 089.60 W 290!IF3 597
2140015493 01/28/79 26 31 19521 D 22.59 150.25 ?IA MNK13 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 090.12 W 0 0
2140015495 01/28 / 79 26 32 19521 D 23.66 149.56 NA MKMN NO CCCL LLLL 41).17 N 090.63 W 0 0
2140015502 01/28/79 26 33 19521 D 24.73 148.87 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 091.12 W 290083 S98
2140015504 01/28/79 26 34 19521 D 25.79 148.17 100 EEEE N{1 CCCL LLLL 37.33 H 091.60 w 290083 549
2140015511 01/28 / 79 26 35 19521 D 26.83 147.47 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 092.05 W 290083 600
2140015513 01/28179 26 36 19521 D 27.86 146.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 092.50 W 2900E3 601
2140015520 01/28 / 79 26 37 19521 D 28.90 146.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33 .05 K 092.93 W 290083 602
2140015522 01/28/79 26 38 19521 D 29_94 145.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 093.36 W 290083 603
2140015525 01/28/79 26 39 19521 D 30.95 144.48 NA MKMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 H 093.77 W 0 0
2140017304 01/27 / 79 44 26 19522 S 17.09 153.63 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 H 113.08 W 0 0
,2140017310 01/27179 44 27 19522 5 18 . 19 152 . 95 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 113 . 69 W 290083 205
2140115543 01/27/79 27 29 19535 D 20.19 151 . 62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 090 . 45 W 290083 206
2140115545 01/27 1 79 27 30 19535 D 21.26 150.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43. 00 N 091.00 W 290053 207
2140115551 01/27 / 79 27 31 19535 D 22.35 150.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 091 . 54 W 29DO83 298
2140115554 01/27/79 27 32 19535 D 23.43 149.61 100 EEFE 140 CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 092.05 W 290083 209
2140115560 01/27/79 27 33 14535 D 24.50 148.92 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N (192 . 54 W 290083 210
2140115563 01/27/79 27 34 19535 D 25.57 148.23 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 H 093.01 W 2900P3 211
2140115565 01/27 / 79 27 35 19535 D 26.42 147 . 52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 093.47 W 2900$3 212
2140115572 01/27/79 27 36 19535 0 27.66 146.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N 093.92 W 290083 213
2140115574 01/27 / 79 27 37 19535 D 28.70 146.08 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 H 094.35 W 290083 214
2140115581 01/27/79 27 38 19535 D 29.72 145.33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 094.78 W 290083 215
2140115583 01/27/79 27 39 19535 D 30.74 144.56 70 EEEE HD CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 095.20 W 290083 216
i 2140115590 01/27/79 27 40 19535 D 31.75 143.77 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 1,1 095.61 W 290083 217
2140117365 01/27/79 45 27 19536 S 17.96 152.97 90 EEE6 NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 115.14 W 290083 218
2140117372 01/27/79 45 28 19536 S 19,17 152.31) 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 115.73 W 290083 219
2141)123105 01/14/79 99 85 19539 D 4,,.51 080.32 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 144.64 E 290083 632
2140205453 01/14/79 171 41 19543 D j2.63 143.00 40 EEFF NO CCCL HULL 27.32 H 057.44 E 290083 633
214020546E 01/14/79 171 42 19543 D 33.61 142.17 90 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 057.05 E 290083 634
2140205462 01/14 / 79 171 43 19543 D 34.58 141 . 31 80 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 24 . 45 N 056.67 E 290063 635
2140214281 01/14/79 10 56 19548 D 45.44 127.25 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 077.02 W 290083 636
2140214283 01/14/79 10 57 19548 0 .46.12 125.90 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 077.35 W 290083 6137
I
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ID	 DATE	 k	 / SPCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 RLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT
PICTURE	 KI:CROFILR HIC FLK
CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2140214290 01/14/79 10 58 19548 D 46.711 124.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N 077.69 W 290083 633
2140214292 01114/79 10 59 19548 D 47.37 123.07 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 01.43 N 078.02 W 290083 639
2140214295 01/14/79 10 60 19548 D 47.95 121 . 59 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 S 078.36 W 290083 640
2140214301 01114/79 I L+ 61 1954 8 D 48.49 120 . 07 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S 078 . 69 W 29 00E3 641
2140217424 G1114179 46 27 19550 S 17.76 152.98 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47. 25 H 116.58 Y 290083 6112
2140223164 01/21179 100 85 19553 D 48.56 080.63 0 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S 143.20 E 290083 678
2140300554 01/21/79 11F 75 19554 D 51.66 096.40 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 121.46 E 290063 679
2140302265 01/21/79 136 46 19555 D 37.24 138.66 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 20.15 N 105.72 E 2900F3 680
2140362272 01/21/79 136 47 19555 D 38.14 137 . 70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLY- 18.72 N 105 .36 E 29Q083 681
2140314222 01/12/79 11 28 19562 5 18.66 152.34 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 066.98 W 294083 239
2140314224 01112/79 11 29 19562 5 19.76 151.67 100 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 067.54 W 290083 240
214040234L 01/21/79 137 49 19569 D 39.72 135.79 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15 . 84 N 103.20 E 290083 682
2140402365 01121/79 137 56 19569 D 45.20 127 . 55 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05. 76 N 100.79 E 290083 6B3
2140402372 01/21/79 137 57 19569 D 45.88 126.21 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 100.+46 E 290083 684
2140405571 01/28/79 173 41 19571 D 32.23 143.16 0 MEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 R 054.55 E 29DO33 604
2140405573 01128179 173 42 19571 D 33.22 142.33 20 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 054.16 E 290083 605
2140405580 01/28/79 173 43 19571 D 34.19 141 . 50 30 FE F F NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 053 . 78 E 290083 606
2140406014 01/28/79 173 52 19571 D 42.20 132.50 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 050.54 E 290083 607
2140406021 01/28 / 79 173 53 19571 D 42.98 131.33 20 EEFF No CCCL LLLL 10.08 H 050.20 E 290083 60F
2146409275 01/28/79 209 51 19573 D 41.36 133 . 67 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N 000.72 W 2900E3 609
21404092x2 01/28/79 209 52 19573 D 42.17 132.53 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 001.07 W 290083 1610
2140409284 01128/79 209 53 19573 D 42.96 131.36 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 001.41 W 290083 611
2140409291 01/28179 209 54 19573 D 43.72 130.14 10 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 001.76 W 290063 612
2140409293 01/28/79 209 55 19573 D 44.45 128.89 40 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 H 002.10 W 290083 613
2140412563 01/28/79 245 56 19575 D 45.13 127.63 100 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.76 N 054.08 id 290083 614
214041611C 01121/79 30 27 19577 S 17.37 153.00 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 093.61 W 290083 749
2140416112 01/21 / 79 30 28 19577 5 18.47 152.33 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 094.20 N 290083 750
2140416115 01/21 / 79 30 29 19577 5 19.57 151.67 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44. 42 N 094.77 W 290083 751
2140416121 01/21/79 30 30 19577 D 20.65 151.02 NA MKKM NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 095.31 W 0 0
2140416124 01121/79 30 31 19577 D 21.74 150.36 NA MKMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 095.83 W 0 0
2140502412 01/12 / 79 13B 53 19583 D 42.54 131.46 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 100.39 E 290083 503
214050c415 01/12/79 138 54 19583 0 43.60 130.25 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 100.04 E 290083 504
2140506025 01/12/79 174 41 19585 D 32.03 143.23 20 EEFE ND CCCL HHLL 27.32 N 053.14 E 2901183 505
2140506032 01/12/79 174 42 19585 D 33.03 142 . 40 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 052.75 E 2290083 506
2140506035 01/12 / 79 174 43 19585 D 34.01 141.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 052 .35 E 290083 507
21405'06075 01/12 /79 174 53 19585 D 42 . 82 131.48 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 048 . 77 E 2900E3 50B
21.+4-0514333 01118/79 13 27 19590 5 17.19 153.00 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL L.7.24 14 069.22 W 290083 69F
2140514335 01/18/79 13 28 19590 S 18.29 152.33 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.63 N 069.81 W 290083 699
2140514342 01/18/79 13 29 19590 S 19.38 151.68 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 070.38 W 290083 700
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02/26/79 LANDSA7 2	 M55 SENSOR PAGE 9
00:16 FROM 01/nl /79 Tu 01/31/79
uBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SuN x CLD D'IALITY {CM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PIC7IIRE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE p /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2141116535 Ol/C6/79 37 33 19675 D 22.62 149.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 H	 106.87 1$	 2510083 270
2141116542 01/06/79 37 34 19675 0 23.68 148.41 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 107.35 w	 29001:3 271
2141204594 01/06179 163 40 19682 D 29.81 144.22 20 EEFE no CCCL LLLL 28.75 X	 069.31 E	 294OF3 272
2141205001 0111}6/79 163 41 19682 D 30.52 143.46 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 068.90 E	 29UO83 273
2141205003 01106174 163 42 19682 D 31.81 142.68 0 EEFE NO CCCL i.LLI- 25.89 N	 068.51 E	 2900b3 274
2141205010 01106/79 163 43 19682 0 32.79 141.88 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.44 N	 068.13 E	 290483 275
2141206453 01106/79 181 46 1968 ; D 35.63 139.32 40 EEFE NO CCCL IINLL 20.15 N	 041.19 E	 290083 276
2141206473 01/06/79 1F1 51 19683 0 40.05 134.46 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 039.40 E	 290073 277
2141206480 01/06/79 181 52 19683 D 40.89 133.37 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 039.05 E	 2911OS3 277
2141206482 01106179 181 53 19683 D 41.70 132.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 038.72 F	 290083 279
2141213492 01/06/79 2 T2 19687 D 51.04 104.23 70 PPPP NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 5	 071.04 W	 2901183 280
2141213495 01/06179 2 73 19687 0 51.14 102.50 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S	 071.40 w	 290083 281
2141418493 01/x1/79 58 21 1971E 5 08.99 156.81 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N	 129.60 W	 2900113 504
2141418500 01/21!79 58 22 19711 S 10.10 156.09 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 54.26 N	 130.37 W	 290983 590	 f:
2141418502 01/21/79 58 23 19718 5 11.21 155.38 90 EEEE Nil CCCL LLLL 52.87 N	 131.15 w	 290083 591
2141418505 01/21/79 58 24 19718 5 12.32 154.71 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 '(31.86 H	 290043 592
" 2141515321 01/21/79 23 29 19730 S 17.71 151.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL !LLL 44.42 H	 084.75 w	 0 U
2141515323 01/21/79 23 30 19730 S 18.80 150.84 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 085.27 W	 U 0
2141515330 01/21/19 23 31 19730 5 19.88 150..22 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 085.79 w	 0 0
2141515332 01/21/79 23 32 19730 D 20.96 149.59 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.30 V	 290483 891
2141515335 01/21/79 23 33 19730 D 22.03 146.95 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 3'3.74 N	 086.78 V.	 290073 482
2141515341 01/21/79 23 34 19730 D 23.09 148.31 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 087.26 w	 290083 483
2141515344 01/21/79 23 35 19730 D 24.15 147.66 100 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 087.72 w	 290093 484
2141515350 01/21/79 23 36 19730 D 25.19 147.00 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 088.17 W	 290083 465
2141515352 01/21179 23 27 19730 0 26.24 146.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL iLLL 33.04 N	 088.61 V	 290083 486
2141515355 01121179 23 38 19730 D 27.27 145.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N	 08943 W	 2901383 487
2147515361 01/21/79 23 3; 19730 D 28.29 144.93 90 EEEE ft0 CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 089.+44 w	 290083 488
2141515364 01/21/79 23 40 19730 D 29.31 144.20 80 EEEF 110 CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 089.86 w	 290083 489
2141617195 01/03/79 42 26 19745 S 14.30 153.29 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 110.23 W	 29008a 178
2141617202 01/03/79 42 27 19745 S 15.39 152.65 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 110.84 W	 290083 179
2141617204 01/03/79 42 28 19745 S 16.48 152.03 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 111.42 V	 z90(1F3 180
2141617211 01/03/79 42 29 19745 S 17.57 151.41 30 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 111.98 w	 290083 181
2141617213 01/03/79 42 30 19745 S 18.66 150.79 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 112.53 w	 290083 182
2141617220 01/03/79 42 31 19745 5 19.74 150.17 10 FFFE kU CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 113.06 w	 290pE3 183
21416/7222 01/03/79 42 32 19745 D 20.81 149.54 0 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 113.57 W	 290083 :84
2141617225 01/03/79 42 33 19745 0 21.88 148.91 0 EEEF HO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 114.07 W	 290083 185
2141617231 01/03/79 42 34 19745 D 22.94 148.28 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 114.54 V	 290013 186
2141617234 01/03/79 42 35 19745 D 23.99 147.63 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 115.01 w	 290Ub3 167
2141617240 01/03/79 42 36 19745 D 25.04 146.97 0 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 311.48 N	 115_45 W	 290023 188
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02/26/79 LANDSAT 2	 wS5 SENSOR PAGE 11
00:17 FROM	 01IJ1179	 T4 01/31/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RUW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 5U:. Z	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 C C M MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC ELM
ID DATE R /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45&7 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2141815520 01'13179 26 35 19772 D 23.73 147.56 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 092.07 W	 290083 153
2141815522 01/13/79 26 36 19772 0 24.77 146.91 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 092.51 W	 290083 154
2141815525 01/13/19 26 37 19772 D 25.81 146.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 092.95 W	 290083 155
2141815531 01113/79 26 38 19772 D 26.F5 145.55 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 093.38 W	 290083 156
2144815534 P1113/79 26 39 19772 D 27.E8 144.85 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 093.79 W	 290083 157
2141815540 01/13/79 26 40 19772 D 28.88 144.14 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 094.20 W	 290083 158
2141823041 01/27/79 9E 81 19776 D 49.97 090.50 0 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 147.81 E	 290083 102
2141900261 £7/27179 116 30 19777 5 18.36 150.68 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 141.33 E	 290083 103
2141905410 L1127179 170 42 19780 D 30.81 142.63 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N	 058.47 E	 290083 104
2141905412 [-1127/79 17C 43 19780 D 31.79 141.E5 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 058.08 E	 290083 105
2141907171 01/27/79 188 25 19781 S 12.86 153.79 1CO FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 040.97 E	 290083 106
2141907174 01/27/79 1F8 26 19781 5 13.96 153.15 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 040.33 E	 290083 197
21419G?IBC 01/27119 188 27 19781 S 15.05 152.53 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 039.71 E	 290083 108
2141907183 01/27/79 188 28 19781 S 16.14 151.91 90 FEZE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 039.12 E	 290083 1D9
2141907185 01/27/79 188 29 19781 S 17.22 151.29 100 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 038.56 E	 290083 110
2141907412 01/27/79 188 83 19781 D 49.36 087.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 017.87 E	 2911083 111
2141912525 07/27/79 242 87 19784 D 47.69 082.0P 10 FE2F NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S	 061.38 W	 290083 112
2141912532 01/27/79 242 88 19784 D 47.19 080.85 10 FE2F NO CCCL HHLL 40.15 S	 061.87 W	 290083 113
2141912534 C1/27/79 242 R9 19784 D 46.65 079.67 10 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 41.57 S	 062.38 W	 290083 114
2141912541 01/27/79 242 90 19784 D 46.x7 076.55 20 FE2F NO CCCL HfiLL 42.98 S	 062.91 W	 290083 115
2141914272 01/27/79 9 66 19785 D 48.74 115.22 1013 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S	 079.00 W	 290083 116
2141915545 01/13/79 27 28 19786 S 16.10 151.88 91 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 089.92 W	 290083 519
2141915551 L1/13/79 27 29 19786 5 17.19 151_26 106 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 090.50 W	 290083 520
2141915554 01/13/79 27 30 19786 S 18.28 150.65 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43 n 01 N	 091.03 W	 2911083 521
2141915560 01/13/79 27 31 19786 5 19.36 150.03 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 091.55 W	 290083 522
2/41915563 01113/79 27 32 19786 D 20.44 149.40 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 092.05 W	 290083 523
2141915565 G1/13/79 27 33 19786 D 21.51 148.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.75 N	 092.53 W	 290083 524.
2141915572 01/13/79 27 34 19786 D 22.58 148.14 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 093.01 W	 290083 525
2141915574 01/13/79 27 35 19786 D 23.62 147.513 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 093.48 H	 290083 526
2141915581 01/13/79 27 36 19786 D 24.66 146.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 093.94 K	 290083 527
2141915583 01/13/79 27 37 19786 D 25.7G 146.19 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 094.37 W	 290083 528
2141917374 01/14/79 45 27 19787 S 15.01 152.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 115.15 to	 290083 74D
2141917380 01/14/79 45 Z8 19787 5 16.10 151.87 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 115.75 W	 290083 741
2142007235 01/08/79 189 27 19795 5 14.94 152.46 10 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 038.27 E	 290083 44
2142007241 01/C• b/79 189 28 19795 S 16.03 151.84 90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 037.68 E	 290083 45
2142007244 01/08/79 189 29 19795 5 17.12 151.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 037.13 E	 290083 46
2142012584 01/08/79 243 87 19798 D 4?.65 082.25 0 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S	 062.82 W	 -	 290083 47
2142012590 01/08/79 243 88 19798 D 47.15 081.01 10 EE2E N0 ZCCL HHLL 40.15 S	 063.31 W	 290083 48
i7 2142012593 01/08/79 243 89 19798 D 46.61 079.84 10 FFPF NO CCCL HHLL 41.57 S	 063.82 W	 290083 49
2142012595 01/08/79 243 90 19798 D 46.04 078.72 10 FF2P NO CCCL HHLL 42.98 S	 064.34 W	 290083 50




02/26/79 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 12
00:17 FROM O1/01/79 TO 01/31179
OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH ROW 0Rf#I7 DAY/BITE SUN SUh Y	 CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM HIC FLM
ID DATE p /SPCL ELEV AZI M COVER 4567 QLTV 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2142013025 01/08/79 243 97 19798 D 41.25 072.E+ 7 40 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.82 S	 068.71 W	 290083 51
2142013031 01/O8179 243 98 19798 D 40.47 072.34 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.20 S	 069.47 W	 290083 52
2142013034 01108179 243 99 19798 D 39.67 071.90 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.59 S	 070.27 W	 290083 53
t	 2142014240 01/08/79 10 56 19799 D 42.85 129.13 90 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N	 077.05 W	 290083 54
f1	 2142014292 01/11 8179 10 57 19799 D 43.57 127.92 90 FFPF HO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 077-38 W	 290083 55
2142014295 0 1 /L18/79 10 58 19799 D 44.25 126.66 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 077.72 W	 290083 56
2142014301 61/08/79 10 59 19799 D 44.91 125.37 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 078.05 4	 290083 57
X 2142016653 L'1/Ph/ 79 2F 40 1980C D 28.65 144.05 50 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 097.03 W	 290OF3 58
4 2142016060 C1/08/79 28 41 19800 D 29_65 143_32 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 097.43 W	 290083 59
2142100563 01/06/79 118 75 19805 0 50.52 100.61 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 5	 121.45 E	 290083 282
2142102295 01/06/79 136 51 19806 D 38.N5 134.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 103.95 E	 290083 283
2142107264 %1/06/79 190 25 19809 5 12.64 153.65 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 H	 038.10 E	 290083 284
21421U7291 L1/U6179 190 26 19bO9 5 13.75 153.01 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 037.45 E	 290083 285
2142107294 01/06/79 190 27 19809 S 14.84 152.39 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 036.84 E '	290083 286
2142107300 01/06/79 190 28 19809 S 15.93 151.77 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45,84 N	 036.26 E	 290083 287
2142109220 01/06/79 208 49 19810 0 37.09 136.61 U EEL•E NO CCCL LLLL 15.04 N	 001.36 E	 290083 288
2142109223 01106179 208 50 19810 D 37.96 135.65 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 001.00 E	 290083 289
2142149243 01106/79 205 55 19810 D 42.01 130.32 NA 66M6 NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N	 000.69 W	 0 0
2142113050 01/06/19 244 88 19812 D 46.87 080.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 40..07 S	 065.00 W	 0 0
2142113052 01/06/79 244 89 19812 D 46.37 079.58 NA 2222 NO 'CCL LV IL 41-48 S	 1765.50 Y	 0 0
21422055,8 5 O1/Cl 7179 173 43 19822 D 31.42 141.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N	 053.75 E	 0 0
2142207343 01/07179 191 25 19823 S 12.56 153.57 NA MMMIS NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 036.68 E	 0 0
214220735L 01107/79 191 26 19823 S 13.66 152.93 NA RMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 036.04 E	 0 0
2142207352 01/07/79 191 27 19823 S 14.75 152.31 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 035.42 E	 0 0
2142207355 01/07/79 191 28 19823 5 15.84 151.70 NA MMMI1 NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 034.83 E	 0 0
214?207361 01/07/79 191 29 19823 S 16.92 151.09 NA 14MRP NO CCCL LLLL. 44.43 H	 034.27 F	 O 0
2142209275 01/07/79 209 49 19824 D 36.97 136.58 NA RMMM NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 000.04 W	 0 0
2142213124 01/07/79 245 93 19826 0 44.12 076.13 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.20 S	 068.96 W	 0 0
2142213131 01/07/79 245 94 190+ 26 D 43.44 075.28 NA RMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.60 S	 069.58 W	 0 0
214221431P 01121179 12 33 79827 D 21.19 148.6f1 NA M?INN NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 H	 071.02 W	 0 0
2142302423 01/06/79 138 54 19834 0 41.05 131.43 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 100.03 E	 290083 290
2142302430 01/06/79 138 55 19834 D 41.81 330.30 'VA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N	 099.68 E	 0 0
2142396034 01/06/79 174 41 19b36 D 29.36 143.20 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 053.11 E	 290083 291
2142306041 01106/79 174 42 19836 D 30.35 142.45 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N	 052.72 E	 290083 292
2142306043 01/06/79 174 43 19836 D 31.32 141.68 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 052.34 E	 290083 293
2142306082 01/06/79 174 52 19836 D 39.44 133.56 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 H	 049.10 E	 290083 294
2142306084 01/06/79 174 53 19836 D 40.26 132.50 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 048.75 E	 290083 295
F	 2142306091 01/06/79 174 54 19836 D 41.04 131.41 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 048.41 E	 290083 296
2142307395 01106/79 792 24 19837 S 11.37 154.13 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 H	 035.93 E	 290083 297
E	
2142367402 01/06/79 192 25 19837 S 12.47 153.50 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 035.25 E	 2901183 295











FROM (1 1101/79 TO 01131/70
FATh di.. CNb1T DAYINITE SUN	 SUN	 k CLD QUALITY CEPI CER	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
P	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIK COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAME
2142307404 01/06/79 192 26 19837 S 13.55 152.86 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 034.58 E	 290083 299
01/06/79 192 27 19637 S 14.64 152.25 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.96 E	 290083 300
•
2142307411
2142307413 01/06/79 192 22 19637 S 15.73 151.63 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 033.37 E	 290083 301
21423074X G1/C6/79 192 29 19837 S 16.?1 151.02 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 032.81 E	 290083 302
2142414455 01/13/79 14 41 19855 D 29.22 143.11 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 077.38 u	 290083 417
2142414461 01/13/79 14 42 19855 D 30.20 142.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N	 0 7 7.77 W	 290083 410
2142414464 01/13/79 14 43 19855 D 31.18 141.61 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 C'78.15 w	 290083 419
2142506134 G111F / 79 176 37 19864 D 25.11 145.86 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 051.88 E	 290083 704
2142546145 01/18/79 176 4C 19864 0 28.15 143.80 10 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 N	 050.64 E	 290083 705
2142506152 01/18 / 79 176 41 19864 D 29 . 15 143 . 0E 10 F EFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 050.25 E	 290083 706
2142506195 01/18/79 176 52 19864 D 39.22 133.50 10 £EEF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 046.22 E	 290083 707
2142506202 01/18/79 176 53 19864 D 40_03 132.44 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 045.88 E	 2900A3 708
2142526204 LI/18/79 176 54 19864 D 40.82 131.35 0 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 045.54 E	 290083 709
2142506211 01118 / 79 176 55 19864 D 41.59 130.23 0 MF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 045.19 E	 290093 710
%12142506213 G1118/79 176 56 19864 D 42.32 129.07 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 044.83 F	 290083 711
2142506220 01118/79 176 57 19864 0 43.04 127.89 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 044.51 E	 290083 712
2142506222 01/18/79 176 58 19864 0 43.72 126.65 10 EF2F NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 0444.18 E	 2900E3 713
2142514514 01113 1 79 15 41 19869 0 29.12 143 . 05 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 078.83 w	 290083 420
2142514520 01/13/79 15 42 19869 0 30.11 142.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N	 079.22 w	 290083 421
2142514523 01/13179 15 43 19869 D 31.08 141.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL IIHLL 24.47 N	 079.60 W	 290083 422
2142516284 01/27/79 33 26 19870 S 13.43 152.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 097.28 W	 290083 117
214251629C 01/27 / 79 33 27 19870 S 14.51 152 . 01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 097.90 W	 290083 11E
2142516293 01/27/79 33 28 19870 S 15.59 151.40 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 098.50 w	 290083 119
2142516295 01/27/79 33 29 19870 S 16.66 150.80 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 099.05 w	 290083 120
2142516302 01/27 / 79 33 30 19870 S 17.74 150.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 099.59 w	 290083 121
kk^ 2142516304 01/27/79 33 31 19870 S 18.81 149.58. 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 100.11 w	 290083 122
Si 2142516311 01/27179 33 32 19870 S 19.88 148.97 10 FEES NO CCCL. LLLL 40.16 N	 100.62 W	 290083 123
2142516313 01/27/79 33 33 19870 0 20.94 148.36 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 101.11 w	 290083 124
2142516320 01/27/79 33 34 19870 D 21.99 147.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N	 101.59 w	 290083 125
2142516322 01/27/79 33 35 19$7(! 0 23.03 147.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 102.05 w	 290083 126
2142516325 01/27179 33 36 19870 D 24.07 146.46 80 FEET NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 102.50 W	 290083 127
2142516331 01/27179 33 37 19870 D 25.10 145.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 102.94 w	 290083 128
2142516334 01/27 / 79 33 38 19870 0 26.13 145.13 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 li	 103.37 w	 290083 129
2142516340 01/27/79 33 39 19870 0 27.14 144.45 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 103.79 w	 290083 130
2142516343 01/27/79 33 40 19870 D 28.14 143.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 104.20 w	 290083 131
2142521371 01/21/79 87 23 19873 S 10.10 154.57 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N	 172.73 w	 290083 754
2142521374 01/21/79 87 24 19873 S 11.19 153.91 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N	 173.46 W	 290083 755
2142614522 01/08 / 79 16 29 19883 S 16.58 150.73 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 074.71 rot	 290083 60
2142614525 01/08/79 16 30 19883 S 17.65 150.12 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 075.26 w	 290083 61
2142614531 01108179 16 31 19883 S 18.71 149.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 075.79 W	 290083 62





MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 14
00:77	 FROM 01/01/79 TO 01131/79
WISERVATIOh ENTRY PATH AO.t uRfsIT DAY/NITS SUN Slih X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM 191C FLX
LD DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZI ►I COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG KOLL FRAME
2142614534 01108/79 16 32 19063 8 19.77 148.92 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 076.31 W	 290083 63
2142614540 01/08/79 16 33 19883 D 20.82 148.30 0 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 076.80 13	 290083 64
2142614543 01/08/79 16 34 79883 R 21.87 147.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 077.27 W	 290083 65
2142614545 01/08/79 16 35 19883 0 22.92 147.05 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 077.73 W	 240083 66
2142614552 01/08/79 16 36 19883 D 23.96 146.41 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 078.18 W	 290083 67
2142614554 01/08/79 16 37 19883 D 24.99 145.76 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 078.61 W	 290083 68
2142614561 01/08/79 16 38 19883 0 26.01 145.C9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 079.04 W	 290083 69
2142614563 01/08/79 16 39 19883 D 27.02 144.40 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N	 079.46 W	 290083 70
2142614570 u1/08/79 16 40 19883 0 28.03 143.70 10 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 28.77 N	 079.86 W	 290083 71
2142614572 01/08/79 16 41 19883 0 29.03 142.96 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 080.26 W	 290083 72
2142614575 O1/U8/79 16 42 19883 D 30.01 142.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N	 080.55 W	 290083 73
2142614581 01/08179 16 43 19883 D 30.98 141.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N	 081.03 W	 290083 74
2142616342 011CB/79 316 26 19884 5 13.31 152.57 10 MFEF NQ CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 098.75 w	 290083 75
2142516345 01/08/79 34 27 19884 S 14.40 151.95 20 2FEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 099.36 W	 290083 76
2142616351 01108/79 34 28 19884 S 15.50 151.33 70 2EFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 099.93 W	 290083 77
2142616354 01108/79 34 29 19884 S 16.59 150.71 80 2EFF No CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 100.50 W	 290083 78
2142616361 01/08/79 34 30 19884 S 17.67 150.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 101.03 W	 2901183 79
2142616363 01108/79 34 31 19884 5 18.73 149.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 101.56 u	 2911083 SO
2142616365 01/C8/79 31 32 19884 5 19.78 148.90 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 102.07 W	 290083 81
jp 2142616372 01/08/79 34 33 19884 D 20.84 148.29 10 EEEF NO CCC. LLLL 38.74 N	 102.57 W	 290083 822142616374 01/08/79 34 34 19884 D 21.90 147.66 30 FEEF NO CCC. LLLL 37.32 N	 103.04 w	 290083 83
2142616381 01108/79 34 3; 79884 D 22.95 747.03 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 103.51 W	 290083 84
2142716401 01/21/79 35 Z6 19898 S 13.26 152.47 80 NEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 100.19 W	 290083 7562142716404 01/21/79 35 27 19898 S 14.35 151.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 100.82 W	 290083 757
2142716410 01121/79 35 28 19898 5 15.43 151.25 50 EEEE t10 CCCL LLLL 45.85 N	 101.41 W	 290083 758
2142716413 01/21/79 35 29 19898 5 16.50 150.64 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 1111.97 W	 290083 759
2142716415 01121179 35 30 19898 S 17.57 150.03 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 102.51 W	 290083 760
2142716422 61/21/79 35 31 19898 S 18.65 149.42 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 103.03 W	 290083 761
2142716428 01/21/79 35 32 19898 5 19.71 148.81 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 103.53 W	 290083 762
2142716431 01/21/79 35 33 19898 D 20.77 148.20 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 104.01 W	 290083 763
2142808085 01/12/79 197 24 19907 S 11.05 153.69 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 5;1.47 N	 028.75 E	 240083 464
2142808091 01112179 197 25 19907 S 12.14 153.04 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 028.06 E	 290083 465
2142808094 01/12:79 197 26 19907 S 13.24 152.41 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 027.41 E	 290083 466
2142808205 01/12/79 197 53 19907 D 39.72 132.29 0 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 R	 015.75 E	 290083 1667
2142808212 01112/79 197 54 19907 D 40.50 131.21 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N	 015.40 E	 290083 468
2142808235 01/12/79 10 60 19907 D 44.68 124.00 80 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 N	 013.38 E	 290083 469
2142813402 01/12/79 251 76 19910 D 49.81 099.58 10 FFFF NO CCCL HULL 23.01 S	 069.64 W	 290083 470
2142813404 01/12/79 251 77 19910 D 49.78 097.95 10 FFFF NO CCCL HULL 24.45 S	 070.03 W	 290083 471
2142813411 01/12/79 251 78 19910 0 49.71 096.36 0 FFFF NO CCCL HULL 25.88 S	 070.43 W	 290083 472
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ARCHIVAL HUGE REPORT -PoRt"l'" 
·STANDARD C~lAlOG 
OZl26179 lANDSAT 2 ~SS SENSOR PAGE 15 
[0:17 FRO~ 01101179 TO 01131179 
OeSERVATION ENTRY (-oATil NO" uRen DAYIHITE SUH SUN l tLD UUA L IT V Ctl! een !lDD1 GAIN PICTURE PICiURE I!lCROHLI! lilt rL" 
10 nATE • Ispel ElEV AlIM COVER 4~67 QlTY 4567 4567 eNTH LAY eMIR LOMG lOLL FU!lE 
"142813420 01112179 251 80 19910 D 49.43 093.25 40 FEff NO teel HHLL 28.74 5 071.23 w 2900!3 ~74 
f 2142813422 01112179 251 81 19910 0 49.22 091.70 70 EEFE NO eeeL HHLt 30.17 5 071.64 w 290083 47S 
- 2142BH425 01/12179 251 82 19910 0 48.QR 09~.20 90 eHE M eetl HHLL 31.60 S 072.05 w 290083 476 
2142815063 01118179 18 35 1~9'1 D 22.01 g6.86 90 EEFE HO [ttL lLLL 35.90 H oaO.S7 
" 
290033 714 
2142815065 01/18179 18 36 19911 D ~3.84 146.22 90 EEEE NO eetl , tLL 34.48 N 08l.02 
" 
290083 115 
2142815072 01118179 18 37 19911 D 24.87 145.57 90 EEEE HO [ttl lLLL 33.05 H 081.45 w 2900£3 116 
2142815074 01118179 18 38 19911 D 25.88 144.90 80 EEEE NO tttl LlLL 31.62 N OB1.lIB w 290083 717 
2142815081 0111 P179 1h 39 19911 0 26.P9 144.22 80 EEEE NO tttL LlLL 30.19 N oaZ.30 w 290083 718 
2142815083 01118179 18 40 1991 I D 27.89 143.52 W EFEE NO [ttl LLLl 28.76 N 082.71 W 290083 119 
2142815090 01118179 lP 41 19911 D 28.PH 142.80 ln HEF NO cttL LLLl 27.33 N 083.1' w 290083 no 
21421\15122 01112179 Ie 49 19911 D 36.35 136.23 10 fEFF NO tttl LLLL 15.84 N 086.10 w 29DOe3 417 
2142815124 01/12179 18 50 19911 D 37.21 135.29 40 EEFE NO tetL lLLL 14.40 H 086.45 w 29DO!3 4?8 
2142815131 01112179 18 51 19911 D 38.06 154.32 10 EEFE NO ettL llll 12.97 H 086.80 w 290063 479 
12142815133 01112179 18 52 19911 D 38.68 133.31 10 ffFF NO tetL LlLL 11.53 N 0B7.15 
" 
il900B3 un 
2142816460 01/13119 36 26 19912 S 13.21 152.38 10 EEEE NO tetl LLLL 48.66 N 101.63 w 2900h3 423 
2142a16462 01113/79 36 27 199H S 14.29 151.76 10 EEEE NO tetL LLLL 47.2~ N lDZ"~5 w 290083 4?4 
214281646~ 0111~/79 36 28 19912 S 15.37 151. I 5 0 EEEE NO eetl LLLl 45.84 N 102.83 w 2900f.3 425 
2142816471 01/13179 36 29 19912 S 16.45 150.54 0 EEEE NO tttl lLLL 44.43 H 103.40 ~ ~9DOa3 426 
2142816474 01113179 36 30 19912 S 17.52 149.94 10 EEEE NO etel lLLl 43.01 II 103.94 w 2'0083 4Z7 
2142a164sn 01113/79 36 31 19912 S 18.58 149.34 10 EEEE NO cttL LLLL 41.59 N 104.46 w 2900b3 428 
2142816483 01113/79 36 32 19912 5 19.64 148.73 20 EEEE NO tttL LLLL 40.17 N 104.97 y 290083 429 
Z14281648~ 01113179 36 33 19912 D 20.70 148.11 40 EEEE NO ettL LLLl 38.75 H 105.46 W Z90083 ~30 
2142816492 01113/79 36 34 19912 D 21.75 147.50 30 EEEE NO tttL llLt 37.33 H 105.94 W 290083 431 
2142816494 01113179 36 35 19912 0 22.79 146.86 30 EEEE ~O eteL lLLL 35.91 N 106.40 w 2'0083 432 
2142816501 01113/79 36 36 19912 0 23.81 146.23 30 EEEE NO [eeL LlLL 34.48 II f06.S4 w 29DO~3 433 
~ 2142816503 01/13179 36 37 19912 D 24.84 145.57 10 EHE NO teel LLLl 33.05 N 107.28 Ii 2'0083 434 
1214281651001113179 36 38 lq912 D 25.87 144.90 30 EEEE NO tetL LLLL 31.62 N 101.71 w 290083 435 
2142904542 01/28179 162 39 19919 D 26.86 144.17 0 EEFE NO teel un 30.19 N 071.13 E 290083 615 
2142904544 01'28/79 162 40 199.19 0 27.86 143.47 10 EE2F NO eeeL LLLL 28.76 N 070.72 E 290083 616 
2142906341 01'28/79 180 31 19920 S 18.56 149.2& 50 EEfF NO tttl tLLl 41.60 N 04.8.95 E 290Q83 617 
2142906344 01/28/79 180 32 19920 S 19.61 148.67 20 EEFF NO teeL llLL 40.18 H 048.44 £ 2900~3 61& 
2142906350 01/28179 I ~O 33 19920 D 20.66 1.8.06 30 EEfF NO tetL LLLl 38.76 H 047.94 E 290083 619 
2142906421 01/13179 180 ~O 19920 D 37.16 135.25 10 FEEE NO ttel LlLL 1~.40 N 041.17 E 190083 S2" 
2142906423 01/13'79 1HO 51 19920 0 38.01 134.26 10 EEEe NO tetL tLLL 12.96 N 040.82 E 2900b3 530 
21"'2906430 01'13179 1~0 52 19920 D 38.B3 133.26 20 EEEE NO eetl LI-LL 11.53 N 040.47 E 290083 551 
2142906432 01113/79 180 53 19920 D 39.63 132.22 lIi EEEF NO tttL LLll 10.09 N 040.13 E 290U83 532 
2142906435 01/13179 180 54 19920 D 40.42 131.14 10 EEEE NO eetL lLLL 08.64 H 039.79 f 2900R3 533 
~ 2142908143 01113/79 198 24 19921 S 11.03 153.57 50 EEEE NO t t:CL LLLl 51.47 H 027.30 E 290083 534 
J 2142908150 01'113179 198 25 19921 S 12.11 152.94 60 EEEE NO ~:'6:1. LLLl 50.07 N 026.63 E 290083 535 




ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26 / 79	 LANDSAT 2	 PSS SENSOR	 PAGE 16
.0:17	 FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PAT H ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN Sari X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE RICROFILM MIC FLM
io DATE R ISPCL ELEV ATIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAY CNTR LONG NOLL FRAME
2142913454 01/13/79 1 75 19924 D 49.69 101.23 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S	 070.71 W	 290083 537
2142913460 01/13 / 79 1 16 19924 D 49.71 099.60 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S	 071.09 U	 290083 538
2142913463 01/13/79 1 77 19924 D 49.68 097.98 20 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.55 S	 071.46 W	 290083 539
2142913465 01/13/79 1 75 19924 D 49.60 096.39 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.88 S	 071.84 W	 290083 540
2142915103 01/12/79 19 31 19925 S 18.55 149.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 R	 080.07 W	 290083 569
2142915110 01/12179 19 32 19925 5 19.61 148.63 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 080.58 W	 290083 510
2142915112 01/12/79 i4 33 19925 D 20.66 148.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 081.06 W	 290083 511
2142915115 01112179 19 34 19925 D 21.70 147 . 40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 081.53 W	 290083 512
• 2142915121 01/12/79 19 35 19925 0 22.74 146 . 77 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 082.00 W	 290083 513
2142915124 01112/79 19 36 19925 D 23.76 146 . 13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 082.45 W	 290083 514
2142915130 01/12/79 19 37 19925 D 24.79 145.48 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 082.89 W	 290083 515
2142915133 01/12/79 19 38 19925 D 25.80 144.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 083.32 W	 290083 516
2142915135 01/12/79 19 39 19925 0 26.81 144.14 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 083.75 W	 290083 517
2142915142 01/12 / 79 19 40 19925 D 27.81 143 . 44 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 0194.15 W	 290083 518
2142915180 01/13/79 19 49 14925 D 36.27 136.15 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 087.53 W	 290083 541
2142915183 01/13 / 79 19 50 19925 D 37.13 135.20 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 087 .88 W	 290083 542
2142915185 01/13/79 19 51 19925 D 37.98 134.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 088.23 W	 290083 543
2142916514 01/13179 37 26 19926 S 13.17 152.28 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 103.07 W	 290083 544
2142'.916521 01/13/79 37 27 19926 5 14.26 151.66 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 103.68 it	 290083 545
{ 2142916523 01/13/79 37 28 19926 S 15.34 151.05 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 104.26 W	 290083 546
2142916530 01/13/79 37 29 19926 S 16.41 150.44 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 104.82 W	 290083 547
2142916537. 01/13/79 37 30 19926 5 17.48 149.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 105.36 W	 290083 548
2142916535 01/13/79 37 31 19926 S 18.55 149.23 70 FEEE NG CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 105.88 W	 290083 549
2142916541 01/13/79 37 32 19926 S 19.61 148.62 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40 . 17 N	 106.39 W	 290083 550
2142916544 01113 / 79 37 33 19926 D 20.66 148 .VO 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 106.88 W	 290083 551
2142916550 01/13 / 79 37 34 19926 D 21.71 147 . 38 1D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 107.34 W	 290083 552
2142916553 01/13/79 37 35 19926 D 22.75 146.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 107.80 W	 290083 553
2142916555 01/13/79 37 36 19926 D 23.78 146.11 0 EEEF NO CCEL LLLL 34.47 N	 108.25 W	 290083 554
2142916562 01/13/79 37 37 19926 D 24.80 145.46 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33 . 05 N	 108.70 W	 290083 555
2142916564 01/13 / 79 37 38 19926 D 25.82 144.P0 0 EEEF NO CCCL ►_LLL 31.62 N	 109.13 W	 2290083 556
2143004555 01/28/79 163 29 19933 5 16.37 150.40 40 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 074.41 E	 290083 620
2143016573 01/13 / 79 38 26 19940 S 13 . 13 152 . 18 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48 . 66 N	 104.50 W	 290083 159
2143016580 01113/79 38 27 19940 S 14.22 151.55 90 FEFF NO CCCf LLLL 47.25 N	 105.10 4	 290083 160
2143016582 01/13/79 38 28 1994C S 15.31 150.94 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 105.68 W	 290083 161
2143016585 01/13/79 38 29 19940 S 16.38 150.33 90 FFFE No CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 106.25 W	 2900F3 162
2143016591 01/13/74 38 30 19940 S 17.44 149.73 RO PFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 106.79 W	 29001,3 163
2143016594 01/13 1 79 3F 31 19940 S 18.51 149.12 70 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 107.32 W	 290CE3 164
2143017000 01/13/79 38 32 19940 S 19.56 148 . 52 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 107.84 W	 290083 165
2143017003 01/13 / 79 38 33 19940 D 20.61 147.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 108.33 W	 290083 166
2143017005 01113179 38 34 19940 D 21.66 147.29 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 108.82 W	 290083 167
ARCHIVAL IKAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDAPO CATALOG
02/26/79	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 17
00:17	 FROM Ol/ q 1 /79 TO 01/31/79
(I FSERVATION E`iTRY PATH RON ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM HIC FLx
ID DATE 0 /SPCL ELEV A2I f0 CIVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CHTR LAT CHTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2143017012 01/13/79 38 35 19940 6 22.T0 146.65 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 109.28 1/	 290083 148
,2143017014 01/13179 38 36 19940 D 23.73 146.01 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 109.72 W	 290083 169
X2143017021 01/13179 5h 37 19940 D 24.76 145.36 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 110.16 W	 290083 170
2143017023 01/13179 38 38 19940 D 25.77 144.69 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 110.59 W	 290083 171
2143100113 01128/79 110 76 19944 u 49.56 099.65 10 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 S	 132.56 E	 7-90083 621
2143105014 01/07/79 164 29 19947 S 16.33 150.30 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N	 072.97 E	 290083 303
2143105020 0T/G7179 164 30 19947 S 17.40 149.69 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 072.42 E	 290083 304
21431^5023 01/07/79 164 31 19947 5 18.46 149.09 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 071.90 E	 290083 305
2143106450 01/07179 182 29 19948 5 16.35 150.28 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 047.18 E	 290083 306
2143106452 01/C7179 1F2 30 1994E 5 17.42 149.67 1R EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 046.64 E	 290083 307
2143106455 01/07/79 182 31 1994B 5 18.49 149.07 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 046.12 E	 290083 308
2143/06461 01/07/79 192 32 1994F S 19.55 148.46 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 045.62 E	 290063 309
21431„6464 01/U7179 1b2 33 1994H D 26.59 147.b5 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 045.12 E	 290083 310
2143106520 01/07/79 182 46 19948 D 33.47 138.65 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 N	 039.76 E	 29!)083 311
2143106532 01107/79 182 49 19948 D 36.16 135.98 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 038.68 E	 290083 312
2143106534 01/07/79 182 50 19948 D 37.02 135.04 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 038.33 E	 290083 313
2143106541 01/07/79 182 51 19948 D 37.86 134.07 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 038.00 E	 290083 314
2143106543 01/07/79 182 52 19948 D 38.68 133.07 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 037.64 E	 290083 315
2143106550 01/07/79 162 53 19948 D 39.48 132.03 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 037.29 E	 29010$3 316
2143106552 01/07/79 182 54 19948 D 40.26 130.96 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 036.95 E	 290083 317
2143106555 01/07/79 182 55 19948 D 41.02 129.86 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 036.60 E	 290083 382
2143106561 01/0'7179 182 56 19948 D 41.74 128.73 10 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 036.26 E	 290023 383
2143106564 01/07/79 182 57 19948 0 42.45 127.56 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 035.92 E	 290083 384
2143146570 01107179 182 58 19948 0 43.13 126.35 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 035.58 E	 290003 385
2143106573 01/07179 182 59 19948 D 43.78 125.10 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 035.25 E	 290083 386
2143198261 Ci/07179 200 24 19949 S 10.95 153.38 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 H	 024.43 E	 290083 387
2143108263 01/07/79 200 25 19949 S 12.04 152.73 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 023.75 E	 290083 388
2143108770 01/07/79 200 26 19949 S 13.13 152.11 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 023.11 E	 29DO83 389
2143110195 01/07/79 218 49 19950 D 36.13 136.00 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 012.93 W	 290003 390
2143113480 01/07/79 3 53 19952 D 39.44 132.03 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 066.00 W	 290083 391
2143113560 01/07/79 3 72 1995? D 49.18 106.08 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S	 072.50 W	 290083 392
2143115221 01/28/79 21 31 19953 S 18.46 149.03 NA M666 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 082.94 W	 D G
2143115223 01/28/79 21 32 19953 S 19.53 148.42 NA *9MMR NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 083.44 W	 0 O
2143115230 01/28179 21 33 19953 0 20.58 147.80 20 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 083.92 W	 270OP3 622
2143115232 01/28/79 21 34 19953 D 21.62 147.18 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.?,2 N	 OB4.40 W	 290083 623
2143115235 01/28/79 21 35 19953 D 22.65 146.56 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 084.87 W	 290083 624
2143115241 01/28/79 21 36 19953 D 23.68 145.92 60 FI=FE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 085.33 W	 290083 625
2143115244 01/28/79 21 37 19953 D 24.70 145.27 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 085.76 W	 290083 626
2143115250 01/28/79 21 38 19953 0 25.72 144.60 70 FEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 31.62 N	 086_19 W	 290083 627
2143115253 01/28/79 21 39 19953 D 26.72 143.93 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 086.60 W	 29(1083 628
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214311521-5 01/07/79 21 47 19953 D 34.35 137.76 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N	 089.68 W	 240083 393
2143115291 01/07/79 21 48 19953 0 35.24 136.NN 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1728 N	 090.04 W	 290083 394
2143115294 01/07/79 21 49 19953 D 36.12 135.96 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 090.40 u	 290083 395
2143115300 01/07/79 21 50 19953 0 36.98 135.02 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 19	 090.75 W	 290083 396
21432^3254 01/07/79 147 40 1996 1 ] n 27.68 143.18 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 092.23 E	 290083 318
2143203291 01107/79 147 41 19960 D 28.67 142.46 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 091.84 E	 290083 319
2143203293 OIJ07179 147 42 19960 D 29.64 141.73 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N	 091.44 E	 290083 320
4214321"3300 011(7179 147 43 19960 D 30.60 140.97 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N	 091.06 E	 290083 321
21432^33x2 01107179 147 44 1996U D 31.55 140.19 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 N	 090.67 E	 290083 322
21432='33.;5 01/07/79 147 45 19960 D 32.48 139.39 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 N	 090.30 E	 290083 323
2143215073 01/07/79 165 29 19961 S 16.32 150.19 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 071.55 F	 290083 324
2143225075 01/07/79 165 30 19961 S 17.38 149.5H 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 071.00 E	 290083 325
2143205082 G1/07/79 105 31 19961 5 18.44 146.98 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 070.48 E	 290083 326
21432115084 01107/79 165 32 19961 5 19.49 148.37 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 069.90 E	 290083 327
2143205091 C1/C7/79 165 33 19961 D 20.54 147.76 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 069.50 E	 290083 328
2143205043 01/07179 165 34 19961 D 21.59 147.13 90 ZEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 069.01 E	 290083 329
2143206504 01/07/79 183 29 19962 S 16.31 150.18 90 EEFE HO CCCL LLLL 4+4.43 N	 0145.73 E	 290083 330
2143206511 01/07/79 IF3 30 19962 S 17.38 149.57 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 045.18 E	 290083 331
2143206513 01/07/79 183 31 19962 S 18.44 148.97 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 044.66 E	 290083 332
2143226520 01/07179 11:3 32 19962 5 19.50 148.36 20 FEFE NO CCCL "_LLL 40.18 N	 044.15 E	 290083 333
214320657(? 01/12/79 163 44 19962 D 31.54 140.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N	 039.04 E	 290083 577
e"* 32C6572 01/12/79 183 45 19962 D 32.48 139.37 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 N	 038.67 E	 290083 578
a; 4 32C6590 01112179 183 49 19962 D 36.08 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 037.22 E	 290083 579
2143206593 01112/79 183 50 19962 D 36.94 134.96 0 FFEE HO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 036.87 E	 290083 580
2143206595 01/12/79 183 51 19962 D 37.78 133.98 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 036.51 E	 290083 581
2143207011 2 01/12/79 11~3 52 19962 D 38.60 132.96 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 036.16 E	 290083 582
2143207004 01/12/79 183 53 19962 D 39.39 131.95 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 035.82 E	 290083 583
2143207011 01/12/79 1E3 54 19962 D 40.17 130.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N	 1135.48 E	 290083 584
2143207013 01/13/79 11.3 55 19962 6 40.92 129.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N	 035.14 E	 290083 585
2143207020 01/13/79 183 56 19962 D 41.65 128.65 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N	 034.80 E	 290083 586
2143207040 C1/13/19 183 61 19962 D 44.91 122.44 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 S	 033.11 E	 2900F3 587
2143207043 01/13/79 183 62 1 8 962 D 45.47 121.09 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 S	 032.77 E	 290083 588
2143217113 01/27/79 4G 32 19969 S 19.50 148.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 110.72 W	 290083 232
2143217120 01/27/79 40 33 19968 D 20.54 147.69 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 111.21 W	 290083 233
2143217122 01127119 40 34 19968 D 21.58 147.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 111.68 W	 290083 234
2143217125 01/27/79 40 35 19968 D 22.61 146.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 112.14 to	 290083 235
i!43217131 01/27/79 40 36 19968 D 23.63 145.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 112.60 X	 290083 236
2143:17134 01/27/79 40 37 19968 D 24.66 145.15 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 113.04 W	 29DOL3 237-
214321 7 140 0117-7/79 40 38 19968 0 25.67 144.50 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 113.47 W	 290083 238
2143303152 01/07/79 148 42 19974 D 29.58 141.62 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N	 090.01 E	 290083 334
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2143303355 01/07179 14S 43 19974 D 30.55 140.A6 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N	 089.62 E	 290083 335
2143303361 01/07/79 148 44 19974. D 31.50 140.08 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 H	 089.23 E	 290083 336
2143303364 01/07/79 148 45 19974 D 32.43 139.2K 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N	 088.85 E	 290083 337
2143305131 01/[-7/79 166 29 19975 S 16.29 150.08 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 070.13 E	 290083 338
2143305134 01/C7179 166 3G 19975 S 17.35 149.47 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 069.59 E	 290083 339
2143305140 01/17/79 166 31 15975 S 18.41 148.87 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 069.07 E	 290083 340
2143305143 01/G7179 166 32 19975 S 19.47 148.26 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 H	 068.55 E	 290083 341
2143305184 01107179 166 42 19975 D 29.57 141.63 0 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N	 064_20 E	 290083 342
2143305190 01/07/79 166 43 19975 0 30.53 140.86 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 063.81 E	 290083 343
2143306554 01/07/79 184 27 19976 S 14.16 151.28 100 FERF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 045.47 E	 290083 344
2143306560 01107/79 184 28 19976 S 15.23 150.67 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 044.88 E	 294083 345
2143306563 01/07/79 184 29 19976 S 16.30 150.0E 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 H	 044.31 E	 290083 346
2143306565 0110179 184 30 19976 S 17.36 149.46 90 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 043.78 E	 290083 347
2163306572 01107179 1R4 31 19976 S 18.43 148.85 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 043.26 E	 290083 348
2143307063 01/07/79 184 53 19976 D 39.33 131.83 10 FEES HO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 034.40 E	 290083 349
2143307065 01/07/79 184 54 19976 D 40.11 130.77 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 K	 034.06 E	 290083 350
2143307072 01107/79 184 55 19976 D 40.85 129.68 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 033.72 E	 290083 351
2143312285 01107/79 238 83 .9979 0 48.20 089.02 30 E222 No CCCL HHLL 33.03 S	 053.83 W	 290083 352
2143312291 01/07/79 238 84 19979 D 47.89 087.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S	 054.26 W	 0 0
2143312294 01/07/79 23F 85 19979 D 47.53 026.29 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.89 S	 054.70 W	 290083 353
2143314002 01/07/79 5 55 19980 D 40.83 129.65 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 M	 069.53 W	 290083 354
2143314005 01/07/79 5 56 19980 D 41.56 128.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 069.87 it	 290083 355
2143314070 01/07/79 5 71 19980 D 48.79 107.58 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S	 074.98 W	 290083 356
2143314073 01107179 5 72 19980 D 48.97 106.00 60 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S	 075.34 W	 290083 357
2143315322 01/07/79 23 28 19981 S 15.22 150.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45„84 N	 084.18 W	 290083 359
2143315325 01/07/79 23 29 19981 S 16.29 150.02 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 084.75 it	 290083 359
2143315331 01/07/79 23 30 19981 S 17.36 145.42 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 085.28 W	 290083 360
2143315334 01/C7/79 23 31 19981 S 18.42 1 148.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 W	 085.80 tit	 290083 361
2143315340 01107179 23 32 19981 S 19.47 148.20 70 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.30 U	 290083 362
2143315343 01/07/79 23 33 19981 D 20.51 147.59 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 086.79 W	 2901383 363
2143315345 01/07/79 23 34 19981 D 21.55 146.97 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 087.27 W	 290083 364
2143315352 01/07/79 23 35 19981 D 22.59 146.34 G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 H	 087.75 W	 290083 365
2143315354 01/07/79 23 36 19981 D 23.61 145.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 088.20 Y	 290083 366
2143315361 01/07/79 23 37 19981 D 24.62 145.05 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.DS N	 088.64 tie	 290083 367
2143315363 01/07/79 23 38 19981 D 25.63 144.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 OB9.06 W	 290083 368
2143317145 01/07/79 41 26 19982 S 13.08 151.85 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 108.80 W	 290083 369
2143317152 01/07/79 41 27 19982 S 14.16 151.23 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 H	 109.42 U	 290083 370
2143317154 01107/79 41 28 19982 S 15.22 150.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 H	 110.01 H	 290083 371
2143317161 01/07/79 41 29 19982 S 16.29 150.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 H	 110.58 w	 290083 372
2143317163 01/07/79 41 30 19982 S 17.35 149.41 30 222E No CCCL LLLL 43.02 it.	 111.12 u	 290083 373
- --	 =^
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214331717; ;llf7179 41 31 19982 5 18.40 148.bl 21- EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 111.64 W	 290083 374
2143317171 01107179 41 32 19982 5 19.45 148.2U 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 112.1+4 W	 290083 375
2143317175 01/07 1 79 41 33 19982 D 20.50 147.59 0 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 112.63 W	 290083 376
214331718t 01/07 / 79 41 34 19982 0 21.54 146 . 96 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 113.10 W	 290083 377
21433171 3 4 C1/C7 / 79 41 35 19952 D 22.58 146 , 33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 113.56 W	 290083 378
2143317191; C1/f7/79 41 36 19982 D 23.61 145.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 114.00 W	 290093 3?9
2143317193 01/07/79 41 37 19982 D 24.63 145.04 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 114.44 W	 290083 390
2143317195 01/07/79 41 38 19982 D 25.64 144.37 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 114.88 W	 290083 381
2143405192 01/18/79 167 30 19989 S 17.33 149.37 100 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N	 068.13 E	 290083 766
21434C51'+5 01/18/79 167 31 19989 5 18.39 148.76 90 EE"F NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 067.60 E	 290083 767
2143405261 01/18 / 79 167 32 19989 S 19.44 148 . 15 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 H	 067,10 E	 290083 768
21434117013 P1118179 185 27 199901 S 14.15 151.17 100 EEZF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 044.04 E	 290083 769
2143407015 01/18/79 185 28 19990 5 15.22 150.56 100 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 043.45 E	 290083 770
2143407022 01118 / 79 185 29 19990 S 16.28 149 . 95 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 K	 042 .88 E	 290083 771
214340711 3. 01118/19 185 50 19990 D 36.81 134.75 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 034.01 E	 290083 772
2143407113 01/18/79 185 51 19990 D 37.65 133.77 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 033.66 is	 290083 773
2143412351' 01/18/79 239 84 19993 D 47.78 087.68 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 5	 055.69 W	 290083 774
2143412352 01118/79 239 85 19993 D 47.42 086.32 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.88 S	 056.14 W	 290083 775
2143412355 01/18/79 239 86 19993 D 47.03 UP5.02 70 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 37.30 S	 056.61 W	 2900113 776
2143412361 01/13/79 239 87 19993 D 46.60 083.78 NA MMMH NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 5	 057.09 W	 0 0
2143414015 01/13/79 6 47 19994 D 34.1F 137.44 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N	 068.18 W	 290083 434%
2143414050 01/13/79 6 52 19994 0 38.44 132.75 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 069.94 W	 290083 437
2143414052 01/1:'/79 6 53 19994 0 39.23 131.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 070.28 W	 290083 438
2143414055 01113:79 6 54 19994 D 40.00 130.64 20 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N	 070.62 W	 290083 439
2143414061 01/13/79 6 55 19994 D 40.75 129.55 10 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 070.96 W	 290083 440
2143414120 01/13/79 6 69 19994 D 48.19 110.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S	 075.71 W	 290083 441
2143414123 01/13/79 6 70 19994 D 48.46 1'9.11 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S	 076.06 W	 290053 442
2143417204 01121179 Q 26 19996 S 13.08 151.73 90 FEFE no CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 110.25 W	 290083 491)
2143417210 01/21/79 42 27 19996 S 14.15 151.12 4?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 110.85 W	 290083 491
2143417213 01/21/79 42 28 19996 S 15.21 150.51 80 EEEE N4 CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 111.44 W	 290083 492
2143417215 01/21/79 42 29 19996 5 16.27 149.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44 . 43 N	 112.01 W	 290083 493
g 2143417221 01/21/79 42 3C 19996 S 17.33 149.30 PD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 112.55 w	 290083 494
i 2143417224 01/21 / 79 42 31 19996 5 18.39 148 . 69 2A EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 113.07 W	 290083 495
2143417231 01/21/79 42 32 19996 5 19.45 148.08 10 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 113.57 W	 290083 496
2143417233 0 1/21179 42 33 19996 D 20.50 147.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 114.06 W	 290083 497
i	 2143417240 07/21/79 42 34 19996 D 21.54 146.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 114.54 W	 290083 498
i	 2143417242 01/2i/79 42 35 19996 D 22.57 146.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 115.01 W	 29008.3 499
2143417245 01/21/79 42 36 19996 D 23.58 145.57 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 115.45 W	 290083 500
2143417251 01/21/79 42 37 19996 D 24.59 144.93 10 ME NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 115.89 w	 290083 501
2143417254 01/21/79 42 38 19996 D 25.60 144.26 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 116.31 4	 290083 502
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2143507071 OT/15179 186 27 20004 S 14.14 151.06 180 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 042.59 E 290083 777
! 2143507074 01/18/79 186 28 20004 S 15.22 150.44 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 042.00 E 290083 778
i 2143507080 01/18/79 1F6 29 20004 S 16.28 149.3'3 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 W 041.44 E 2900E3 779
2143507162 01/18!79 186 49 20004 D 35.90 135.56 D EEFE No CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 032.90 E 290083 780
2143507165 01/18/79 196 50 20004 D 36.75 134.62 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 032.55 E 290083 781
2143507171 01/18/74 1r6 51 20004 D 37.58 133.66 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 H 032.19 E 290083 782
2143512405 61118179 240 84 20007 D 47.67 Cb7.69 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S 057.12 W 2900.83 783
2143512411 01/18/79 240 85 20007 D 47.31 086.34 10 FFFF HO CCCL HULL 35.88 S 057.58 W 290083 784
2143512414 01/18/79 240 86 20007 D 46.92 785.05 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 37.30 S 058.06 N 290083 785
2143512420 0111°179 24U 87 20007 D 46.49 '363.81 10 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 S 058.54 W 290083 786
2143512423 01/18/79 240 88 20007 D 46.03 092.63 20 FEFE NO CCCL HULL 40.14 S 059.04 W 290083 787
2143514120 C1118179 7 55 20008 D 40.69 129„43 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 072.39 W 290083 788
2143514172 01118f79 7 68 2000F D 47.79 112.12 90 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 5 076_80 W 290083 789
2143574175 01/18179 7 69 20008 D 48.09 110.59 60 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S 077.15 1: 290083 790
2143603481 01107/19 151 31 2OD16 S 18.37 148.53 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 090.59 E 290083 397
2143605315 01107/79 169 32 20017 5 19.42 147.91 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 064.25 E 290083 398
2143605360 01/07/79 169 47 20017 D 29.47 141.25 0 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 059.89 E 29008+3 399
2143605362 01/07/79 169 43 20017 D 3D.42 140.50 0 EFFE NO CCCL 4" LL 24.46 H 059.50 F 290083 400
2143605365 D1/07/74 169 4r, 2001? D 31.36 139.73 10 EFFE Ito CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 059.12 E 290083 401
2143605371 01/07/79 169 45 20017 D 32.28 138.92 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 N 058.75 E 290083 4nZ
214361414U 01121179 8 46 26022 D 33.19 138.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N 070.69 w 290023 764
2143617324 01121/79 44 27 20024 S 14.15 150.88 20 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 113.72 W 290083 765
2143623045 01107/79 98 81 20027 D 48.34 091.94 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 147.82 E 290083 403
2143705414 01/07/79 170 42 20031 D 29.45 141.12 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 H 058.47 E 290093 404
2143705421 01107/79 170 43 20031 D 30.40 140.36 10 EEFE NO CCCL. HULL 24.46 N 058.08 E 290023 405
2143707180 01/47/79 1P8 25 20032 S 12.02 152.07 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 040.98 E 290083 406
2143707162 01/07/79 lbb 26 20032 S 13.09 151.44 10D ME NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 040.33 E Z911083 4017
2143707185 Ol/C7/79 188 27 20032 S 14.15 150.82 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 039.71 E 290083 401E
2143707191 01/07179 186 28 20032 5 15.21 150.21 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 039.11 E 290083 4039
2143707193 01/V7179 188 29 20032 5 16.27 149.61 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 U 038.55 E 290083 410
2143707421 01/n7/79 1E8 83 20032 D 47.7E OF9.05 20 FEPE No CCCL LLLL 33.03 S 017.86 E 290083 411
2143712540 G1/C7179 242 b8 20035 D 45.80 082.67 10 EE2E CEO Ct,CL HHLL 40.14 S 061.89 W 290083 412
2143712542 01/U7179 242 89 20035 D 45.30 081.54 10 FEPM NO CCCL HULL 41.56 S 062.40 N 290083 413
2143712545 01107/79 242 90 20035 D "44.78 080.47 10 EEP2 NO CCCL HHLL 42.98 S 062.93 w 290083 414
2143714224 01/07/)9 9 53 20036 D 39.06 131.32 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 074.57 W 290083 415
2143714231 01/07/79 9 54 20036 D 39.83 130.26 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 074.92 U 290083 416
2143723095 01/13f79 99 79 2CO41 D 48.58 094.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.31 S 147.18 E 290083 557
2143800513 01/13/79 117 75 2CO42 D 48.79 1011.04 in FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 122.90 E 290083 558
2143800515 01/13/79 117 76 20042 D 48.80 099.48 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL '23.01 S 122.52 E 290083 559






ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT - ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 'ASS SENSOR	 PAGE 22
FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
PATH ROW OFRIT DAY/KITE SUN 	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY ECM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
t	 /SPCL	 ELEV A7I M COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2143802271 01113/79 135 57 2CO43 D 41.94 126.81 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 103.30 £ 20DO83 561
2143802274 01/13/79 135 58 20043 D 42.61 125.61 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N 102.97 E 290083 562
2143802240. 01/73/79 135 59 20043 D 43.24 124.39 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N 102.63 E 290083 563
2143805480 01/13/79 171 43 20045 D 30.37 140.23 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 056.63 E 290083 564
2143807234 01/13/79 149 25 20046 S 12.02 151.96 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 039.56 E 29.0083 565
21438Ln 7241 01/13/?9 lh9 26 20046 5 13.09 151.33 100 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 038.91 E 290083 566
2143FO7243 01/13/79 199 27 2CC46 S 14.16 150.71 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 038.28 E 290083 567
+ - '2143807250 01/13/79 189 28 2 ."_046 5 15.22 150.09 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 037.68 E 290083 568
X 2143807252 01/13/79 189 29 20046 5 16.27 149.50 90 "EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 037.11 E 2900E3 569
2143812592 011131/9 243 87 20049 D 46.14 083.8F 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 S 062.84 W 290083 570
2143612595 01/13/79 243 BE 20049 D 45.68 082.68 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 40.14 S 063.33 W 290083 571
2143813001 01/13/79 243 89 2LC49 D 45.19 081.56 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 41.56 S 063.814 W 290083 572
2143813004 61/13/79 243 90 2004 0 D 44.66 080.50 0 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 42.97 S 064.37 W 290083 573
2143814294 01/13/79 10 56 20050 D 41.23 127.90 HA mml4r NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 R 077.04 u D' 0
2143814301 01/13/79 10 57 20050 D 41.92 126.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 077.38 W 290083 574
2143814303 01/13/79 10 58 2GO50 D 42.58 125.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N 077.72 W 290083 575
2143814310 01/13/79 10 59 20050 D 43.22 124.30 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N 078.05 W 290083 576
2143917493 01/1R/79 47 26 20066 S 13.16 151.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 117.40 H 290083 721
2143917506 01/18/79 47 27 20066 S 14.23 150.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 118.01 W 290083 722
2143917502 01/18179 47 28 20066 5 15.30 149.F9 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 118.59 W 290003 723
2143917505 01/11F /79 47 29 20066 5 16.36 149.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 119.16 W 290063 724
2143917511 01/18/79 47 30 20066 S 17.40 148.66 8D EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 119.70 W 29008'3 725
2143917514 01/13/79 47 31 20066 S 18.44 148.06 90 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 120.22 W 290083 726
2143917520 01/18179 47 32 20066 5 19.47 147.45 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 120.72 W 290083 727
2143917523 01118179 47 33 20066 D 20.49 146.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N 121.21 k 290083 728
2743917525 01/18/79 47 34 20066 D 21.52 146.21 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 121.68 W 290083 729
214391'532 01/18/79 47 35 20066 D 22.55 145.57 101 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 122.15 W 290093 730
2144182432 01/27179 13€ 54 2V085 D 39.67 129.73 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 100.02 E 290083 791
2144102434 01{27/79 138 55 20085 D 40.40 128.64 40 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 099.68 E 290083 792
2144106090 01/27/79 174 52 20087 D 38.15 131.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 049.08 E 290083 793
2144106092 01/27/79 174 53 20087 D 38.93 130.75 10 FEEF No CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 048.73 E 290083 794
2144106095 01/27/79 174 54 20087 D 39.68 129.69 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 048.39 E 290083 795
2144107403 01/27/79 192 24 2C08b S 11.{9 152.22 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 035.96 E 290083 796
2144107410 61/27/79 192 25 2P(18t 5 12.15 151.58 50 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 035.27 E 290083 797
2144107412 01/27/79 192 • 26 20088 S 13.21 150.95 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 034.62 E 290083 798
2144107415 01/27/79 162 27 20OFb S 14.26 150.32 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 034.01 E 290083 799
2144107421 01/27/79 192 28 20088 S 15.33 149.70 100 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 033.41 E 290083 800
2144107424 01127/79 192 29 2008+ 8 S 16.38 149.09 40 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 032.84 F 290083 801
2144113191 U1/27/79 746 93 20091 D 42.51 077.72 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.21 S 070,37 W 290083 802
2144113193 01/27/79 246 94 20091 D 41.87 076.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.61 S 071.00 N 290083 803
i
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STARDARD CATALOG





	 FROM 01101/74 TO 01/31/79
GPSERvATION ENTRY P471+ ROW 04EIT DAY/KITE SUh 	 SUN	 % CLD DUALITY CC µ CCF	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	
ID	 DATE	 tt	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZIN COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CATR LAT
PICTURE	 NICROFILM MIC FLM
CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2144113201 01127 / 79 246 95 2(091 D 41.20 076 . 2V 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.01 S	 071.64 N 29DOP.3 804
{2144113202 01127/79 246 96 2(2091 D 40.51 05.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.40 S	 072.33 W 290083 805
^ 2144114461 01/27/79 13 54 20092 D 39.66 129.64 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 H	 080.65 W 290083 806
2144316292 01127179 33 26 20121 5 13.35 150.63 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 097.32 W 290083 8[37
2144 516294 01 /271 T9 33 27 26121 5 14.40 15t^ . 0T 10 EFF F Ito CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 0)7.94 4t Z90093 Haft
21443163CI 01/27/79 53 28 20121 S 15.45 149.39 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 098 . 53 k 290083 B09
2744316303 01127!79 33 29 2VI21 S 16.49 148.77 10 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 099.09 W 290083 810
214431631E1 01/27 / 79 33 30 20121 5 17.53 148 . 16 80 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 099.64 v Z'-2083 B11
2144316312 01/27/79 33 31 20121 S 18.56 147.54 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 100.16 W 290083 812
2144316315 01127119 33 32 20121 S 19.59 146.92 IOU EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 100.67 W 290083 813
2144316321 C1/27/79 33 33 20121 D 20.61 146 . 30 100 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 38 .76 H	 101.16 W 290083 814
2144316324 (s1/27179 33 34 20121 D 21.63 145.67 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 101.64 W 290083 815
214431633 1] 01/27/79 33 35 20121 D 22.64 145.02 100 EEPF No CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 102.10 W 2900853 816
2144316333 01/27/79 33 36 20121 D 23.65 144 . 37 90 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 H	 102.5 5 W 290083 817
2144404333 01127 1 79 159 29 20128 S 16.51 148.71 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.1 2 N	 080.17 E 290083 818
2144404374 01/27 1 79 159 39 20128 D 26.62 142.26 0 FEEE NO CZ EL LLLL 30.19 N	 075.43 E 290083 819
2144406205 01/27179 177 39 20129 D 26.63 142.25 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 30.19 N	 049.62 L 290083 8213
2144406212 01127179 177 40 20129 D 27.59 141.54 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 N	 049.21 E 290083 821
2144406214 01/27/79 177 41 20129 D 28.54 140.82 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 048.81 E 290083 822
214440758E 01/27/79 195 24 20130 S 11.30 151.83 20 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.44 N	 031.67 E 290083 823
21444 075B2 01 / 27/79 195 25 20130 S 12.36 151.18 30 EEFF NU CCCL LLLL 50.04 N	 030 . 98 E 290083 824
2144407584 01/27/79 195 ?6 20130 S 13.40 150.54 10 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 030.32 E MGM 825
2144407591 01/27 / 79 195 27 20130 5 14 . 44 149 . 97 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 029.69 E 290083 826
2144407593 01/27179 195 28 20130 5 15.48 149.31 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 029.10 E 290083 827
2144408100 01/27/79 195 33 20130 D 38.85 130 . 23 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 018 . 62 E 290083 828
2144408102 01/27/79 195 54 20130 D 39.59 129.16 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 018.28 E 290083 829
2144411445 01/27/79 231 73 20132 D 47.97 103.37 100 FFEE NO CCCL MILL 18.71 S	 039.94 W 290083 830
2144706352 01/27/79 180 32 20171 S 19.83 146.40 30 MEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 048 . 51 E 2900E3 831
2144706354 01/27/79 180 33 20171 0 20.84 145.77 60 2EPE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 048.02 E 290083 832
2144706425 01/27/79 1EO 50 20171 D 36.53 132.67 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 H	 041.20 E 290083 833
2144706431 01/27 / 79 180 51 2DI71 D 37.32 131 . 69 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 040 . 86 E 290083 834
21447 x16434 01/27/79 180 52 20171 D 38.09 130.69 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 049.51 E 290083 835
2144706440 01/27/79 180 53 20171 D 38.84 129.65 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 04x.16 E 290083 836
2144706443 01/27/79 180 54 20171 D 39.56 128.58 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 k	 039.81 E 290083 837
2144706445 01127/79 180 55 20171 D 40.27 127.48 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 039.47 E 290083 838
2144706452 01/27/79 1F0 56 20171 D 40.95 126.34 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 039.13 E 290083 839
2144706454 01/27 / 19 180 57 20171 D 41.60 125 . 17 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04 . 32 N	 038.79 E 290083 840
,t21447 +'5461 01/27 / 79 180 58 20171 0 42.23 123.98 50 EEFE NO CCLL LLLL 02.88 N	 038 . 45 E 290083 841
1 21447Ca463 01/27179 180 59 20171 D 42.83 122.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLI-L 01.44 N	 038.11 E 290083 842







02126/19 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SEN OR PAGE 24
P 0:14 FROM 01/91/79 TO 01/31/79
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCIA MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE 11 /SPCL ELEV AZI M COVEQ 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2144?06472 01127179 180 61 20171 D 43.94 120.19 100 EEEE hD CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 037.44 E	 290083 844
2144706475 01/27/79 180 62 20171 0 4445 118.87 90 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 5	 037.10 E	 290083 845
2144706481 01127/79 180 63 20171 D 44.92 117.52 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 S	 036.76 E	 290083 846
2144706484 01127/79 180 64 20171 D 45.37 116.15 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 S	 036.42 E	 290083 847
2144706490 01/27/79 1PO 65 20171 D 45.77 114.75 90 MFFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 S	 036.08 E	 290083 848
214 ,4706543 01/27/79 180 78 20171 D 47.60 095.41 100 PE:F NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 S	 031.41 E	 290083 844
2144808210 01/27/79 199 24 20186 S 11.62 151.33 100 FETE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 025.89 E	 290083 850
2144808212 01/27/79 199 25 PEW% 5 12.67 150.67 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 025.21 E	 290083 851
2144808215 61/27/79 199 26 20186 S 13_72 150_03 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 024.58 E	 290083 852
2144812032 01/27/79 235 62 20188 D 44.40 118.59 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.88 S	 041.75 W	 290083 853
2144813423 61/27/79 2 52 2V189 D 38.09 13P.44 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 064.21 W	 290083 854
2144813425 01/27/79 2 53 20189 D 38.83 129_40 HR 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 064.55 k	 0 0
2144813434 01/27/79 2 55 2G189 D 40.25 127.22 HA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N	 065.25 W	 0 0
2144813441 01{27179 2 56 20189 D 40.93 12 ,E.08 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N	 065.58 it	 0 0 "
2144813443 01/27/79 2 57 20189 D 41.58 1?4.91 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 W	 065.92 W	 290083 855
2144813450 01/27/79 2 58 20180 D 42.20 123.71 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 02„88 N	 066.25 W	 290083 856
214481345.2 01/27/79 2 59 20189 D 42.79 122..48 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 066.58 W	 29.0083 857
2145005083 01/27179 165 30 20212 S 18.06 147.2? NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 071.04 E	 D 0
2145005101 01/27/79 165 34 20217 D 22.09 144.66 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 069.04 E	 290084 1
jf 2145006512 01127/79 183 29 20293 S 17.06 147.83 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.40 N	 045.80 E	 290084 2
1 2145006515 01/27/79 1F3 30 20213 S 18.09 147.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 045.25 E	 290084 3
2145015272 01/27/79 22 28 20218 5 16.06 148.41 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 082.72 W	 290084 52
2145015274 01/27/79 22 29 20218 S 17.08 !M".78 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 083.29 W	 290084 53
2145015281 01127/79 22 30 20218 5 18.11 147.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 .4	 083.84 W	 2911084 54
2145015283 01127179 22 31 20218 S 19-12 146.52 0 EEEE ^u CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 084.36 W	 290084 55
2145015290 01/27/79 22 32 20218 D 20.13 145.88 10 EEEE NJ CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 084.87 W	 290084 56
2145015292 01/27/ •!9 22 33 20218 D 21.14 145.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 085.35 W	 290084 57
2145021014 01/27/79 76 87 20221 D 44.41 083.09 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.73 S	 176.67 E	 290084 4
2145021021 01/27/79 76 88 20221 D 43.93 982.00 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.15 S	 176.18 E	 290084 5
2145101592 01/27/79 130 58 20224 D 42.19 123.09 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 110.17 E	 290084 6
2145101595 0'1127/79 130 59 20224 D 42.76 121.86 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 109.83 E	 290084 7
2145105135 01/27/79 166 29 20226 S 17.13 147.71 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 070.16 E	 290084 8
2145105142 01/27/79 166 30 20226 1. 18.16 147.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 069.61 E	 290084 9
2145105144 01/27/79 166 31 20226 5 19.18 146.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 069.08 E	 290084 10
2145105151 01127179 166 32 20226 D 20.19 145.80 50 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 40_16 N	 069.58-E 290084 11
ff	 2145105192 01127/74 166 42 20226 0 29.81 138.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N	 064.20 E	 290084 12
2145106564 01127179 184 28 20227 5 16.12 148.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.81 N	 044.93 E	 290084 13
2145106571 01/27/79 184 29 20227 5 17.15 147.69 90 FFFP NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 044.36 E	 290084 14
i	 2145106573 01/27/79 184 30 20227 5 18.17 147.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLI.,L 42.99 N	 043.81 E	 290084 15
2145106586 01/27/79 124 31 20227 S 19.19 146.42 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 043.27 E	 290084 16
^ is




LANDSAT ?	 MSS SENSOR
	 PAGE 25
r10:19	 FRu M Z)1/!,1/79 TO 01/31/79
i
OtSERVATION ENTRY	 FATh ROW OhBIT DAYIN17E S4.4 SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCE1 MODE GAT14 PICTURE PICTURE AICROFILM MiC FLM
In DATE It /SPCL ELEV 4T IM COVER 4567 4LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAY CNTR LONG ROLL FRAKE
2145107071 01/27/79 lb4 53 20227 D 38.b9 13".8.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 034.41 E	 290084 17
r	 2145107073 01/27/ 79 184 54 20227 D 39.60 127.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 034.07 E	 290084 18
214510708f. G1127 / 79 i^4 55 20227 D 40.28 126.5F 61J EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N	 033.73 E	 290084 19
2145114074 G1/27179 1 71 2C231 D 47.09 104 . 97 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.84 5	 074.97 W	 290084 20
2145114081 0112711Y 5 72 2L231 D 47.21 103.47 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 5	 075.33 W	 290084 21
2145115330 01/27/79 23 28 20232 S 16.15 148.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 084.17 W	 29UO 84 58
2145115333 01/27/79 23 29 20232 5 17-17 147.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 084.75 W	 290084 59
2145115335 01/27/79 23 3C 20232 S 18.19 147_1" 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 H	 065.28 W	 290084 60
2145115342 01127/79 23 31 20232 S 19.21 146.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 085.81 W	 290084 61
2145115344 G1/27/79 23 32 20232 D 20.21 145.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.32 W	 290084 62
2145117133 01/27 / 79 41 26 20233 S 14.10 149.55 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 H	 108.78 W	 290084 22
2145207105 01/27/79 185 48 20241 D 35.08 133.53 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 17.28 8	 034.72 E	 290084 23
2145207111 G1127/79 185 49 20241 D 35.88 132.60 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 034.36 E	 290084 24
2145207114 Ilf27/79 185 50 20241 D 36.67 131.63 10 EEEE R;i CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 034.01 E	 290084 25
2145207120 01127/79 185 51 20241 0 37_44 130.63 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 033.66 E	 290084 26
2145207123 01/27/79 185 52 20241 D 38.18 129.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 033.32 E	 290084 27
2145207125 G1127 / 79 185 53 2 11241 D 38 . 91 128 . 55 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 H	 032.97 E	 290084 28
2145207132 01/27/79 185 54 20241 D 39.61 127.46 NA M11MM NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 H	 132.63 E	 0 0
2145207134 01/27/79 185 55 20241 D 40.30 126.35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 H	 032.29 E	 2900734 29
2145207141 01/27/79 1E5 56 20241 0 40.95 125.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 H	 031.96 E	 290084 30
2145207143 01/27 / 79 185 57 20241 D 41.5b 124 _ 02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 031 . 62 E	 290084 31
2145207161 01/27/79 165 61 20241 D 43.80 119.02 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 5	 030.27 E	 290084 32
2145207164 01/27/79 185 62 20241 D 44.28 117.70 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 5	 029.93 E	 290084 33
2145207170 01/27/79 185 63 20241 D 44.73 116.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 S	 029.59 E	 290084 34
21452'?7?11 01!27/79 IPS 73 20241 D 47.22 101.7`3 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1$.71 S	 026.12 E	 290084 35
Q 2145207214 01/27/79 185 74 202 4 1 D 47.26 100.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 S	 025.76 E	 290064 36
^i 2145207220 01127/79 185 75 20241 D 47.25 098.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S	 025.39 E	 290084 37
2145207223 C9/27/79 1F5 76 20241 0 47.21 097.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 S	 025.01 E	 290084 38
2145207225 01/27/79 185 17 217241 D 47.12 095.92 NA Fromm NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S	 024.64 E	 0 0
2145215382 01/27/79 24 27 20246 S 15.23 148.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 085.04 W	 290084 63
2145215385 01/27/79 24 28 20246 S 16.27 148.14 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 085.62 W	 290084 64
2145215391 01/27/79 24 29 20246 S 17.30 147.50 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 086.19 W	 290084 65
2145215394 01/27/19 24 30 20246 5 18.32 146.85 100 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 086.73 W	 290OFt. 66
21452154(![.1 01/27/79 24 31 20246 S 19.33 146.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 087.26 W	 290084 67
2145215403 01127179 24 32 20246 L. 20.33 145.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 M	 087.76 w	 290084 68
2145215405 111/27 / 79 24 33 2024A D 21.32 144.93 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38 . 75 H	 088 . 25 W	 290084 69
2145215412 01/27 / 79 24 34 20246 D 22.31 144.27? 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 088.73 W	 290084 .70
2145215414 01/27179 24 35 20246 D 23.30 143.61 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 089.19 W	 290084 71
2145215421 01/Z7174 24 36 20246 D 24.27 142.94 100 EEEE NO :CCL LLLL 34.48 N	 089- 64 W	 290084 72
2145215423 01427 / 79 24 37 20246 D 25.24 142.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 090 . 07 W	 290084 73
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26/79 LANDSAT 2	 WSS SENSOR PAGE 26
00:19 FROM 01/01/79	 TO 01/31179i
( OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH RjW ORBIT DAY/NITS SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV A71M COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 6567 CNTR LAT £NTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2145215430 01127/79 24 38 20246 D 26.20 141.54 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 090.50 w	 290084 74
2145215432 01/27/79 24 39 20246 D 27.14 140.P3 R0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 090.91 w	 290084 75
2145215435 01/27/79 24 40 20246 D 28.08 140.09 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 091.31 w	 290084 76
2145315453 G1/27/79 25 30 20260 5 18.44 146.70 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 088.15 u	 290084 77
2145315455 C1/27/79 25 31 2026V S 19.44 146.07 10 LEES NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 088.69 U	 290084 78
2145315462 01/27/79 25 32 20260 D 20.43 145.43 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 089.20 w	 290084 79
2145315464 01/27179 25 33 20260 0 21.43 144.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 R	 089.69 w	 290084 80
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00:20
GODDAR^ SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
LANDSAT I MA GE PROCESSING FACILITY
INFOR M ATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
ARCHIVAL I M6 GF RFPORT -ARCPIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LAN I)SAT 2	 W SS SENSOR
FRO M 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
RESERVATION FNTRY PATH ROW CPRIT DAY/KITE SU to SUN X	 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM RIC	 FLM
u
ID DATE n /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER ti567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CHTR LAT CRTR LONG ROIL FRAME
2142408235 01112/79 197 /rtl 19907 D 44.66 124.00 rO EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 N	 013.38 E	 290083 469
2144706470 01/27/79 1110 6C 20171 A 43.40 121.42 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 N	 037.78 E	 290083 843
2138402254 01/07/79 135 5' r 19290 D 49.80 116. 4 1 40 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 102.68 E	 290083 21
2140214292 01/14/79 10 59 19548 0 47.37 123.07 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 078.02 w	 290GE3 639
2143IC6573 G1167/79 182 59 1994 v 0 43.78 125.1C 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 035.25 E	 290083 386
21447?6463 I?1f27/74 180 59 20171 D 42.F3 12?.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 038.11 E	 2900113 842
214380228E 01113/79 135 59 20043 D 43.24 124.39 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 1022.63 E	 290083 563
2145101595 01/27/79 130 59 20224 D 42.76 121.86 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 109.83 E	 290084 7
2139401401 GI/12119 127 59 19429 0 48.55 120.72 vA MMMIR NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 114.11 E	 0 0
2144813452 01/27/79 2 59 2CI89 D 42.79 122.48 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 066.58 w	 290083 857
{ 214201430 C1/08/79 if 59 19799 D 44.91 125.37 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 N	 078.05 w	 2900P3 57
2143814310 01/13/79 10 59 2{1 050 D 43.22 124.30 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 H	 078.05 w	 290083 576
21392063110 01/21/79 179 58 19404 D 48.26 121.63 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 N	 039.91 E	 290083 661
2139106322 01/21/79 178 58 19390 D 48.40 121..29 90 FFEE NO CCCL. LLLL 02.87 N	 041.33 E	 290083 647
2138402251 01/07/79 1 35 58 19290 D 49.33 1111.54 59 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 N	 103.02 E	 290083 20
2143106570 01/07/79 182 58 1994P 0 43.13 126.35 0 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 035.58 L	 2900E3 385
2144706461 01/27/79 1801 58 20171 n 42.23 173.'?Y. so EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 038.45 E	 29001'3 841
2142506222 01/18/79 176 58 14864 D 43.72 126.65 10 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 044.18 E	 290083 713
2143RO2274 01113/79 135 5? 2EC43 D 42.61 125.61 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 102.97 E	 290083 562
2145101592 01/27/7 1! 130 58 20224 D 42.19 123.09 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.8P N	 110.17 E	 290084 6
213940139 5 01/12/79 127 58 19429 D 47.99 122.26 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 m	 114.46 F	 290083 444
214481345_• 01/27/79 2 5h 2C1F+ 9 D 42.20 123.71 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 066.25 Y	 290083 856
2140214290 01/14/79 10 58 19548 0 46.76 124.51 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 H	 077.69 w	 290083 638
2142014295 01/08/79 10 58 19799 D 44.25 126.66 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 077.72 w	 290083 56
2143814303 01/13/79 10 58 20050 D 42.58 125.53 AO FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 077.72 W	 290083 575
2141r66383 01/06/79 179 57 19655 D 44.97 127.17 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 N	 040.25 E	 290083 258
213921.6374 01/21/75 179 57 19404 D 47.69 123.14 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 N	 040.25 E	 290083 660
21452!37143 01/27/79 185 57 20241 D 41.58 124.02 30 EEEE no CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 031.62 E	 290084 31
2143106564 01/07/79 182 57 19948 G 42.45 127.56 0 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 035.92 E	 290083 384
2144706454 01/27/79 1FO 57 20171 D 41.60 125.17 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 038.79 E	 29DOES 840
2139106315 01/21/79 178 57 19390 D 47.83 122.81 60 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 041.67 E	 290083 646
2142506220011141/79 176 57 19864 D 43.04 127.P9 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 044.51 E	 2900113 712
2140402372 01/21179 137 57 19569 D 45.88 126.21 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 100.46 E	 290033 684
2143302271 01113/79 135 57 20043 D 41.94 121, .P1 40 EFEE N. CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 103.30 E	 290083 561
2140214283 01/14/79 10 57 19548 D 46.12 125.90 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 077.35 w	 290083 637
2142014292 O1/C8179 10 57 19799 0 43.57 127.92 90 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 077.38 W	 290083 55
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26/79	 LANDSAT 2	 NSS SENSOR
	
PAGE 30
CC:2C	 FRO" O1/C1/79 TO 01/31/79
CFSERVATIOM ENTRY	 F4 TN R jw ':i.FIT DAY /NITF SUN SUh X CLD QUAL ; TY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FL14
ID DATE A /SPCL ELEV AZIM CJVER 6 567 (ILTY	 4567 4567 ENTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA04E
2143x14331 01/13179 1^ 57 2 C C5C, D 41.92 126.73 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.37 N 077.38 N	 2701)63 574
2144813443 01/27/79 2 57 20189 D 41.58 124.91 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 065.92 M	 2901183 855
2145207141 01/27/79 1R5 56 2 [ 241 D 40.95 125 . 20 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL V5 . 76 H 031.96 E	 2400P4 30
2143106561 01/L 7 / 79 182 56 19948 D 41.74 128.73 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 036.26 E	 290083 383
21447C-6452 01!27179 18C 56 2[171 C 40,95 176.34 30 EEEE NO CCCL L! :L 05.76 N 039.13 F	 290083 839
21425:6213 01/18/79 176 56 19864 D 42.32 129.07 10 EE 2E NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 0!04.85 E	 290083 711
,:140402365 01/21/79 137 56 19569 D 45.20 127.55 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 100.79 E	 290083 683
2143NO2265 01/13/79 135 56 2CO43 n 41.25 127_97 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 103.64 E	 290083 560
2140412563 01/28/79 245 56 15575 D 45.13 127.63 100 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.76 N 054.08 W	 290083 614
21433140u5 01/07/79 5 56 1495L. D 41.56 12P.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL C5.7a P. 069.87 M	 2900b3 355
i	 2140214281 01/14/79 10 56 1954'• D 45.44 127.25 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 077.02 W	 210083 636
2143814294 01/13/79 10 56 2CC5-f D 41.23 127.90 VA WIMP NO CCCL LLLL 05 . 76 N 077.04 W	 0 0
2143207020 01/13179 183 56 14962 " 41.65 128.65 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N 034.80 E	 290083 586
2144813441 01/27 / 79 2 56 ? 0189 D 40.93 126.08 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 1)58 i N 065.58 W	 0 0
2142 / 14290 01 / 08179 1v 56 19799 D 42.85 129 . 13 90 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 55.77 N 077.05 W	 290083 54
21386r,9264 01107x'79 2C9 55 19322 D 47.37 124.06 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL_ 07.19 N 002.06 v	 290083 28
2138709343 01/07/79 210 54 19336 t 47.21 124.43 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N 003.51 to	 290083 40
213911)95?3 01/21179 214 55 19392 D 46.57 125.77 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N (109.25 W	 290083 652
213990901)3 01/06/79 204 55 19503 D 45.26 127.91 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 005_04 E	 290083 252
21452 n 7134 01/27 / 79 1F5 55 2('241 D 40.30. 126 . 35 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 032.29 E	 2900b4 29(
- k
 2743307072 01IC7I79 1F4 55 15976 D 40 . 85 129.66 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 H 033 . 72 E	 290083 351
21451070x0 01127/79 114 55 2 ( 22 •' D 40 . 28 126 . 5P 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 H 033.73 E	 290064 19
2143106555 01/07/79 182 55 1994,% n 41.02 129.86 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 036.60 E	 290083 382
2144706445 01/27179 1'x0 55 20171 D 40.27 127.4? 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 039.47 E	 290083 838
214/106433 01/86/79 '180 55 19669 D 43.39 129.82 10 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 0?.20 N 03 9 .48 E	 290083 263
2142506211 01/1F/79 176 55 19F64 n 41.59 13(1 _23 C EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 to 045.19 E	 290083 710
.'138702412 01/17/79 1 3e 55 19332 D 47.25 124.34 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 099.71 E	 290083 30
.214[40293 [1121`/79 2C9 55 11573 D 44.45 1?8.F9 411 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 002.70 W	 290063 613
2143314002 01/07/79 5 55 19980 D 40.83 129.65 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 069.53 W	 290063 354
2143414061 01113/79 6 55 19994 D 40.75 129.`.5 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 070.96 W	 290083 440
2143514120 01/18/79 7 55 20008 D 40.69 129.43 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 072.39 H	 290083 788
2143207013 01/13/79 1F3 55 19962 D 40.92 129.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 035.14 E	 290083 585
s^ 21423 0243C- 01106179 1 ?r 55 19E34 4 41.E1 130 . 3[ NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 099.68 E	 0 0
21441{12434 01/27 / 79 13F 55 20085 D 40.40 128 . 64 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 099.68 E	 290023 792
2142109243 01/06/79 20S 55 194q 1U D 42.011 130.32 NA 66M6 040 CCCL LLLL 07 . 21 N 000.69 W	 0 0
j	 2144813434 01/27/19 2 55 20189 D 40.25 127.22 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 065.25 tit	 a 0
01/C7/79 209 54 19322 D 46.74 125.51 in FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.63 N 001.72 W	 2900E3 27>!!
	
2138609281
213P?D934C 01 / 07/79 ?1 t, 54 19336 D 46.57 125 . 87 40 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 08 . 63 N 003 . 16 W	 290GF3 39
•^	 2139109571 01/21/79 214 54 19392 D 45.90 127.15 50 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 08.63 H 008.91 W	 290083 651
2139206: 194 01/21 / 79 197 54 19405 D 45.74 127,43 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 015 . 43 E	 290083 663
/ti^








FRn M 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
6BSERVATION ENTRY PA TN ROw 5hBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD GFIALITY CCM	 CCN MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZI!' COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAFIE
2139161135 ^1/21/79 196 54 19391 D 45.91 127.14 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 06.64 N 016.87 E 290083 6417
2144408102 01127179 195 54 20130 D 39.59 129.16 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 1118 .28 E 290083 8?9
+214520713? 0 1 127/79 165 54 2('241 D 39.61 127.4E FFA mmtiM N0 CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 032.63 E 0 c
2143307065 01/07//9 184 54 19976 D 40.11 130.77 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.64 N 034.06 E 290083 3511
2145107073 C?/27179 lt4 54 2C227 D 39.60 127.69 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 034.07 E 2901184 1P
21431,'6552 01107/79 162 54 19940 D 40.26 130.96 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 036.95 E 290053 317
21429`!6435 01/13/79 1kO 54 19920 n 40.42 131.14 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 039.79 E 290087 535
2144706443 111/27/79 180 54 20171 n 39.56 128.58 50 EEFE 40 CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 039.81 E 29iloei 637
2141106430 Oi/,'6/79 1PC 54 19669 D 42.63 131.02 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 039.82 E 290083 262
2142506204 01118/79 176 54 19864 D 40.82 131.35 0 EE2E NO CCCL L t LL 0F.64 N 045.54 E 290UP3 709
2142306091 01/116/79 174 54 19836 9 41.04 131.41 20 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 048.41 E 290083 296
2142302423 G1/06/79 138 54 19F34 0 41.05 131.43 70 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 100.03 E 290083 290
2140502415 L1/12179 138 54 15583 D 43.En 130.25 20 EEFE NU CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 104.0: E 290083 504
213870241!1 01/07/79 1 38 54 19332 D 46.61 125.78 40 EEEC NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 M 'Ie70.05 E 290083 29
2140409291 0 1 /2P/79 ?09 54 19573 0 43.72 130.14 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 001.76 4 290083 612
2130613484 01/27 / 79 4 54 18209 D 49.16 080 . 90 70 EEFE ND CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 067.73 11 290084 41
2143714231 G1/07179 9 54 20036 D 39.73 130 . 26 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 074.92 W 290083 416
2144114461 01/27179 13 54 20092 D 39.66 129.64 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 080.65 W 290083 806
2142808212 01/12 / 79 197 54 19907 0 40 . 50 131.21 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 015.40 E 290083 46F
2143207011 01/12 / 79 123 54 19962 D 40.17 130.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08 . 65 H 035_48 E 290083 584
2144106095 01/27/79 174 54 20087 D 39.68 129.69 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL Og.65 N 048.39 E 290083 795
2144102432 111:27179 138 54 20085 D 39.67 129.73 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 100.02 E 290083 791
2143414055 01113/79 6 54 19994 D 49.00 130.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 070.62 W 290083 439
2138609275 C1107/79 209 53 19322 D 46.^8 126.91 10 FFPE NO CCCL LLLL 10.07 N 001.37 w 290083 26
2138709334 01/01/79 210 53 19336 D 45.90 127.25 10 FF2E NO CTCL LLLL 10.07 N 002-82 W 290083 38
2139208'92 01121:79 197 53 19405 D 45.04 128.77 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 015.77 E 290083 662
-^ 2139108133 0112117? 196 53 19391 D 45.21 128.50 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 Pd 017.21 E 290083 648
214440810! 01/27/79 155 53 26130 D 38.Fs5 130.23 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 018.62 E 290083 828
2145207125 01/27/79 105 53 20241 0 38.91 128.55 10 FEFE NO CCCL LL &.L 10.08 N 032.97 E 290084 28
2143307063 01107 1 79 184 53 19976 D 39.33 131.83 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 'i 034.40 E 290083 349
2145107071 01127/79 1N4 53 20227 0 38.89 128.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 034.41 E 290084 17
2143106550 01/07/79 182 53 19948 D 39.48 132.03 20 EEFE NO CCCL LL!.L 10.07 N 037.29 t 290083 316
21412064-92 Oi/06/79 131 53 19623 D 41.70 132.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 038.72 E 290083 279
2141106424 01166/79 18O 53 15669 D 41.P_5 132.18 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 040.16 E 290083 261
2144766440 01127/79 U0 53 2('171 D 38.84 129.65 ?V EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 040.16 F 290083 836
2142506202 01/18 1 79 176 53 19864 D 40.03 1.^F_44 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10-08 N 045.88 E 2900F3 708
214230601:4 01/06/79 174 53 19836 D 40.26 132_50 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 048.75 E 2900F3 295
2140506075 (11/12/79 174 53 19585 D 42.82 131.48 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 048.77 E 290083 506
.	 213870607(' C1/07/79 174 53 19334 D 45.92 127.22 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N U48.78 E 240083 35
2138606017 111/117/79 173 53 19320 D 46.08 126.90 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 050..19 E 290083 23
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 ^ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26/79 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 32
01):20 Fc:ON	 n1/!:1/79	 TO rl/31/79
OFSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH R06 uhEIT DAYIN17E SUP; SUN %	 CLO QUALITY CCM	 C C K MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC FLH
IO DATE n /SPCL ELEV AZJ W C O VER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAY CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2140406021 01128/79 113 53 19571 D 42.98 131.33 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 050.20 is	 290003 608
2140502412 61/12/79 131 53 19583 D 42.84 131.46 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 100.39 E	 290083 503
2140409284 01/28/79 209 53 19573 D 42.96 131.36 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 M	 001.41 N	 Z900E3 611
2139109565 01/21179 214 53 19392 0 45.20 128.50 60 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 008.56 W	 2900113 650
2130613482 01/27/79 4 53 18209 D 49.61 082.57 60 E666 NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 067.39 N	 299084 40
2143714224 G1/07/79 9 53 20036 D 39.06 131.32 10 EEFF HO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 074.57 w	 290083 615
2142808205 C1/12/79 197 53 19907 D 39.72 132.29 0 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 015.75 E	 290083 467
1
f 21432'17004 01/12179 183 53 19967 4 39.39 131.95 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 035.82 E	 290083 583
2142906432 01/13/79 180 53 19920 D 39.63 132.22 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 H	 040.13 E	 290083 532
2144106092 01/27/79 174 53 20087 D 38.93 130.75 10 FEEF Ne CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 048.73 E	 270083 794
2144813425 01127/79 2 53 20189 0 38.83 129.40 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 064.55 4	 0 0
2143113480 01/07/79 3 53 19952 D 39.44 132.03 70 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N	 066.00 W	 290083 391
2143414052 01/13/79 6 53 19994 D 39.23 131.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N	 070.28 N	 290083 438
2138609272 01107179 209 52 19322 D 45.38 128.27 0 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 N	 001.02 R	 290083 25
2138709331 01/07179 210 52 19336 D 45.20 128.60 10 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 N	 0(12.48 w	 290083 37
2139908533 01/27/79 203 52 19489 0 43.22 131.50 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 007.51 E	 290083 93
2145207123 01/27/79 185 'r2 7`241 D 38.18 129.61 10 EEEE "O CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 033.32 E	 290084 27
2143106543 01/07/79 112 52 VIM D 38.68 133.07 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 037.64 E	 290083 315
2141206486 01/06/79 181 52 I V 683 D 40.89 133.37 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 039.05 E	 290083 278
2139406471 01/12/79 121 57 V432 0 43.96 130.55 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 039.08 E	 290083 451
2141106421 01/06/79 180 5? 19669 D 41.05 133.29 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 W	 040.50 E	 290083 260
2144706434 01/27179 IVO SZ iCl?l D 38.09 130.69 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 k	 040.51 E	 290083 835
2141006362 01/06/79 179 52 19655 D 41.20 133.21 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 041.94 E	 290083 257
2142506195 01/18/79 176 5Z 19864 D 39.22 133.50 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 3146.22 F	 290083 707
2144106090 01/271'79 174 52 20087 D 38.15 131.79 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 069.08 E	 290083 793
2142386082 01/06/79 174 52 19836 D 39.44 133.56 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 H	 049.10 E	 290083 294
2138706064 01/07/79 174 52 1 9334 D 45.21 128.58 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 049.11 E	 29x083 34
2138606005 01/07/79 173 57 '9320 D 45.39 128.26 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 050.54 E	 290083 22
2140406014 01/28/79 173 52 19571 0 42.20 132.50 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 050.54 E	 290083 607
2140409292 01/2€3/79 209 52 19573 D 42.17 132.53 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 001.07 N	 290083 610
21432177002 01/12/79 183 52 19962 D 38.60 132.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 036.16 E	 290083 582
2142906430 01/13/79 110 52 19920 0 38.83 733.26 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 040.47 E	 290083 531
2144813423 01/27/79 2 52 20139 0 38.09 13[1.44 20 FEFE HO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N	 064.21 W	 290083 854
2143414050 01/13/79 6 52 19994 D 38.44 132.'5 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 069.96 w	 290083 437
2142815133 01/12/79 18 52 19911 D 38.88 133.31 11) FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N	 087.15 w	 290083 AN
2139101193 01/21/79 124 51 19387 0 43.79 130.97 50 f`EFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 121.18 E	 290083 643
21386092713 01/07I?4 209 51 19322 D 44.66 129.60 0 EFiz NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 000.68 W	 290083 24
2138709325 01/07/79 219 51 19336 D 44.47 129.91 10 FEU NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 002.13 W	 290083 36
2139808531 01/27/79 203 51 19499 D 42.43 132.67 10 CEFE HO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 007.,85 E	 290083 92
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00:20 FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
GBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 0PPIT DAY11417E SUN SUN ti CLD DUA'ITY CCM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
ID DATE P /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2139907154 01/06/79 IE6 51 19502 D 42.26 132.84 0 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 032.25 E	 290083 251
2143407113 01/18/79 1F5 51 19990 0 37.65 133.77 0 F:PE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 033.66 E	 290083 773
2145207120 01/27/79 185 51 20241 D 37.44 130.63 20 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12_96 N	 033.66 E	 290084 26
2139RG7095 01127/79 185 51 1948h D 42.44 132.66 1G EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 033.68 E	 290093 91
2143106541 01/07179 182 51 19948 0 37.86 134.07 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 038.00 E	 290083 314
2141206473 01106/79 161 51 19683 D 40.05 134.46 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 039.40 E	 290083 277
2139496464 01/12179 181 51 19432 D 43.19 131.78 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 039.42 E	 290083 450
2142906423 01113/79 IPC 51 19920 D 38.01 134.26 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 040.82 E	 290083 530
2144706431 01127/79 180 51 20171 0 37.32 131.69 30 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 040.86 E	 290083 834
2142102295 01106/79 136 51 19806 D 38.85 134.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 103_95 E	 290083 283
2140409275 01/28/79 209 51 19573 D 41.36 133.67 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 000.72 W	 290083 609
2141115181 01/06/79 19 51 19674 D 41J.16 134.41 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 088_22 W	 290083 267
2142915185 01/13/79 19 51 19925 0 37.98 134.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 088_23 W	 290083 51t3
2143507171 01/18/79 186 51 20004 b 37.58 133.66 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 032.19 E	 290083 782
2143206595 01/12/79 183 51 19962 D 37.78 133.98 0 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 036.51 E	 290083 581
2142815131 01/12/79 18 51 19911 G 38.06 134.32 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N	 086.80 W	 290083 479
2141707160 01/12/79 186 50 19753 0 38_49 135.66 9 EEPP NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 032.57 E	 290083 458
2139907151 01/06/79 186 50 19502 0 41.45 134.00 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 032.60 E	 290083 250
2143407110 01/18/79 185 50 19990 D 36.81 134.75 0 PEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 034.01 E	 2900F3 772
2145207114 01/27/79 185 50 20241 D 36.67 131.63 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 034.01 E	 290084 25
2139807093 01/27/79 185 50 19488 D 41.63 133.81 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 Fd	 034_03 E	 290083 90
2143206593 01112179 183 50 19962 D 36.94 134.96 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 036.87 E	 290083 580
2143106534 01/07/79 182 50 19948 D 37_02 135.04 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 038.33 E	 290083 313
2142906421 01/13/79 180 50 19920 0 37.16 135.25 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 041.17 E	 290083 529
2144706425 01127/79 1FO 50 20171 0 36.53 132.67 i0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 041.20 E	 290083 833
2142815124 01/12/79 18 50 19911 0 37.21 135.29 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 086.45 W	 290083 478
2141115174 01/06179 19 50 19674 D 39.31 135.45 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 087.88 W	 290083 266
2142915183 01/13/79 19 5C 1 9925 D 37_13 135.20 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 087,88 w	 290CE3 542
2143115300 01/07179 21 50 19953 D 36.98 135.02 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 090.75 W	 290083 396
2142109223 01/06/79 208 50 198113 D 37.96 135.65 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 001.00 E	 290083 289
2143507165 01/18/79 186 50 20004 D 36.75 134.62 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N	 032.55 E	 290083 781
2139907145 01106179 186 49 19502 D 40.61 135.09 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.83 N	 032.95 E	 290083 249
2142109220 01106179 208 49 19810 D 37.09 136.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 001.36 E	 290083 288
2141707154 01/12/79 186 49 19753 D 37.61 136.64 0 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 032.91 E	 290083 457
2145207111 01/27/79 185 49 20241 D 35.88 132.60 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 034.36 F	 290084 24
2143206590 01/12/79 1P3 49 19962 D 36.08 135.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 037.22 E	 290OF3 579
2143106532 01/07/79 1 132 49 19948 0 36.16 135.98 10 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 038.68 E	 290063 312
3	 2140402340 01/21/79 137 49 19569 D 39.72 135.79 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 103.20 E	 290083 682
•	 2142209275 01/07/79 209 49 19824 D 36.97 136.58 NA ME?AM NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 000.04 W	 0 0
2143110195 01/07/79 218 49 19950 0 36.13 136.00 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 012.93 w	 290083 390
u	 -
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FRO M 01/01/79 TO L'1/31/79
PATH ROW ONHIT DRY/NITF SUN	 SUN	 X CLD D pAi.ITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
K	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZI!" COVSR 4567 	 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 iRAME
2142815122 01112179 18 49 19911 D 36.35 136.23 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N 086.1L W 2900?3 477
2141115172 01/66 1 79 19 49 19674 D 38.45 136 . 45 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N 087.52 W 290083 265
214291518C' 01/13/79 19 49 I Q 925 4 36.27 136.15 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N 087.53 W 290083 541
2143115294 01/07 / 79 21 49 19953 D 36 . 12 135.96 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N 090 .40 W 290083 395
2143507162 01/18/79 1F6 49 20004 0 35.90 135.56 0 EEFE NO CCCL LW- 15.85 N 032.90 E 290083 780
2145207105 G1127179 185 48 20241 D 35.08 133.53 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.28 N 034.72 E 290084 23
2143115291 01107 / 79 21 4E 19953 D 35.24 136.?t 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 17.28 N 090.04 W 290083 394
2141714075 01/12i79 7 47 19757 D 35.78 138.51 10 EEF2 NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 N 069.59 W 290083 461
2 1 30615290 01/27/79 22 47 18210 D 51.36 093.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 N 091.10 W 2900134 43
2140302272 01/21/79 136 47 19555 D 38.14 137.70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 105.36 E 290083 681
2143414025 01/13179 6 47 19994 0 34.18 137.44 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 068.18 W 290083 436
2143115285 01/07/79 21 47 19953 0 34.35 137.76 Be EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 089.68 W 290083 393
214310652C- C1/C7/79 1b2 46 19948 D 33.47 138.65 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 N 039.76 E 290083 311
2141206453 01/06/79 181 46 19683 D 35.63 139.32 40 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 20.15 N 041.19 E 290083 276
2139406444 01112/79 lf1 46 19432 D 38.99 137.37 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 N 041.20 E 290083 449
2140302265 01121/79 136 46 19555 D 37.24 138.66 20 EEEE NO CICCL LLLL 24.15 H 105.72 E 290483 680
2/30615284 01/27/79 22 46 IF210 D 51.50 095.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 N 090.73 W 29008/o 42
2141805365 01/27 1 79 169 1,6 19766 D 34 . 77 139.39 NA NAKM NO CCCL HULL 20.16 N 058.38 E 0 0
2143614140 01/21/79 S 46 20022 D 33.19 135.04 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N 070.69 W 290083 764
2139801573 01/27/79 131 45 19485 D 37.32 138.97 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 N 113.28 t 290083 87
2143206572 01/12/79 183 45 19962 D 32.48 139.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 21.59 N 038.67 E 290083 578
2141805363 01/27/79 169 45 '19766 D 33.82 140.25 10 FFFE NO CCCL
HULL
21.59 N 058.75 E 290093 101
2143605371 01/07/79 169 45 20017 n 32.28 136 . 92 10 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 21.59 N 058.75 E 290083 02
2143203305 011071?9 147 45 19960 D 32.48 139 . 39 0 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 N 090 .30 E 290083 323
2139902032 01/21/79 132 45 19499 0 37.10 139.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 N 111.84 E 290083 675
2143303364 01/C7 / 79 14F 45 19974 D 32.43 139.28 10 EFEE HD CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 088.85 E 790083 337
2119803201 01/21 / 79 147 45 16691 D 52.85 092 . 08 10 EEEF HD CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 090.25 E 290083 747
2139902030 01 / 21/79 132 44 19499 D 36.17 140 . 06 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N 112.21 E 290083 674
2139801571 01/27/79 131 44 1905 D 36.39 139 . 92 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 H 113 . 65 E 290083 36
2130701473 01/27/79 130 44 1P216 D 51 . 60 099 . 44 R0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N 115.08 E 290084 44
2139701512 01/27 1 79 130 44 1 9471 D 36.59 139.78 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N 115 .10 E 290083 85
^i 2143206570 01/12 / 79 183 44 19962 0 31.54 140.1? 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 23.03 N 039.04 E 290083 577
'	 2141805360 01/27/79 169 44 19766 D 32.88 141.07 10 EEFF NO CCCL
HULL
23.03 N 059.12 E 290083 100
2143605365 01/07/79 169 44 20017 D 31.36 139.;3 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 059.12 E 290083 401
2143303361 01/07/79 148 44 19974 0 31.50 140.08 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 089.23 E 290083 336
2143203304 01/07/79 147 44 14960 D 31.55 140.19 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 090.67 E 290083 322
2119803194 01121/79 147 44 16697 D 53.02 094.10 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 090.62 E 290083 746
2138706025 01/07 / 79 174 43 1 0334 D 37.F2 138.97 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 N 052 . 38 E 290083 33
2140205462 01/14179 171 43 195 1,3 D 34.58 141.31 80 EEFE NO CCCL
HULL
24.45 N 056.67 E 290083 635
2139805232 01/27/79 167 43 19467 0 35.40 140.86 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 N 062.40 E 290083 89








10:20	 FRC M 01/09/79 TO 01/31/79
Oe5ERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCH CCH	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
IC DATE 9 /5PCL ELEV AII14 CLVEF 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2139405001 01/12/79 163 43 1 4431 ' D 36.25 140.29 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 N 08 81.14 E	 290083 448
2130173302 01/27/79 148 43 11!217 D 51.59 101.41 60 EEFE NO CCCL LL:.L 24.45 N 069.65 E	 290064 51
2126414505 01/03/71 16 43 17624 D 53.77 085. 1-2 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 24. 45 N 080.98 v	 0 0
2142306043 01/06/79 174 43 19836 D 31.32 1 1.1.66 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 052.34 E	 290083 293
21405168' 35 01 / 12179 174 43 19585 D 34.01 141.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL WILL 24.46 N 052 . 35 E	 290083 507
2140405580 01128/79 173 43 19571 D 34.19 141 . 50 30 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 053 , 78 E	 290083 606
2143 :305480 01/13/79 171 43 20045 D 30.37 140.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 056.63 E	 290G83 56-4
2141905412 01/27/79 178 43 19780 0 31.79 141.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 058.08 E	 290083 105
2143705421 01/07/79 170 43 20031 9 30.40 140.36 10 EEFE HO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 058.08 E	 29M3 405
2141805354 01/27179 169 43 19766 0 31.91 141.E8 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 059.50 E	 290083 99
214360536? 01/07/79 169 43 20017 0 30.42 140.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 059 . 50 E	 290083 400
2 043305190 01/07 /79 166 43 19975 D 30.53 140.86 0 FE F F NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 063 . 81 E	 290083 343
.121411,05010 01/06/79 163 43 19682 D 32.79 141.F8 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N 068.13 E	 290003 27;
2143303355 01/07/79 148 43 19974 D 30.55 140.86 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N 089.62 E	 290083 335
2143203300 01/07/79 147 43 19960 0 30.60 140.97 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N 091.06 E	 290083 321
2142414464 01/13/79 14 43 19855 D 31.18 141.61 40 EEEE HO CCCL HHLL 24.46 H 078.15 H	 290083 419
2142614581 01/08/79 16 43 19883 0 30.98 141.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N 081.03 N	 290083 74
2142205585 01/07/79 173 43 19822 D 31.42 141.75 11A Rmn" NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 053.75 E	 0 0
21425/4523 09/13/79 15 43 19869 D 31.08 141.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 079.60 fl	 290083 422
2119603192 01/21/79 147 43 16697 D 53.14 096.14 20 EicE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 091.00 E	 290083 745
2125414502 01/03 / 79 16 42 17624 D 54.12 087.08 50 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 N 080.59 W	 290083 177
21 1,0506032 01/12 / 79 174 42 19585 D 33.03 142_40 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 052 . 75 E	 290083 506
2138706023 01/07/79 174 42 19334 D 36.89 139.95 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25 . 89 N 052.76 E	 290083 32
2140405573 01/28/79 173 42 19571 D 33.22 142.33 20 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 054.16 E	 290083 605
2140205460 01/14/79 171 42 19543 0 33.61 142.17 90 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 057.05 E	 290083 634
2 141905410 01/27 / 79 170 42 19780 0 30.81 142 _ 63 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25 . 89 N 058 . 47 E	 290083 104
'.12143705414 01/07 / 79 170 42 20031 D 29.45 141.12 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 058 . 47 E	 294023 404
2139805225 01/27/79 167 42 19487 0 34_43 141.75 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N 062.79 E	 790983 88
2141205003 01/06/79 163 42 19682 D 31.81 142 . 68 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 H 068.51 E	 290083 274
2139404594 01/12/79 163 42 19431 D 35.30 141.21 0 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 H 068.53 E	 290083 447
2130703295 01/27/79 148 42 18217 D 51.53 103.37 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 N 090.04 E	 290084 50
2139115020 01/14 / 79 17 42 19395 D 35.88 140.78 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 N 082.05 w	 290083 737
214230:,041 01/06/79 174 42 19836 D 30.35 142.45 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 052.72 E	 290083 292
2141805351 01/27/79 169 42 19766 0 30.93 142.66 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 059.89 E	 290083 98
2143605360 01107/79 169 42 20017 D 29.47 141.25 0 EEFE 140 CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 059.89 E	 290083 399
2i4330518M ^1f07/79 166 42 19975 D 29,57 141.63 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 064.20 E	 290083 342
2145105192 01/27/79 166 42 2(.1226 0 29 . 81 138 . 84 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 2 5.90 N 064_20 E	 290084 12
2143303352 01/07/79 148 42 19974 0 29_58 141.62 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 090.01 E	 290083 334
7	 2143203293 01/07/79 147 42 19960 0 29_64 141.73 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 091.44 E	 290083 324
2142414461 01/13/79 14 42 19855 D 30.2U 142.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 077.77 W	 290083 419
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00;20 FROM	 01/01/79 70 !11/31179I
OPSERVATION	 ENTRY PAT R'In Oka%,T DAY/NITS SUN SUN Z	 CLD QUALITY CCH	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILK 3fIC	 FLM
10 DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CN7R LONG ROLL FRKME
2140614453 C1/21/79 14 42 196(}4 D 32.15 142.51 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 H	 077.79 U	 290083 753
2142514520 01/13/79 15 42 198+69 D 30.11 142.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 25.90 H	 079.22 W	 290083 421
2142614575 01/08/79 16 42 19883 0 30.01 142.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N	 080.65 u	 2900FF3 73
2140506025 01112179 174 41 195 9 5 D 32.03 143.23 20 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 27.32 N	 053.14 E	 290083 505
2138706020 01/07/79 174 41 19334 D 35.95 140.90 0 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 27.32 N	 053.15 E	 290063 31
214(:2f'5453 01114/79 171 41 19543 D 32.63 143.00 40 EEFF NO CCCL HULL 27.32 N	 057.44 E	 290-0$3 633
2139464592 01/12/79 163 41 19431 0 34.34 142.1C 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 068.92 E	 290083 446
21307^_3293 01127179 14t,. 41 19'217 n 51.43 105.32 7n EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 090.43 E	 290084 49
2126414500 01/13/79 16 41 17624 D 54.43 029.19 40 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 080.20 W	 290083 176
2139115013 01/14/79 17 41 14'95 D 34.93 141.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 081.66 W	 290083 736
2139215072 01/21/79 18 41 19409 D 34.70 141.85 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 083.10 u	 290083 671
2142CI6060 G1/CE/79 7n 41 19W 0 29.65 143.32 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 097.43 W	 290083 59
21444 CI6214 01/27/79 177 41 2(129 D 28.54 i4C'.h2 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 048.81 E	 290083 822
2142506152 01/18/79 176 41 19864 D 29.15 143.08 10 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 050.25 E	 290093 706
2142306034 011(16179 174 41 19836 0 29.36 143.20 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 053.11 E	 290093 291
2140405571 01/28/79 173 41 19571 0 32.23 143.16 0 MEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 054.55 E	 29002?3 604
2341205001 01106/71 163 41 196F2 D 30.02 143.46 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 068.90 E	 290083 273
2143203291 01107/79 147 41 19966 D 28.67 142.4E G EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 091.84 E	 290083 319
2142414455 01/13/79 14 41 19855 D 29.22 143.11 I.P EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 H	 077.38 W	 290083 417
2142514514 01i13179 15 41 19869 D 29.12 143.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 078.83 W	 290083 420
2142614512 01/06/79 16 41 19883 D 29.03 142.98 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 080.26 W	 290003 72
2142815091 01/18/79 IS 41 19911 D 28.88 142.80 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N	 063.11 W	 295083 721)
2140614458 011'1/79 14 41 19604 0 31.76 143.31 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N	 077.41) W	 290083 752
2138315581 Ci/07179 27 40 19284 D 35.1!9 141.08 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 N	 095.56 W	 290083 16
2139106245 01/21/79 178 40 19390 0 34.04 142.53 100 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 28.75 N	 047.80 E	 290083 645
2141204594 01/06/79 163 40 19682 D 29.81 144.22 ?0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 069.31 E	 290093 272
2139404585 01/12/79 163 40 19431 D 33.36 142.96 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 069.32 E	 290083 445
2130703290 01127/79 140 4C 18217 D 51.2.9 107.715 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 090.83 E	 290094 48
2126414494 01/( 1 3/79 16 40 17624 0 54.68 091.34 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 079.80 W	 2900F3 175
2139115011 01/14/79 17 40 19395 D 33.95 142.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 OB1.26 W	 290023 735
2142016053 01/08179 28 40 19800 D ?9.65 144.05 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 097.03 W	 290083 58
2142516343 01/27/79 33 40 19870 D 28.14 143.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 104.20 W	 290013 131
77q  2144406212 01/27/79 177 40 20129 D 27.59 141.54 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 N	 049.21 E	 290063 821
i	 2142506145 01/18/79 176 40 19864 D 28.15 143.F:G 10 FE FE NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 N	 050.64 E	 29002:3 705
214779045444{ 01/28/?'9 162 4(1 19919 D 27.86 143.47 10 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 070.7E E	 290083 616
2141104540 01/06/79 162 40 19668 0 29.98 144.21 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 070.75 E	 290083 259
2143203284 01/07/79 147 40 1 4960 D 27.AFR 143.1k 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 092.23 E	 290M 31E
2139215070 01/21/79 1B 40 19409 D 33.13 142.73 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 082.70 W	 2900'23 67L'
2142815083 61/18/79 18 40 19911 D 27.219 143.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 082.,71 tit	 290083 719





ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARC~I~ 
S'A~DARD e~TALOG 
P2f26!19 LANDS,,! 2 ASS SENSOR PAGE 37 
OO:2G F~OM nl101/70 TO U1131/79 
OHSfRVATION fNTRY PATH ROw ORBIT DAY/NIlE SUN SUN X CLO QUALITY CC" cc~ "ODE GAIN PICTURE PltlURE IIltROFILI! Pllt FLit 
I. DATE • IsPtL ~LEv AZl~ COVER 4567 "LTY 
4%7 4567 tNTR LAT tllTR LONC- ROLL FRA!IIE 
i 2142915142 0111211. 19 40 19925 D 27.Rl 143.44 30 FEEE hO tttL LLLL 28.76 N 084.15 • 2900B 51R )'. 2141515364 C1I21/79 23 4C 19730 D 29.31 144.20 80 EEEE NO tetL tUL 28.76 N 089.86 " 290083 489 .j 2139&15414 01/27179 24 40 1>493 D 3(.38 143.5n 90 EHE NO tttL LLLL 28.76 N 091.31 ;, 290083 204 2145215435 01/27/79 24 40 lQ240 D 28.08 140.r9 50 EHE NO tttL LLLL 28.76 N 091.31 w 2900~4 76 
r 
2141815540 01/13/79 26 40 19772 D 28.88 144.14 80 FFH NO tteL LLLL 28.76 M 094.20 W 290083 158 
214011559001/27/79 27 40 19535 D 31.75 143.77 60 EEH NO tteL LLLl 28.76 N 095.61 w 2900!3 217 
214261457V Ql/D8/79 16 40 H883 D 28.03 143.70 10 EEEF NO teeL LLLL 28.77 N 079.86 W 2900&3 71 
< 2139106242 01/21/79 178 39 19390 0 33.e6 143.39 100 fFfE kO teeL HHLl 30.18 N 048.21 E 290083 644 !I 2126414491 01/[3(79 ,6 39 17624 D 54.~9 C93.54 60 ffFF NO tetL LLLL 30.18 N 079.38 II 290083 114 ~ 2132315205 01/07179 21 39 18447 D 48.71 117.81 10 EEEE NO teel LLLL 30.18 " 086.58 w 290083 9 
, 214440620, 01/27/79 177 39 20129 0 20.63 142.25 10 EF FF NO eetl HHLL 30.19 " D~9 .62 E 290083 820 
2142904542 01/28179 162 39 19919 0 26.86 144.17 0 EEFE NO tetL lLU 30.19 N 071.13 E 290083 615 
2144404374 01/27J79 159 39 20128 D 26.62 142.26 0 FEEE HO tetl LlLL 30.19 N 075.43 E Z90083 819 
Il2139115004 QlI14179 17 39 19395 D 32.97 143.44 30 FEE': NO eeel LLLL 30.19 N 080.85 N 290083 734 
• 213921506301121179 18 39 19409 D 32.74 143.58 20 EEEF NO tttL LLLL 30.19 N 082.Z9 1/ 2900~3 669 (I 2142115081 01/18/79 18 39 19911 D 26.89 144.22 80 EEEE NO teeL LLLL 30.19 N 082.30 W 2900f3 7tF 2139315122 01/18/79 19 39 19423 D 32.50 143.72 50 EEEE NO tteL LLLL 30.19 H 083.73 .. 290083 696 , 2142915135 01/12/79 19 39 19925 D 26.81 144.14 80 EEEE NO eeeL LLLL 30.19 " 083.75 W 290083 517 
2143115253 01/28/79 21 39 19953 D 26.72 143.93 80 FEFf NO teeL LLLL 30.19 N 086.60 II 290083 628 
2141515361 01121179 23 39 19730 0 28.29 144.93 00 EEEE NO rttL LLLL 30.19 H 0~9.46 II 290083 488 
2139.15411 01/27/79 24 39 19A93 D 31.37 144.30 30 eEEE I/O e etl LLll 30.19 N 090.90 W 290083 203 
2145215432 01/27179 24 39 20246 D 27.14 140.83 BO EEEE NO tetL LLLt 30.19 N 090.¥1 ~ 290084 75 
2140015525 01/28/79 26 39 19521 D 30.95 144.~~ NA ;;~N" NO rteL LLLL 30.19 N 093.77 W 0 0 
2140115583 01127179 27 39 19535 D 30.74 144.56 70 EEH NO teeL LLLL 30.19 N 095.20 II 290083 216 
2142516340 01/27/79 33 39 19870 D 27.14 144.45 100 EEEE NO ceeL li.U. 30.19 N 103.79 II 290083 130 
11 21~2614563 01/0e/79 16 3919883 D 27.U2 144.40 10 EHE NO tetL LLLL 30.20 ;I 079.46 W 2900F.3 70 
2141715475 01/27/79 25 39 19758 D 28.00 144.89 80 EHE hO CCtL LLLL 30.20 N 092.36 II 2900f3 231 
2141815534 01/13/79 26 39 1977( 0 27.88 144.F5 0 EHE ~O teeL LLLL 30.20 N 093.79 ~ 2900!3 157 
~. 2126414485 01/C3/,9 16 3~ 17624 0 55.04 095.76 60 FFFF NO ceeL LLLL 31.61 N 078.97 W 290083 173 I: 2132315202 01/07179 21 38 18447 D 48.26 119.53 10 F.EE E NO eetL LLLL 31.61 N 086.16 II 290083 ~ E 2141515355 01/21/79 23 3E 19730 0 27.27 14,.63 90 EHE NO eeel LLLL 31.61 N 089.03 W 290083 481 • r 2142516334 01/27119 33 38 19870 0 2L.13 145.13 100 EEEE NO tetL LLLL 31.61 N 103.37 II 2900n 129 ~ . 2140002061 01/21/79 133 38 19513 D 30.06 145.20 90 EEPE NO teeL LLLL 31.62 N 113.15 E 290083 677 , 
2139115002 01/14/79 17 38 19395 !1.97 144.2e 10 teel LLLL 31.62 N 080.44 W 2900B 733 D FEEE NO 
2139215061 01/21/79 18 38 10409 D 31.74 144.41 30 EEFF NO eetL LLLL 31.62 N 081.88 II 290083 668 
~J 2142815074 01/18/79 18 38 19911 D 25.88 144.90 80 EEEE NO tetL LLLL 31.62 N 081.88 II 290083 7H 2139315115 01/18/79 19 38 19423 D 31.50 144.55 60 EEEE NO tteL LLLl 31.62 N 033.32 II 290083 695 , . a 214291-5133 01112179 19 38 1992~ 0 25.80 144.82 90 EEEE NO treL LLLL 31.62 N 083.32 II 290083 516 
214311525~ 01/28119 21 38 19953 D 25.72 144.60 70 FEEE NO tttL LLLL 31.62 N 086.19 W 290083 627 
2143315363 01/07/79 23 3~ 19981 D 25.63 144.39 0 EEEE NO teeL LLLL 31.62 H 089.06 W 290083 368 
f~-· 
, 
he ;6d'ifu '-;(f:6;"~·\bt.a~A·:/·G"":~·o~~'&'L~x:;,;ri lk;::6+~~';'" . -:{tW:;tiU~11t':·~ta~,;"-,,,'j;,~~·~;.,;.,,;..~:;~, ;:;,.~~ ... f!.~;b·~. ·'.'~:;;"',..,...,."~~~~.:rei.''''.d_~:~-'.j.;:;'''~,;i.~~.i~.~~_~~;".~~,,,~~',:.~.-c ~::: __ ."_ .. ___ .',_~):'i;r:. ... :,:-~~ 
. n:.:. "_':_ . '-
, . 
'_'.'L""" __ ~ 
A RCHIVAL I M AGE REPO4T	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
" !2/26 1 79 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 38
PC: 2f. FPOM 01/71/79 TO 01/31/79
{ F
^OPSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN	 X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM RODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM RIC FLM
ID DATE q /SPCL ELEV AZI M 	COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
I'
2139 & 154r5 01/27/79 24 31: 19493 D 30.36 145.09 40 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 090_50 w ?90083 202
2145215436 C?127/79 24 38 20246 D 26.20 141.,54 QO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL ?1.62 N	 090.50 W 290084 7-4
2140 0.1 15522 01/28 / 79 26 38 19521 R 29.94 145.25 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 093 .36 W 290083 603
2140115581 01/27/79 27 38 19535 D 29.72 145.33 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 094.78 W 290083 215
2142816510 01/13/79 36 38 19912 D 25.87 144.90 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 107.71 W 290083 435
2142916564 61/13/79 37 38 19926 D 25.82 144.80 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 109.13 W 2900F3 556
2143317195 01/07/79 41 38 19982 D 25.64 144.37 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 114.88 w 29008:. 381	 I
t	 2141617245 011C3179 42 38 19745 D 27_10 145.62 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 116 . 31 W 290083 190	 i
2143417254 01/21 / 79 42 38 19996 D 25.60 144.26 20 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 11:' ..31 W 240J'•?3 502
2142614561 01 /Ci%/79 16 3A 19883 D 26.01 145.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 079 . 04 W 290083 64
2141715472 01/27/79 25 38 19758 D 26.97 145.59 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 091.94 W 290083 230
2141815531 01/13179 26 38 19772 D 26.95 145_55 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLI.L 31.63 N	 093.38 W 2911083 156
i 2143017023 01/13/79 38 38 19940 D 25.77 144.69 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N	 110.59 W 290083 171'
2143217140 01/27 / 79 40 38 19968 D 25.67 144 . 50 10 EFLE NO CCCL LLLL 31 „63 N	 113 .47 W 290083 238
21264144F2 01/03/79 16 37 17624 D 55.14 098.02 50 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 078.55 W 290083 172
2132315200 01/07/79 21 37 18447 D 47.78 121.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 085.73 W 290083 7
2141515352 01121/79 23 37 19730 D 26 . 24 146.32 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 088.61 W 290083 486
2142516331 01/27/79 33 37 19870 D 25.10 145.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 102.94 W 290083 128
2142506134 01/18 / 79 176 37 19864 D 25.11 145 . 86 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 051.88 E 299083 704
2140002055 01/21 / 79 133 37 19513 D 29.04 1145 . 96 50 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 113 . 58 E 290083 676
k t9 2139114595 01/14 / 79 17 37 19395 D 30_96 145 . 10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 080.01 w 290083 732
2139215054 01/21/79 18 37 19409 D 30.73 145.22 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 081.45 w 290083 662
2142615077 01/18/79 18 37 19911 D 24.87 145.57 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 081.45 W 290083 716
j 2141015063 01/21/79 18 37 19660 D 27.00 146 . 38 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 081.47 w 290083 6136
2139315113 01/18 / 79 19 37 19423 D 30.48 145 . 35 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 082.89 W 290083 694
2142915130 01/12/79 19 37 19925 D 24.79 145.48 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 082.89 w 290083 515
2143115244 01/28 / 79 21 37 19953 D 24.70 145.27 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 085.76 W 2900$3 626
f 2143315361 01/07/79 23 37 19981 D 24.62 145.05 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 088.64 w 290083 367
2139815402 01/27/79 24 37 19493 D 29.34 145.86 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 090.07 N 290083 201
i 2145215423 01/27179 24 37 20246 D 25.24 142.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 090.07 W 290x84 73
2140015520 01/28/79 26 37 19521 D 28.90 146.01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 092.93 W 290083 602
2140115574 01/27/79 27 37 19535 D 28.70 146.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 094.35 u 290083 214
2141915583 01/13/79 27 37 19786 D 25.70 146.19 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 094.37 W 290083 528
i 2142816503 01/13 / 79 33 37 19912 D 24.P.4 145 . 57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 107.28 W 290083 434
2142916562 01/13/79 37 37 19926 D 24.80 145.46 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 108.70 W 2900133 555
2143317193 01/67 / 79 41 37 19982 D 24 . 63 145 . 04 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 114.44 W 290083 3811
2141617243 01/03/79 42 37 19745 D 26 . 08 146 . 30 0 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 33 . 05 N	 11: . 89 W 290083 489
2143417251 01/21/79 42 37 19996 D 24.59 144.93 10 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 33.05 n	 115.84 w 290083 501	 !
2142614554 01/08/79 16 37 19883 D 24.99 145.76 10. EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 R	 078.61 W 290083 68
t











	 FRO" 01/01/79 TO r,1/31/70
OBSERVATION ENTRY FaTN R)W -JRBIT DAY/KITE SUN 	 SUN	 I CLD QUALITY CCM CCN	 !RODE GAIN PICTURE 	 PICTURE
	




2141815525 01/13/79 26 37 19772 D 25.?l 146.25 3 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 092.95 W	 290083 155
2143017021 01/13/79 3b 37 1994 n 0 24_76 145.36 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 110.16 W	 290083 170
2143217134 01/27/79 40 37 1996b D 24.66 145.15 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N	 113.04 H	 290083 237
2126414480 01/03/79 16 36 17624 D 55.19 100.30 NA MF1HM NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N	 078.11 W	 0 02139114593 01114/79 17 36 19395 D 29.95 145_89 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 079.58 k	 290083 731
2141115115 01/12179 19 36 15674 D 25.80 147.07 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 082.44 W	 290083 247
2132315193 01/07/79 21 36 18447 D 47.25 122.90 10 EEEE too CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 085.30 W	 290083 6
2141515350 01/21/79 23 36 19730 D 25.19 147.00 140 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 088.17 W	 290083 4852140115572 01/27/79 27 36 19535 D 27.66 146.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 K	 093.92 W	 290083 213
2142516325 01/27/79 33 36 19870 D 24_07 146_46 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 102.50 W	 290083 127
2142916555 01/13/79 37 36 19926 D 23.78 146.11 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL' 34.47 N	 108.25 W	 290083 554
2142614552 01/08/79 16 36 19883 D 23.96 146.41 90 EFEE HO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 078.18 W	 299083 67
2139215052 01/21/79 18 36 19409 D 29.70 146.01 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 081.01 W	 290083 666
wj 2142815065 01/18/79 18 36 19911 D 23.84 146.22 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 081.02 W	 290083 ri5
"E 2141015061 C1/2::?9 18 36 19660 D 25.96 147.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 081.03 W	 290023 485
2139315110 01/18/79 19 36 19423 D 29.46 146.13 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 082.45 W	 290083 693
2142915124 07/12/79 19 36 19925 D 23.76 146.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 082.45 W	 290083 514
2143115241 01/2/79 21 36 19953 D 23_68 145.92 60 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 085.33 W	 290083 625
2143315354 01/07/79 Z3 36 19981 D 23.61 145.70 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 088.20 W	 290083 366
2139815400 01/27/79 24 36 19493 D 28.31 146.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 089.64 Y	 290083 200
2145215421 G1127/79 24 36 20246 D 24.27 142_94 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 089.64 W	 290084 72
2141715463 01/27/79 25 36 19758 D 24.92 146.94 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 091.09 W	 290087+ 228
21400155/3 01/28/79 26 36 19521 D 27.86 146.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 092.50 k	 290083 601
2141815522 01113/79 26 36 19772 D ?4_77 146.91 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 092.51 W	 2900133 154
2141915581 01/13/79 27 36 19786 D 24.66 146.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 093.94 W	 290083 527
+{{ 2144316333 01/27/79 33 36 20121 D 23.65 144_37 90 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 102.55 W	 290083 817
-f 2142816507 01/13/79 36 36 19912 D 23_81 146.23 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 H	 106.84 W	 290083 433
2143017014 0/113/79 38 36 1994 C+ D 23.73 146.01 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 109.72 V	 290083 369
2143217131 01/27/79 40 36 1996? D 23.63 145.F1 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 112.60 W	 290083 236
2143317190 01/07/79 41 36 19982 D 23.61 145.69 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 114.00 W	 290083 379
2141617240 01/03/79 42 36 19745 D 25.04 146.97 0 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 115.45 W	 290083 188
2143417245 01/21/79 42 36 19996 D 23.58 145.57 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N	 115.45 W	 290083 500
2141515344 01/21/79 23 35 19731 B 24.15 147.66 1(!0 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 087.72 U	 290083 484
2142516322 01/27/79 33 35 19870 D 23.03 147.11 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 102.05 W	 290083 126
21392/5045 01/21/79 18 35 19409 D 28.67 146.79 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 080.56.' W	 290083 665
21428150163 01/18179 18 35 19911 D 22.81 146.86 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35_90 N	 08(}.51 w	 290083 714
2141115113 01/12/79 19 35 19674 D 24.75 147.75 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 H	 082.00 W	 290083 246
2142915121 01/12/79 19 35 19925 D 22_74 146.77 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 082.00 a	 290083 513
2139315104 01/18179 19 35 19423 D 28.43 146.89 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 082.00 W	 290083 692
2132315191 01/07/79 21 35 1F447 0 46.70 124.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 084.86 W	 290083 5
02/26/79
00:20
^ r OFSERVATIOV FNTRY
ID	 DATE






FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79






	 ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
i
214311523 01/28/79 21 35 19953 R 22.65 146.56 49 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 084.87 W 2900b3 624
2143315352 01/07 / 79 23 35 19981 D 22.59 146.34 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35„90 N 087.75 W 2900193 365
2140115565 01/27/79 41 7 35 19535 0 26.62 147.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 093.47 W 2900F3 212
2141915574 01/13/79 27 35 19766 D 23.62 147 . 50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 093 . 48 u 290093 526
?142616381 01/CF/79 34 35 19884 D 22.95 147.'3 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 103.51 w 290083 84
2142916553 G1/13 / 79 37 35 15926 0 22_?5 146.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 8 107.80 v 290083 553
2143317184 01/07/79 41 35 19982 D 12.58 146.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 113.56 W 290083 378
21439175: 2 01118179 47 35 20066 D 22.55 145.57 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 122.15 W 290083 730
E	 2142674545 01/08 / 19 16 35 198b3 D 22.92 147.05 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 077.73 w 290083 66
2145215414 CT/27179 24 35 20246 D 23.30 143	 6 1 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 089.19 W 290084 71
2139915393 01177/79 24 35 15493 0 27.27 147.34 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 089.20 W 290083 199
2141715461 01/27 / 79 25 35 19758 D ?3.87 147.60 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35 .91 N 090.62 W 290083 227
2140015511 01/21/79 26 35 1 552 1 0 26.P3 147 . 47 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 092.05 W 290083 600
2141815520 01/13/79 26 35 19772 0 23.73 147.56 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 092.07 W 290083 153
2144316330 01/27/79 33 35 20121 D 22.64 145.02 100 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 102.10 W 290053 816
2742316494 01/13/79 36 35 19912 D 22.79 146.86 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 106,40 W 290083 432
2143017012 01/13179 38 35 15 840 0 22.70 146.65 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 109.28 W 290083 168
2141217125 01/27 / 79 40 35 1996b D 22.6 1 146.45 , 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 772.14 W 290083 235
2141617234 01/03 1 79 42 35 19745 D 23 . 99 147 . 63 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 115 .01 W 290083 187
^II 2143417242 01/21/79 42 35 19996 D 22.57 146.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 115.01 W 290083 499
1f 214251632G 01/27/79 33 34 1YE7' D 21.99 147175 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N 101.59 V 290083 125
2145005101 01/27/79 165 34 20212 D 22.09 144.66 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37_32 N 069„04 E 290084 1
2141115110 01/12/79 19 34 19674 D 23.69 148.41 100 EEFF N0 CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 081.53 W 290083 245
2142915115 01/12/79 19 34 19925 D 21.70 147.40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 081.53 W 290083 512
2139575215 01/28/79 21 34 19451 D 26.92 147.82 90 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 084.39 W 290083 596
2143115232 01/28 / 79 21 34 19953 D 21.62 147.1h 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 084.40 W 290083 623
2141515341 01/21/79 23 34 19730 0 23.09 148.31 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 087.26 W 290083 483
2143315345 01/07/79 23 34 19981 D 21.55 146.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 087.27 W 290083 364
2142616374 01/08/79 34 34 191+ 1 4 D 21.90 147.45(1 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 103.04 W 290083 83
214291655E 01/13 / 79 37 34 19916 D 21.71 147.38 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 107 . 34 W 290083 552
2141116542 01/06/79 37 34 19675 D 23.68 148.41 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 107.35 w 290083 271
2143917525 01!18 / 79 47 34 20066 0 21_52 146.21 20 EEEE NO CCCk LLLL 37.32 N 121.68 W 290083 729
2143205093 01/07/79 165 34 1996 1 D 21.59 147.13 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 069.01 E 290083 329
2139315101 C1/18/79 19 34 19423 D 27.39 147.64 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 081.54 W 290083 699
2132315184 01107 / 79 27 34 18447 0 46.11 12* . 13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37 . 33 N 084.40 W 290083 4
2145215412 01/27/79 24 34 20246 D 22.31 144.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 37.33 N 088.73 W 290084 70
2141715454 01/27 / 79 25 34 19758 D 22.81 "•8.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 090.16 Y 290083 226
2145315471 01127/79 25 34 20260 D 22.42 144.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL I_LL! 37,33 N 090,16 W 290084 81
2140015504 01/28/79 26 34 19521 D 25.79 148.17 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 091.60 W 290083 599
2140115563 01127/79 27 34 19535 0 25.57 148.23 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37,33 N 1193.-01 W 290083 211
ARCHIVAL	 IMAGE REPORT	 -ARLHIM
STANDARD
	 CATALOG
1 02/26/79 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR PAGE 41
[
a
[0:27 FROM 01/01/79	 TO 01/31/79
}
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/h : TE SU14 5uj% X CLD QUALITY £CM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC	 FL.4
ID DATE # /SPCC ELEu AZIM COVER 4567 6LTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
i
k
2141915572 01113179 27 34 197F6 D 22.513 748.14 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 H	 093.01 W	 290083 525
f 6i
? 00
2142816492 01/13/79 36 34 19912 D 21.75 147.5[  30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 105.94 W	 290083 431 1
I 2143017005 01/13 / 79 38 34 1994:" D 21.66 147.29 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 108.82 to	 290083 167
2143217122 07/27/79 40 34 19961, D 21.58 147.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 111.68 a	 290083 234
2143317181 01/07/79 41 34 19982 D 21.54 146.96 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 113.10 W	 290083 377
r 2141617231 01103/79 42 34 i cr745 D 22.94 148.28 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 114.54 W	 2900133 186
2143417240 01/21/79 42 34 19995 D 21.54 146 . 84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 114.54 W	 290083 498
2142614543 01/08/79 16 34 19883 D 21.87 147.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 077.27 k	 290083 65
2139815391 01/27/79 24 34 19493 D 26.22 148.06 101) EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N	 088.75 W	 290083 198
2141815513 01/13/79 26 34 15772 D 22.68 148.20 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 H	 091.61 W	 290083 152
2144706354 01127/79 180 33 20171 D 20.84 145.77 60 LEPE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 048.02 E	 290083 832
2139515212 01/28/79 21 33 19451 D 25.86 148.55 100 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 083.92 is	 290OF3 595
01127/79 22 33 20218 D 21.14 145.25 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 K	 085 . 35 k	 2900b4 57
11
2l45015292
2141515335 01121 / 79 23 33 19730' D 22.03 148.95 170 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 086.78 IJ	 290083 482
2142516313 01/27 / 79 33 33 19870 D 20.94 14P . 36 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 101-11 W	 290083 124 1
2142616372 01/08179 34 33 19884 D 20.84 148.29 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 102.57 W	 290093 82 ^-
2143917523 01/18/79 47 33 20066 D 20.49 146.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 121.21 W	 290083 728
2143106464 01/07/79 182 33 19948 D 20.59 147.85 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 045.12 E	 290083 310
2142214310 01/21 / 79 12 33 19827 D 21.19 148.60 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 071.02 u	 0 0 i
2139315095 01118/79 19 33 19423 D 26.34 148.38 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 081.06 W	 290083 690
. 2141115104 01/12/79 19 33 19674 D 22.62 149.06 90 EEFF NO CCCL LULL 38.75 N	 081.06 W	 290083 244 I+^
2142915112 01112 / 79 19 33 19925 D 20.66 148 . 01 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 081.06 W	 290083 511
2143115230 01128179 21 33 19953 D 20.58 147.80 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 083 . 92 W	 290083 622 1
2132315182 01/07 / 79 21 33 18447 D 45.49 127.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 39.75 N	 083 . 93 W	 240083 3
143315343 01/07179 23 33 19981 D 20.51 147.59 30 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 086.79 w	 290083 363
U145215405 01/27/79 24 33 20246 D 21.32 144.93 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 088.25 W	 290084 69 :t
2141715452 01/27/79 25 33 19758 D 21.75 148.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 089.68 W	 290083 225
F^2140015502 01/28/79 26 33 19521 D 24.73 148.87 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 091.12 W	 240083 598
2141915565 01/13/79 27 33 19786 D 21.51 148.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 092.53 W	 290083 524}
2140115560 01/27/79 27 33 19535 D 24.50 148.92 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 092.54 W	 290083 210 ^tl
/ 2742716431 01/21/79 35 33 19898 D 20.77 148.20 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 104.Q1 W	 290083 763
2142816485 01/13/79 36 33 19912 D 20.70 148.11 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 105.46 W	 290083 430
21411/6535 01/06/79 37 33 19675 D 22.62 149.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 106.87 W	 290083 270
2142916544 01/13 / 79 37 33 19926 D 20 . 66 148 . 04 10 SEE S NO CCCL LLLL 38.73 R	 106.88 W	 290083 551
2143317175 01/07/79 41 33 19982 D 20.50 147.59 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 M	 112.63 W	 290083 376
2143417233 01/21/79 42 33 19996 D 20.50 147.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 v	 114.06 W	 290083 497
2141617225 01/03/79 42 33 19745 D 21.Y8 14A. 0 1 0 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 4	 114D7 W	 290083 185 f
2142906350 01/28/79 180 33 19920 D 20.66 148.06 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 1 +4 1 _94 E	 290083 61y







IMAGE	 REPORT	 -- AP.CNIM
STANDARD	 CATALOG
02/26/19 LANDSAT 2	 XSS SENSOR PAGE 42
1,0:21 FROM i11/01/79 TO 01/31/74
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATk R,)6 OkEE IT LAY/NITS SUN SUN x CLD QUALITY ECM	 CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFIL14 MIC FLN
In DATE >9 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2142614540 01/1 1 11 /79 16 33 19883 0 20.112 148.30 0 FEEE HO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 076.80 W 290083 64
2139815384 01/27179 24 33 19493 D 25.16 148.77 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 088.27 w 290083 197
2145315 4 64 01/27/79 75 33 20260 D 21.43 144.77 0 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 089.69 w 290084 80
2141815511 01/13/79 26 33 19772 D 21.62 148.E4 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 091.13 U 2900E3 151
2144316321 01/27179 33 33 20121 D 20.61 146.30 100 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 101.16 W 290083 814
2143017003 01/13 / 79 3V 33 19940 D 20.61 147 . 91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 108.33 W 290083 166
2143217120 01/27/79 40 33 19966 D 20.54 147.69 20 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 111.21 W 290083 233
2144706352, i 01/27/79 18u 32 2017 1 S 19.83 146.40 30 MEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 048.51 E 290083 831
'	 21451CS151 C1/27/7Q 166 32 2022E D 20.19 145.80 50 EEFF No CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 068.58 E 290084 11
2142516311 01/27179 33 32 198jr S 19.88 148.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 100.62 W 290083 123
2142616365 01/08179 34 32 19884 S 19.78 148.90 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 102.07 W 290083 81
2143106461 C1/07 179 1F2 32 19948 S 19.55 148 . 46 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 045 . 62 E 290083 309
2143605315 01/17179 169 32 20617 S 19.42 147.91 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 064. 25 E 290083 3911
2141805310 01/27/79 169 32 19766 D 20.58 149.50 100 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 064.26 E 290083 97
2141705252 C1/12/79 16F 32 19752 D 20.71 149.54 40 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 065.69 E 290083 454
2143305143 01/07 1 79 166 32 19975 S 19.47 148.26 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 068 . 55 E 290083 341
2140514353 01/1A179 13 32 19590 D 22.62 149.72 100 =EEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 F	 071.97 W 290083 703
2141115101 01112/79 19 32 19674 0 21.55 149.71 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 080.56 W 2900E3 243
2139315092 C1/18/79 19 32 15423 D 25.28 149.11 60 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 080.57 W 290083 689
2142915110 01/12/79 19 32 19925 S 19.61 148.63 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 080.58 W 290053 510
}	 2139515210 01/28/79 21 32 19451 D 24.79 149.27 100 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 415.17 N	 083.43 W 290083 594
2132315175 01/07/79 21 32 1P447 D 44.84 129.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 a	 083.44 W 290083 2
2143115223 01/28/79 21 32 19953 S 19.53 148.42 NA MNMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 083.44 W 0 0
2145015290 01/27/79 2R 32 2021E D 20.13 145.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 084.87 W 290064 56
2141515332 01/21/79 23 32 19730 D 20.96 149.59 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.30 W 290083 481
2143315340 01/07/79 23 32 19981 S 19.47 148.20 7r} EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.30 w 290083 362
2145115344 01127179 23 32 20232 0 20.21 145.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 086.32 W 290084 62
2141715445 01/27/79 25 32 19758 D 20.68 149.51 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 089.19 W 290083 224
2140015495 01/28 / 79 26 32 19521 D 23.66 149 . 56 NA Mt7MM NO CCCL LLLL 40 . 17 N	 090.63 W 0 0
2140115554 01/27/79 27 32 19535 D 23.43 149.61 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL k-0.17 N	 092.05 W 290083 209
2141915563 01/13/79 27 32 19786 D 20.44 149.40 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 092.05 W 290083 523
2140616243 01/13/79 32 32 19605 D 22.42 149.73 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 099.22 W 290083 13F
2140916420 01/13/79 35 32 14647 D 21.89 149 . 72 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 103.51 w 290083 145
2142716424 01/21 / 79 35 32 19898 c 19.71 148.P1 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 k	 103.53 w 290983 762
2142816483 01/13/79 36 ^2 19912 S 19.64 14F.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 104.97 W 290083 429
2141116533 01/06 / 79 37 32 1 9 675 D 21 . 54 149.70 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 106 . 38 W 290083 269
2142916541 01/13/79 37 32 19926 S 19.61 148.62 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 106.39 W 290083 550
2/43017000 01/13/79 38 32 19940 S 19.56 148.52 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 107.84 W 290083 165
2143317172 01/07/79 41 32 19982 S 19.45 148.20 0 ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 112.14 w 290083 375
2141617222 01/03179 42 32 19745 D 20.61 149.54 0 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 113.57 W 290083 184
N
ARCHIVAL I M AGF REPORT - ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
02126/79	 LANOSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE 43
	
[+0:21	 FROM 011 1 1179 TO (11/31/79
OFSFRVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY /NITS SUN	 SUN	 % CLD DUALITY CCR CCR	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PI.CTUkF	 MICROFILM RIC FLM
	
ID	 DATE	 D	 /SPCL	 ELEV AZI M COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CY.70 LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2143417231 01/21/79 42 32 19996 S 19.45 14h.0F 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 411.17 N 113.57 W 290083 496
01/18/79 47 32 20066 S 19.47 147 . 45 10 EEEE NO CCCL Ll, k t 40.17 N 120 . 72 w 290083 727
^
2143917520
2143206526 01/{!7179 183 32 19962 S 19.50 148 . 36 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 044.15 E 290083 333
"	 21429006344 01/28/79 180 32 19920 S 19 . 61 148 . 67 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL. 411.18 N 048.44 E 290083 618
2143405201 01118179 . 167 32 19989 S 19.44 148.15 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 40 . 18 N 067.10 E 290083 768
2143205084 01/07/79 165 32 19961 S 19_49 148.37 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 069.98 E 290083 3c`^
21 4 2614534 01/C8/79 16 32 19883 S 19.77 148.92 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 076.31 W 290083 63
2145215403 01/27/79 24 32 20246 0 20.33 145.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 087.76 W 290084 68
2139015382 01/27/79 24 32 19493 D 24.10 149.4E 100 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL .00.11, N 087.77 U 290083 196
2145315562 01/27/79 25 32 20260 n 20.43 145.43 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.1L N 089.20 w 290084 79
2141815504 01/13/79 26 32 19772 D 20.55 149.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 090.64 W 290083 150
2144316315 01/27/79 33 32 20121 S 19.59 146.92 106 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 1011.67 W 290083 813
2143217113 01/27/79 4C 32 19968 5 19.50 148.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 110.72 W 290083 232
2145106580 01127179 184 31 20227 5 19.19 146.42 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 043.27 E 290084 16
12145105144 01/27/79 166 31 20226 5 19.18 146.43 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 069.08 E 2900b4 10
2141F03472 01/27 / 79 151 31 19765 5 19.53 150.11 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 090.59 E 2900€3 96
2143603481 01/07/79 151 31 20016 5 18_37 148.53 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 090.59 E 290083 397
21392 3002 01121/79 143 31 19402 D 24.58 149.70 0 CEPS NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 102.09 E 290083 659
2142516304 01/27/79 33 31 19870 S 1b.81 149.5E 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 100.11 W 290083 122
2142616363 01/08/79 34 31 19884 5 18.73 149.51 10 EiEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N 101.56 W 290083 80
2143306572 01/C7/79 184 31 19976 S 18.43 148.85 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 043.26 F 290083 348
2143106455 01/07179 182 31 19948 S 18.49 149.07 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 046 . 12 E 290083 308
2143305140 01/07179 166 31 19975 5 18.41 148.87 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 069.07 E 290083 340
2139903405 01/06/79 150 31 1950(1 D 22.90 150.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 092.03 E 290083 248
2140514351 01116 / 79 73 31 19590 D 21.55 150 . 38 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 071.47 W 290083 702
2139315090 01118 / 79 19 31 19423 D 24.21 149 . 83 90 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 080.06 W 290083 688
2141115095 01112179 19 31 19674 D 20.48 150.34 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 080.06 W 290083 242
2142915103 01112 / 79 19 31 19925 S 18.55 149.25 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 080 . 07 W 290083 509
2132315173 01/07179 21 31 1x447 D 44.15 130.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 082.93 W 290083 1
2139515203 01/28179 21 31 19451 0 23.72 149.98 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 082 . 93 W 290083 593
2143115221 01/28 / 79 21 31 19953 S 18.46 149 . 03 14A M1666 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 082.94 W 0 0
2145015283 01/27/79 22 31 20218 S 19.12 146.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 084.36 W 290084 55
2141515330 01/21179 23 31 19730 5 19.88 150.22 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 .4 085.79 W 0 0
2143315334 01/C7/79 23 31 19981 S 18.42 148.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 085.80 W 290083 361
2145115342 01/27/79 23 31 20232 S 19_21 146.38 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41,59 N 085.81 W 290084 61
2141715443 01/27/79 25 31 19758 5 19.60 150.13 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 088.68 W 290083 223
2145315455 01/27/79 25 31 20260 5 19.44 146.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 088.69 W 290084 71%
2140015493 01/28/79 26 31 19521 D 22.59 150.25 NA MMM114 NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 090.12 W 0 0
2140115551 01/27/79 27 31 19535 D 22.35 150.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL +41.59 N 091.54 W 290083 208
2141915560 0113179 27 31 19786 S 19.36 150.03 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 091.55 W 290083 522
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHI1'
STANDARD CATALOG
02/26/79	 LANDSAT 2
	 M SS SENSOR	 PAGE 44
00:21	 FROM 01/01/79 TO n1/31/79
ObSERVATIO`, FtiTRY P474 ROw 09BIT DAY/rITF	 Sun SUN % CLD QUALITY CCFt [CH	 14OVE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLK
ID DATE q /SFCL ELEV AZ I x" COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR T.AT CNTR LONG ROLL FRA4-F
2140416124 61121179 30 31 14577 D 21.74 150.36 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 095.83 w	 0 P
2140616241 01/13/79 32 31 19605 D 21.34 150.39 20 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 098.70 w	 2900t3 137
214431631[ 01/27/79 33 31 20127 5 18.56 147.54 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 100.16 w	 2900,03 812
214CS16413 G1/13/79 35 31 19647 D 20.81 15C.37 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 103.01 u	 2900x!3 144
2142bl64AC 0 7 /13/79 36 31 19912 S 18.58 149.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 104.46 w	 290083 428
2142916535 01/13/79 37 31 19926 5 18.55 149.23 70 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 105.88 w	 290083 549
2143016594 61/13/79 3F 31 19949 5 11x.51 149.12 70 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 107.32 k	 290083 164
214161722C 01/63/79 42 31 1 474 5 S 19.74 150.17 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 H	 113.06 k	 290093 183!! 2143417224 01/21179 42 31 1999! S 18.39 148.69 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 113.07 w	 290083 495
2143'!17514 01118/79 47 31 20066 S 18.44 148.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 120.22 w	 290083 726
2143206513 01/CT/f9 163 31 14962 S 18.44 148.97 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 :1	 054.66 E	 290083 332
2142906341 C1/28/79 1FC 31 19920 5 18.56 149.28 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 048.95 E	 290083 617
2143405145 01/1N/79 1t7 31 15989 S 18.39 148.76 9U EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41•.60 N	 067.60 E	 290083 767
2143265082 01107/79 165 37 19961 5 18.44 148.9,0 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 070.48 E	 290083 326
2143105023 01/07179 164 31 19947 5 18.46 149.09 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 071.90 E	 290083 305
2141703413 01112/79 150 31 19751 S 19.66 150.17 20 EEP2 NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 092.00 E	 290083 453
2142614531 01103/79 16 31 19883 S 18.71 149.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 075.79 w	 290083 62
2139815375 07/27/79 24 31 19493 D 23.02 150.15 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 H	 087.26 w	 290083 195
214521540[ 01/27/79 24 31 20246 S 19..33 146.21 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 H	 087.26 k	 290084 67
i( 2141815502 01/13/79 26 31 19772 S 19.47 150.09 10 EEEE i:0 CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 090.13 w	 290083 7492142T16422 01/21/79 35 31 16N9P S 18.65 149.42 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 103.03 w	 290083 761
2143317170. Ol/C7/79 41 31 19982 S 18.40 148.81 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N	 111.64 w	 290083 374
2145106573 01/27179 184 30 20227 5 18.17 147.06 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 H	 043.81 E	 2900124 15
2145006515 01/27/79 183 30 20213 S 18.09 147.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 045..25 E	 290084 3
2142516302 01/27/79 33 30 19870 S 17.74 150.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 099.59 w	 290083 121
2145105142 01/27/79 166 30 20226 5 1B.16 147.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 069.61 E	 290084 9
2145005083 C1/27/79 165 30 20212 5 18.06 14x.22 NA "mmr NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 071.04 E	 0 £
2141900251 01/27/79 116 30 19777 S 18.36 150.68 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 141.33 E	 290CE3 103
2139315083 01/IP/79 19 30 19423 D 23.13 150.54 90 NFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 079.53 w	 290083 687
2141115092 01/72/79 19 30 19674 5 19.40 150.98 100 F6FE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 079.54 k	 290083 241
2145015281 01/27/79 22 30 20211' S 18.11 147.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 083.84 W	 290084 54
2147515323 01/21/79 23 30 19730 5 18.80 150.84 NA MHMK NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 085.27 w	 0 O
2140115545 01/27179 27 30 19535 0 21.28 150.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 091.00 w	 290083 207
2140416121 01/27/79 3P 30 19577 D 20.65 151.02 NA MRMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 095.31 w	 0 £
2140616234 01/13/79 32 30 19605 0 20.26 151.04 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 098.18 w	 290083 136
2142616361 01/GP/79 34 30 15884 S 17.67 150.11 l0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.00 K	 101.03 w	 290083 79
2143016591 01/13/79 38 30 19940 S 17.44 149.73 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 106.79 w	 290OP3 163
2143306565 C1/07/79 184 30 19976 S 17.36 149.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 043.78 E	 290083 347
2143106452 Cl/07/79 1R2 30 1994,0 5 17.42 149.67 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 046.64 E	 290083 307
2143305134 01/07/79 166 30 19975 5 17.35 149.47 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 069.59 f	 290083 339







E	 1,0:21	 rpom X11/C1/79 TO 01/31/79
OFSERVATION	 ENTRY PAT H QnW GREIT DAY/KITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CC ;J	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM KIC FLN
I9 DATE $1 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567 OLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LUNG ROLL FRAME
2140514344 01/18 / 79 13 30 1959P D 20.46 151 . 03 170 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 070.94 W	 290083 701
2142614525 01/08 / 79 16 30 I M 3 S 17.65 150.12 50 EEEE NO CCEL LLLL 43. 11 N 075.216 W	 290083 61
2143315331 01/07/79 23 30 19981 S 17.36 149.42 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N U85.28 w	 290C+b3 360
2145115335 01/27/79 23 30 20232 S 1F.19 147.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 085.28 W	 2900F4 60
2139815373 01f27/79 24 30 15493 D 21.95 150.84 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 086.73 W	 290983 194
2145215394 01/27/79 24 3C 20246 5 18.32 146.85 100 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 086.73 W	 290084 66
2145315453 01/27/79 25 30 20260 S 18.44 146.70 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 088.15 W	 290084 77
2141715440 01/27/79 25 30 19758 S 18.52 150.76 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 H 088.16 W	 290083 222
2140015490 01/28 / 79 26 30 19521 D 21.50 150.91 100 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 R, 089.60 W	 290063 597
2141815495 01/13/79 26 30 19772 S 18.39 15C•.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 089.61 W	 290083 14F
2141915554 01/1 / 79 27 30 19786 S 18.28 150.65 90 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 091.03 W	 290083 521
2144316310 01127/79 33 30 2012 1 5 17.53 148.16 80 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 099.64 u	 290083 811
2140916411 01/13/79 35 30 19647 5 19.72 151.01 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 102.5j] w	 290083 143
2142716415 01/21/79 35 30 1989f t S 17.57 150 . 03 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 702.51 W	 290083 760
C
t
i	 2142816474 01113/79 36 30 19912 S 17.52 149.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 103.94 W	 29(1QF3 427
214Z916532 01/13 / 79 37 30 19926 S 17.48 149 . 83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 105.36 W	 290083 548
211617213 01/03/79 42 30 19745 S 18.66 150.79 30 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 112.53 V	 290083 i82
2143417222 0112:179 42 30 19996 S 17.33 149.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 112.55 W	 290083 494
2143917511 071113!79 47 30 20066 S 17.40 148.66 81, EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 119.70 W	 290083 725
2143206511 01/07/79 183 30 19962 S 17.38 149.51 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 045_18 E	 290083 331
2143405192 01/1809 167 30 19989 S 17.33 149.37 100 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 068.13 E	 Z90083 766
2143205075 01/07 / 70 165 30 19961 S 17.38 149.5E 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 071.00 E	 290083 325
2143145020 01107/74 164 30 19947 S 17.40 149.69 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 072.42 E	 290083 304
2143317163 05/07179 41 30 19982 5 17.35 149 . 41 30 222E NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 111.12 W	 290083 373
2119604453 01/21/79 163 30 16670 D 49.88 123.28 NA MMRM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 973.80 E	 0 0
i	 2145 1)06512 01/27/79 183 29 20213 5 17.06 147.83 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.40 N 045.80 E	 290084 2
•	 2145106571 01/27 / 79 1F4 29 20227 S 17.15 147 . 64 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 044.36 E	 290084 14
2145105135 01/27 / 79 166 29 20226 S 17.13 147.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 070.16 E	 290084 8
2140115543 01/27/79 27 29 19535 0 20.19 151.62 100 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 090.45 W	 290083 206
2142516295 01/27/79 33 29 19870 S 16.66 150.80 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 099.05 W	 290983 120
2142616354 01/08179 34 29 19884 S 16.59 150.71 80 2EFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 100.50 W	 290083 78
2144107424 01/27/79 192 29 2008b S 16.3F 149.09 40 SEEP NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 032.84 E	 290083 801
2141707072 01/12/79 186 29 19753 S 17.48 151.40 80 EE2P NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 041.45 E	 290083 456
2143407022 01/18179 185 29 19990 5 16.28 149.95 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 042.88 E	 299083 771
2143306563 01/07 1 79 184 29 19976 S 16 . 30 150 . 06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44. 42 N 044.31 E	 290083 346
2143106450 01/07/19 182 29 19948 S 16.35 150.28 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 047.18 E	 290083 306
2143305131 01/07/79 166 29 19975 S 16.29 150.06 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 070.13 E	 290083 338
01/27/79 159 29 20128 S 16.51 148.71 20 FFFF no CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 080.17 E	 290083 818
^k
2144404333
2140514342 01/18/79 13 29 19590 S 19.38 151.68 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 070.38 W	 290083 700
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ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
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LAND5AT 2	 M55 SENSOR
	
PAGE 48
FROM 01/01/79 TO 01/31/79
PATH ROW OR1217 DAY/N17E SUN	 SUN	 % CLD 4UALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM MIC ELM
N	 /SrCL	 ELEV AZIM COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAY C14TR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
i
,
2140514333 01/18/79 13 27 1 fJ 590 5 17.19 153.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 069.22 W	 290083 698
2139815361 01/27/79 24 27 19493 S 16.67 152.89 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 085.01 W	 2900F3 191
214C416110 01/21179 30 27 19577 S 17.37 153.00 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 093.61 k	 290083 749
2142616345 01/08/79 34 27 19k!P4 S 14.40 151.95 20 2FEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 099.36 W	 290083 76
2140017311' 01127179 44 27 19522 S 18.19 152.95 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 113.69 W	 290083 205
2142207352 01/07 / 79 191 27 19823 5 14.75 152 . 31 "IA Mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 035.42 E	 0 0
2142107294 01/06/79 190 27 198U9 S 14.84 152.39 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 036.84 E	 290083 286
1(21438072432 01/13/79 Ib9 27 2DO46 5 14.16 150.71 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 038.28 E	 290083 567
`	 2143707185 01/07/79 168 27 20032 5 14.15 150.8? 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 039.71 E	 290083 408
2143587071 01/18/79 1F6 27 20004 S 14.14 151.06 ICU EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 042.59 E	 290083 777
2143306554 01/07/79 184 27 19976 5 14.16 151 . 28 100 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 045.47 E	 290083 344
2141115425 01/27/79 25 27 19758 S 15.25 152.62 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 086.47 W	 0 0
2140616223 01/13/79 32 27 19605 5 16.98 152.98 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 096.50 W	 290053 133
2144316294 01/27/79 33 27 20121 S 14.40 150.01 10 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 097.94 W	 290083 808
2140916395 01/13/79 35 27 19647 5 16.43 152.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 100.81 W	 290083 14G
2142716404 01/21/79 35 27 19898 s 14.35 151.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47_25 N	 100.82 W	 290083 757
2142816462 01/13/79 3o 27 19912 S 14.29 151.76 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 102.25 W	 290083 424
2142916521 01/13/79 37 27 19926 5 14.26 151.66 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 103.68 W	 290083 545
2143016580 01/13 / 79 38 27 19940 S 14.22 1 511.55 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 105 . 10 W	 290083 160
2143317152 01107/79 41 27 19982 5 14.16 151.23 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 109.42 W	 290083 370
2141617202 Oi/V3/79 42 27 19745 5 15.39 152.65 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 110.84 W	 290083 179
2143417210 01/21/79 42 27 19996 5 14.15 151.12 90 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 110.85 W	 290083 491
2143617324 01/21/79 44 27 2CO24 5 14.15 150.86 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 113.72 W	 290083 765
^f40117365 01/27/79 45 27 19536 S 17.96 152.97 90 EEE6 NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 115.14 W	 290083 218
:141917374 01/14/79 45 27 19787 5 15.01 152.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 115.15 W	 290083 7413
2140217424 01/14/79 46 27 19550 S 17.76 152.98 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 116.58 W	 290083 642
2143917500 01/1F/79 47 27 20066 S 14.23 150.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LL-L 47.25 N	 118.01 W	 290083 722
2142307411 01/06/79 192 27 19837 5 14.64 152.25 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 033.96 E	 290083 300
2142007235 01/08/79 189 27 19795 5 14-,94 152.46 10 EFPF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 038.27 E	 290083 44
214190718E 01/27/79 1E8 27 19781 5 15.05 152.53 90 FE2F NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 039.71 E	 290083 108
2145215382 01/27/79 24 27 20246 S 15.23 148.79 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N	 085.04' W	 290084 63
^ M
2119604442 01/21/79 163 27 16670 D 48.17 128.92 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N	 075.50 E	 0 0
8 2144407584 01/27/79 195 26 20131.) 5 13.40 150.54 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 030.32 E	 290083 825
2142516284 01/27 / 79 33 26 19870 5 13.43 152 . 63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48 . 64 N	 097.28 W	 290083 117
2139817191 01121/79 42 26 19494 5 17.55 153.5b 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 110.20 k	 290083 748
2144808215 01/27/79 199 26 20186 5 13.72 150.03 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 024.58 E	 290083 852
2144107412 01/27/79 192 26 20088 5 13.21 150.95 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 034.62 E	 290083 798
2143807241 01/13/79 11%9 26 20046 S 13.09 151.33 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.165 N	 038.9' E	 290083 566
2142616342 U1/OF/79 34 26 19884 s 13.31 152.57 10 MFEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 098.75 k	 290083 75
2141116570 01/06/79 37 26 19675 5 15.00 153.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 103.04 W	 290083 268
k
ARCHIVAL I M AGE REPORT -ARCH]*
STANDARD CATALOG
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('0:21	 FROM ^1/ x-1179 TO 01/31/79
OuSE-RVATION ENTRY	 PATrs RUN ORBIT DAY/lillk SUN Sub X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MIC FLM
In DATE # /SPCL ELFV AII M COVER 4567 QLTY	 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2145117153 01/77179 41 26 20233 S 14.10 149.55 00 EEFE F!0 CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 108.78 w	 290084 22
4 2140017304 01/27/79 44 26 19522 S 17.09 153.63 N4 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 113.08 1i	 0 0
. >L21429U8152 0113179 19F 26 14921 S 13.20 152.31 90 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 026.00 E	 290083 536
21423P7404 {1/06/79 197 «6 14F37 S 13.55 152. F t IC0 EEPE ND CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 034.58 E	 290083 299
2142207350 01/07/79 191 26 19823 5 13.66 152.93 NA "MmM NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 036.04 E	 0 0
2142107291 01/06/79 190 26 19809 5 13.75 153.01 100 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 037.45 E	 290083 Z35
2141907174 01127/79 188 26 19781 S 13.96 153.15 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 040.33 E	 290083 107
2143707182 01/07/79 18F 26 20032 S 13.09 151.44 100 FE2F NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 040.33 E	 290083 407
2140616221 01/13/79 32 26 19605 S 15.RF 153.64 30 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 095.89 w	 290083 732
2144316292 01/27/79 33 26 20121 S 13.35 150.63 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 097.32 W	 290083 807
2140916393 01113179 35 26 19647 S 15.33 153.59 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 100.19 k	 290083 139
2142716401 01/21/79 35 26 19898 S 13.26 152.47 HO NEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 100.19 w	 290083 756
2142816460 li1/13/79 36 26 19912 S 13.21 152.31' 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 101.63 W	 290083 423
t1 2142916514 01113!79 37 :6 19926 5 13.17 152.2E 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 103.07 w	 290083 544
' I 2143016573 01/13/79 38 26 19946 S 13.13 152.1F 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 104.50 w	 290083 159
2143317145 01/07/79 41 26 19982 5 13.08 151.85 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 108.80 u	 ?'11083 369
2141617195 01/03/79 42 26 19745 S 14.30 153 1 29 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 1113.23 W	 ?913083 178
2143417204 01/21/79 42 26 19996 5 13.08 151.73 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 110.25 W2Y.i«^^ 490
2143917493 01/18179 47 26 20066 S 13.16 151.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N	 117.40 W	 290083 721
2143108270 01/07179 Ml 26 19949 S 13.13 152.11 70 EEFE NO C	 CL LLLL 48.67 N	 023.11 E	 290083 389
2142808094 01/12/79 197 26 19907 S 13.24 152.41 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N	 027,.41 E	 290083 466
2119604435 01121/7" 163 26 16670 D 47.53 130.75 NA HNMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N	 076.12 E	 0 0
2144407582 01/27/75 195 25 20130) 5 12.36 151.1? 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.04 N	 030.98 E	 290083 824
2144107410 01/27/79 `92 25 70058 S 12.15 151.5E 50 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N	 035.27 E	 290083 797
2143807234 01/13/79 1F9 25 20046 S 12.02 151.96 100 EEFE NO CCCL tLLL 50.05 N	 039.56 E	 290083 565
2144808212 01/27/79 199 25 20186 S 12.67 150.67 30 VEEP NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 025.21 E	 270083 851
2142307402 01/06/79 192 25 19837 S 12.47 153.50 100 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 035.25 E	 290083 298
2142207343 01107179 191 25 19823 S 12.56 153.57 NA MMMR NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 H	 036.68 E	 0 0
2143707181; 01/07/79 188 25 20032 5 12.02 152.07 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N	 040.98 E	 290083 406
2143108263 01/07/79 206 25 19949 S 12.04 152.73 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 023.75 E	 290083 385
2142908150 01/13/79 198 25 19921 5 12.11 152.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 026.63 E	 290083 535
2147808091 01112/79 197 25 19907 5 12.14 153.04 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 028.06 E	 290083 465
2142107284 01106179 19C 25 19809 5 12.64 153.65 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 038.10 E	 290083 284
2141907171 01127179 168 25 197PI S 12.F6 153.79 100 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N	 040.97 E	 290083 106
2119604433 G1171179 163 25 16670 D 46.87 132.53 NA MNMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N	 076.77 E	 0 0
2144407581; 01/27179 195 24 20130 S 11.30 151.83 70 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.44 N	 031.67 E	 290083 823
2144107403 01/27/79 192 24 20088 S 11.09 152.22 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N	 035.96 E	 290083 796
2144808210 01/27/79 199 24 20186 S 11.62 151.73 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 025.89 E	 290083 85n
a1y+7 2142307395 01/06/79 192 24 19837 5 11.37 154.13 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 035.93 E	 290083 297
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PAGE 51
PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM NIC FLM	 {
CNTR LILT CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2144706472 01/27/79 lbC 61 20171 D 43.94 120.19 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 037.44 E 29OU83 844
.7Z138314233 01/07/79 9 61 19283 D 50.66 113.30 90 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 077.25 W 290083 14
12140214301 01111,179 10 61 1954b D 48.49 120.07 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 078.69 W 290083 641
2143207043 01/13/79 1N3 62 19962 D 45.47 121.09 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 5	 032.77 E 290083 588
2145207164 01/27/79 1P5 62 2U241 D 44.28 117.70 30 FFFF HO CCCL LML 02.88 S	 029.93 E 290084 33
2144706475 01127179 180 62 20171 D 44.45 118.F7 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 S	 037.10 E 290083 845
2144812032 61/27/79 235 62 21128 D 44.40 11F.59 60 EEEE NO CCCL WiLL 02.88 S	 041.75 W 290083 853
214520717L, 01/27/79 122 5 63 2U241 D 44.73 116.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 S	 029.59 E 29002=4 34
2144706481 01/27/79 180 63 24171 D 44.92 127.52 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 5	 036.76 E 2900b3 846
2144706484 01/27/79 180 64 20171 0 45.37 116.15 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 S	 036.42 E 290ra3 847
2130701555 01/27/79 130 64 18216 D 42.98 067.2F 30 FEfE NO CCCL I.LLL 05.76 S	 108.13 E 2y0084 43
2144706490 01/27/79 180 65 20171 D 45.77 114.75 90 MFFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 S	 036.!8 E 290083 448
2130701561 61/27/79 130 65 1F216 D 42.19 (;66.17 50 EEFE NG CCCL LLLL 07.20 S	 107.80 E 2900b4 46
2141914272 01/27/79 9 66 15785 D 48.74 115.22 100 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 5	 079.00 W 290083 116
2138314254 01/07/79 9 66 1928"1 D 51.89 104.42 50 EEFF no CCCL HHLL 08.65 S	 078,93 W 290Ob3 15
2141714164 01/12/79 7 68 19757 D 49.68 111.82 40 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S	 076.78 W 29001+3 462
c143514172 01/18/79 7 68 20008 D 47.79 112.12 90 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S	 076.80 W 290083 789
2143414120 41/13179 6 69 19994 D 48.19 110.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S	 075.71 W 290083 441
2139814103 01/27/79 6 69 19492 D 51.65 105.43 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S	 075.70 W 290083 94
2141714170 01/12/79 7 69 19757 D 49.98 110.16 90 EEE2 NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S	 077.14 W 290083 463
2143514175 01/18/79 7 69 20008 D 48.09 110.59 60 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S	 077.15 W 290083 790
2143414123 01/13/79 F 70 19994 D 48.46 109.11 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S	 076.06 W 290083 442
2139814105 01/27/79 6 70 19492 D 51.78 103.64 10 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 14.40 S	 076.04 W 290083 95
2143314070 01/07;79 5 71 19980 D 48.79 107.58 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S	 074.98 W 290083 356
2145114074 01117179 5 71 20231 D 47.09 104.97 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.84 5	 074.97 W 290084 20
I2143113:G63 01107/79 3 72 19952 D 49.18 106.08 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S	 072.50 W 290083 392[ 21412134 9 2 01/06/79 2 72 196b7 D 51.04 104.23 70 PPPP NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S	 071.04 Y 290083 280
2145114081 01/27/79 5 72 20231 D 47.21 103.47 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S	 075.33 U 290084 21
2143314073 61/07/79 5 72 19960 D 48.97 106.{70 60 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S	 075.34 W 290023 357
2145707211 01127/?9 1F5 73 20241 D 47.22 101.b3 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 5	 026.12 E 290084 35
2144411445 01/27/79 231 73 20132 D 47.97 103.37 100 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 5	 039.84 W 290083 830
2141213495 01/06/79 2 73 19667 D 51.14 102.50 90 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 18.71 S	 071.40 W 2900E3 281
2145207214 01/27/79 185 74 20241 D 47.26 100.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 5	 025.76 E 2900E4 36
21421OU563 01/06/79 118 75 19805 D 50.52 100.61 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S	 121.45 E 290083 282
2140300554 01/21/79 112 75 19554 0 51.66 096.40 `J £EPE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S	 121.46 E 290083 679
2143800513 01/13/79 117 75 20042 D 48.79 101.04 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S	 122.90 E 290083 558
2142913454 01/13/79 1 75 19924 D 49.69 101.23 10 EEEF HO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S	 070.71 W 290083 537
2145207220 01/27/79 185 75 20241 0 47.25 098.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S	 025.39 E 290084 37
2138301121 01/07: 7 9 121 75 19345 D 51.47 090.43 0 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S	 117.20 E 2900b3 41
2138400494 01107/79 117 75 19289 D 51.20 088.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLIL 21.59 S	 122.94 E 2900273 19
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ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZI K COVER 4567 QLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME
2143800515 01/13/19 117 76 20042 D 48.80 099.48 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 5	 122.52 E 290083 559
2143100113 01/28/79 110 76 19944 D 49.56 099.65 10 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 5	 132.56 E 290083 621
21428134W 01/121/9 251 76 19910 D 49.ET 099.58 10 FFFF NO CCCL HULL 23.01 5	 069.64 w 290083 470
2142913460+ G1/13/79 1 76 1992+ D 49.71 099.6n 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S	 071.09 W 290083 538
2145207223 01/27/79 185 76 20241 D 47.21 097.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23_02 5	 025.01 E 290084 38
2139400040 01/12/79 109 76 VA28 D 51.50 091.2F 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 5	 134.02 E 290083 443
2138b01124 01!07/79 121 76 19345 D 51.21 088.75 0 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 S	 196.84 E 290083 42
2138400493 G1/C7/79 117 76 19289 0 50.89 OR6.95 NA HMMH NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 5	 122.57 E 0 0
21428134C4 C1/9?179 251 77 1991F' D 49.72 697.95 14 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S	 070.03 .w 290083 471
2142913463 01/13/79 1 77 19924 D 49.68 097.98 20 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S	 071.46 w 290083 539
2145207225 GI/27/79 1P5 77 20241 D 47.12 (195.92 NA MMM1t NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S	 024.64 E 0 0
?13880113C 01/07/79 121 17 19345 D 50.90 087.07 0 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S	 116.46 E 290083 43
2141112023 01106/79 234 77 19672 D 51.12 095.31- 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 5	 045.62 u 2900E3 264
1142813411 01/12179 251 78 19910 D 49.71 096.36 0 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.88 S	 070.43 1/ 290083 472
2142913465 01/13/79 1 78 19924 D 49.60 096.39 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.88 S	 071.84 w 290083 540
2144706543 01/27/79 110 7F 20171 D 47.60 095.41 100 PEFF NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 S	 031.41 E 290082 849
2143723095 01113/79 99 79 20041 D 48.58 094.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.31 5	 147.18 E 290083 557
2142813413 G1112/79 251 79 19910 D 49.59 094.80 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 27.31 S	 070.82 u 290083 473
2338323073 01/07/79 99 79 19288 D 49.71 082,1E 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S	 147.25 E 290083 17
2141622521 C1112/79 96 80 19748 D 50.32 091.70 10 EEP2 NO CCCL LLLL 28.74 S	 151.08 E 290083 452
2142813420 01112/79 251 80 19910 D 49.43 093.25 40 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 28.74 S	 071.23 w 290083 474
2139822512 01/21/79 96 80 19497 D 50.53 086.59 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S	 151.10 E 290083 672
2142813422 01/12/79 251 81 1991LI D 49.22 091.70 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 30.17 S	 071.64 W 290083 475
2141823041 01127/79 98 81 19776 D 49.97 090.50 0 EE2E 'HL CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 147.81 E 290083 102
2143623045 01/07/79 9A 81 20027 D 48.34 D91.94 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S	 147.82 E 290083 403
2/42813425 01152/79 251 82 19910 D 48.98 090.20 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 31.60 S	 072.05 w 210083 476
2143707421 01/07/79 188 83 20032 D 47.7P 089.05 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 017.86 E 290083 411
2141907412 01/27179 188 83 19781 D 49.36 087.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 S	 017.87 E 290083 191
2143312285 C1/n7/79 238 83 19979 D 48.20 089.02 30 E222 NO CCCL HHLL 33.03 S	 053.83 H 290083 352
2138307394 01/07179 188 83 19279 D 47.49 076.38 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S	 017.91 E 290063 10
2139113355 01/21/79 250 83 19394 D 48.64 079.46 60 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 33.05 S	 070.98 14 290083 6.53
i! 2139822530 01/21179 96 84 19497 D 48.82 080.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 5	 149.39 E 290083 673
11 2143312291 bl/07/79 238 84 19979 D 47.89 087.63 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S	 054.26 w n 0
2143412350 01/18179 239 84 19993 D 47.78 087.68 30 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S	 055.69 w 29GO83 774
2143512405 01/18/79 240 84 20007 D 47.67 087.39 10 FF FF NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S	 057.12 V 290083 783
2139113361 01/21/79 250 84 19394 0 48.09 078.13 20 r-FFE NO CCCL HHLL 34_48 5	 071.42 w 290083 b54
2140223164 01121179 100 85 19553 D 48.56 080.63 0 FF2E NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S	 1 ,43.20 E 290083 678
2140123105 01/14/79 99 85 19539 D 48.51 080.32 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.88 S	 144.64 E 1290083 632
2143412352 01/18/79 239 85 19993 D 47.42 OE6.32 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.88 S	 056.14 4I 260063 775
2143512411 01/18/79 2411 85 20007 D 47.31 0186.34 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 35.88 S	 057.58 w 290083 784
...._	 u
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2143312294 01/07/79 233 85 19970 D 47.53 086,.29 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35_89 S	 054.70 M	 290083 333
X 2134912394 01/06/79 240 65 19505 0 48.34 079.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL 41HLL 35.89 S	 057.56 6	 290083 253
2138323100 01107179 99 R5 19286 D 46.34 074.21 t4 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S	 144.68 E	 290083 18
2139113364 G1/21/79 25P 95 15394 0 47.51 U76.85 20 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 35_90 S	 071.87 W	 290083 655
2143412355 01/18/79 239 86 19993 D 47.03 085.02 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 37.30 S	 056.61 W	 290083 776
2143512414 01/18/79 240 96 20007 q 46.92 085.05 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 37.30 S	 058 ..06 W	 290083 785
2139812341 01127/79 239 86 19491 D 47.70 077.95 NA W14MM NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S	 056.61 W	 0 0
2139912400 01/06/79 24C 86 19505 D 47.78 078.26 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 37.31 S	 058.03 W	 290083 254
2139113370 01/21/79 250 96 19394 D 46.A9 075_65 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 37.32 S	 072.33 W	 290083 656
2143412361 01/13/79 239 87 19993 D 46.60 083.78 14A MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 S	 057_09 w	 0 0
2143512420 01/18/79 240 87 20007 D 46.49 083.61 10 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 S	 058.54 U	 290083 786
2143312592 C1/13179 243 87 20049 q 46.14 083.86 40 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 38.72 S	 062.84 k	 290083 570
2145021014 G1/27/79 76 87 2(221 D 44.41 GR3.09 21 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.73 S	 176.67 E	 290084 4
7 2.139812344 01127179 239 87 19491 0 47.10 076.75 NA MM34M NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S	 057.09 W	 0 0
y 2139912403 01/06/79 240 87 19505 D 47.19 077.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL. HHLL 38.73 S	 058.50 W	 290083 255
2141912525 01/27/79 242 87 19784 q 47.69 082.08 10 FE2F NO CCCL HHLL 38.73 S	 061.38 W	 290083 112
2142012584 01108179 243 87 19798 0 47.65 082.25 0 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 32.73 S	 062.82 W	 290083 47
8138312511 01/07179 242 87 19282 D 44.87 071.84 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 38.75 S	 061.31 W	 290083 11
2139113373 01/21/79 250 87 19394 0 46.24 074.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 38.75 S	 072.81 w	 290083 657
2142113050 01/06/79 244 88 19812 D 46.87 080.63 NA 2222 No CCCL LLLL 40.07 S	 065.00 W	 0 0
2143512423 01/18/79 240 88 20007 D 46.03 482.63 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 40.14 S	 059.04 W	 290083 787
2143712540 01/07/79 242 88 20035 D 45.80 682.67 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 40_14 S	 061.89 W	 290083 412
2143812595 01113/79 243 88 20049 D 45.68 082.68 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 40.14 S	 063.33 W	 290083 571
2145021021 01/27179 76 88 20221 0 43.93 082.G0 90 EEFE NO CCCL. LLLL 40.15 S	 176.18 E	 290084 5
2139912405 01106/79 240 88 19505 D 46.57 075_F9 60 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 40_15 S	 059.00 W	 290083 256
2141912532 01127/79 242 88 19784 D 47.19 080.85 10 FE2F NO CCCL Hki.L 40.15 S	 061.87 W	 290083 113
2142012590 01/08/79 243 88 19798 D 47.15 081.01 10 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 40.15 S	 063.31 W	 290093 4F
2138312513 01/07/79 242 88 19282 D 44.13 070.90 NA F22F NO CCCL HHLL 40.17 S	 061.82 w	 290083 12
2139113375 01/21/79 250 88 19394 D 45.56 075.42 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 40.17 S	 073.30 W	 290083 658
2142113052 01/06/79 244 89 19812 D 46.33 079.58 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.48 S	 065.50 W	 0 C
2143712542 01/07/79 242 89 20035 D 45_30 081.54 10 FEPM NO CCCL HHLL 41.56 S	 (162.40 W	 2900(3 413
2143813001 01/13/79 243 89 20049 0 45.19 OP1.56 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 41.56 S	 063.84 W	 290AP3 572
2141912534 01127/79 242 89 19784 D 46.65 079.67 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 41.57 S	 062.38 W	 290083 114
21.42012593 01/08179 243 89 15798 D 46.61 079.84 10 FFPF NO CCCL HHLL 41.57 S	 063.82 W	 240083 49
2143813004 01/13/79 243 90 2n049 D 44.66 0310.50 0 FFFF N0 CCCL HHLL 42_97 S	 064.37 W	 240083 573
2141912541 01/27/79 242 90 19784 D 46.07 078.55 20 FE2F NO CCCL HHLL 42.9E S	 062.91 W	 290083 115
2143712545 01/07/79 242 90 20035 D 44.78 080.47 10 EEP2 NO CCCL HHLL 42.98 S	 062.93 w	 290083 414
2142012595 01108179 243 90 19798 D 46.04 078.72 10 FF2P NO CCCL HHLL 42_98 S	 064.34 W	 290053 50
2142213124 01107179 245 93 19826 0 44.12 076.13 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 47.20 S	 068.96 W	 0 0
2144113191 01/27/79 246 93 20091 n 42.51 077.72 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.21 S	 070.37 F	 290083 802
i
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2142213131 0 + /07179 245 94 19826 D 43.44 075.2P NA 11P3MM NO CCCL LLLL 48.60 S	 069.58 W	 0 0
2144193193 01/27/79 246 94 20091 D 41.87 076.93 0 EEEE HO CCCL LLLL 48.61 S	 071.00 w	 24OOP3 b03
2144113200 07/27/79 246 95 21)091 D 41_20 076.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.01 5	 071.64 W	 29000 804
2144113202 01/27/79 246 96 20091 D 40.51 075.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.40 S	 072.33 W	 290083 805
2142013025 01/08179 243 97 1979h D 41_25 072.87 40 FFFF. NO CCCL LLLL 52.82 S	 068.71 W	 290063 51
2142013031 U1/08/79 243 98 19798 D 40.47 072.34 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.20 S	 469_47 W	 290083 52
2142013034 01/08/79 243 99 19798 D 39.67 071.90 90 EE2E P40 CCCL LLLL 55.59 S	 070.27 W	 290083 53
2141707410 01112/79 186'110 19753 D 29.60 ±174.64 100 CE22 NO CCCL LLLL 70.25 S	 002.91 is	 290OF3 460
